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OPENING REMARKS--NDIA SO/LIC SYMPOSIUM, 1998

MG William C Moore, US Army, Retired
Chairman, SO/LIC Division

Good morning and welome to the 9th Annual SO/LIC Symposium sponsored by the
National Defense Industrial Association--recently formed by the merger of ADPA and
NSIA--a union that has already proven a benefit to the SO/LIC community

I thank you for your attendance at this Symposium, which indicates the great support
and interest that is extended to the SO/LIC component for our national strategy and
associated national security programs. Represented among everyone here are many
from industry who are teamed with our SOILIC forces in providing the superior
capability which our nation now possesses. From industry also comes the pledge to
continue to help field the greatest SOF in the world. This Symposium is a vehicle by
which all involved in SO/LIC can meet, exchange information and address the the
issues of the SO/LIC battlefield and of our SOF as they look to the challenges of the
future.

The SO/LIC Division is privileged to organize and host this Symposium--about which I
would like to make a few comments.

First ....... This Symposium is designed to consider how to "prepare now for an uncertain
future", which is one of the principal objectives of our current national strategy--as cited
in the President's strategy, the National Military Strategy and the many subsequent
strategy-related documents, such as the Defense Guidance, QDR and the recently
released report from the National Defense Panel. Despite the myriad of strategy and
policy statements, national military strategy remains in transition. Symposia like this
one and interested participants like each of you can have an influence. Collectively we
are a recognized voice and our discussions over the next two days will reach strategy
and policy decision makers.

Second ....... NDIA through its SO/LIC Division and this Symposium has the honor to
acknowledge and recognize the service of many of our SO/LIC warriors for their
outstanding personal contributions. Tonight at our Banquet, awards will be made to
over a dozen personnel from all the services for special SO/LIC acheivement. Also will
we honor three notable leaders of SO/LIC for a lifetime of service by the award of our R
Lynn Rylander Award. Recepients this year are The Honorable John 0 Marsh, Jr and
posthumously, Rear Admiral Irve C (Chuck) Le Moyne and Colonel George T Talbot.
Please attend the banquet and help us honor all these great SO/LIC leaders.

Third ..... As you may know the work of the SO/LIC Division is carried on by a group of
volunteers, like myself and the members of the Executive Board, who are listed in the
Symposium program. I invite you to assist us in our programs supporting SOF and
SO/LIC. The Executive Board meets monthly to stay informed on SO/LIC matters and



to plan the activities of the Division. Our objective is to continue to be a facilitator of
coordination between government, industry, media and academia on matters relating
to SO/LIC. With the indorsement of NDIA we are in the process of relocating the
headquarters of the North Carolina Chapter of NDIA from the Raleigh area to
Fayetteville where it can become closer to SOF and better represent our mutual
interests. Perhaps in the near future we can have this Symposium in Fayetteville--take
it to the "field". We continue to look for new ways to better represent both the
government and industry on behalf of SOF. The SO/LIC Division publishes a
newsletter as a forum for continuing discussion on SO/LIC matters. Everyone
attending this Symposium will be on our mailing list. Also the NDIA National Defense
magaz~ne regularly highlights articles of SO/LIC significance, as in this month's issue.
Through the many venues of NDIA, the SO/LIC Division has become the voice of the
community--a community which we hope to continually broaden. Your help is invited--
with more hands and heads we can do more. If you wouldlike to become more active
in our programs please contact me here at the Symposium or leave a message for me
at NDIA.
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Preface

Protecting the security of our nation-our people, our peace and prosperity. We can-and we must-use
territory and our way of life-is my foremost mission and America's leadership to harness global forces of integra-
constitutional duty. As we enter the twenty-first century, tion, reshape existing security, economic and political
we have an unprecedented opportunity to make our structures, and build new ones that help create the con-
nation safer and more prosperous. Our military might is ditions necessary for our interests and values to thrive.
unparalleled; a dynamic global economy offers increas- As we approach this century's end, the blocs and barri-
ing opportunities for American jobs and Americaninvestment; and the community of democratic nations is ers that divided the world for fifty years largely have fall-

en away. Our responsibility is to build the world ofgrowing, enhancing the prospects for political stability, tomorrow by embarking on a period of construction-
peaceful conflict resolution and greater hope for the peo- one based on current realities but enduring American
pie of the world. values and interests. In constructing international frame-

At the same time, the dangers we face are unprecedent- works, institutions and understandings to guide America
ed in their complexity. Ethnic conflict and outlaw states and the world far into the next century, the following
threaten regional stability; terrorism, drugs, organized strategic priorities advance our core national security
crime and proliferation of weapons of mass destruction objectives:
are global concerns that transcend national borders; and First, we must help foster a peaceful, undivided, democ-
environmental damage and rapid population growth ratic Europe. When Europe is stable and at peace,
undermine economic prosperity and political stability in America is more secure. When Europe prospers, so does
many countries. America.

This report, submitted in accordance with Section 603 of NATO was created to strengthen Europe's west. Now, it
the Goldwater-Nichols Defense Department can do the same for Europe's east. This summer, we will
Reorganization Act of 1986, sets forth a national security hold a special summit to continue the process of adapt-
strategy to advance our national interests in this era of
unique opportunities and dangers. It is premised on thee ing our alliance to new demands while enlarging it tobelif tat othourdomsti strngt an ou lederhiptake in new members from among Europe's new democ-
belief that both our domestic strength and our leadership racies. Countries that were once our adversaries now
abroad are essential to advancing our goal of a safer, can become our allies. We aim to build a strong NATO-
more prosperous America. Building upon America's Russia partnership that provides for consultation and,
unmatched strengths, the strategy's three core objectiv'es when possible, joint action on common security chal-
are: lenges and contributes to a democratic Russia's active

" To enhance our security with effective diplomacy participation in the post-Cold War European security
and with military forces that are ready to fighit an-d system. We will strengthen the Partnership for Peace
win. Program and create an enhanced NATO-Ukraine rela-

"* To bolster America's economic prosperity. tionship.

"* To promote democracy abroad. Second, America must look across the Pacific as well as
across the Atlantic. Over the last four years, we have

To achieve these objectives, we will remain engaged made significant progress in creating a stable, prosper-
abroad and work with partners, new and old, to promote ous Asia Pacific community. In this endeavor, we must



reinforce our close ties to Japan, the Republic of Korea, costly conflicts. It encourages other nations to focus on
Australia and our ASEAN friends and allies. As we future hopes, not past hatreds. It creates partners willing
strengthen our security and promote our prosperity, we to seize the opportunities of a new century. The habits of
must remain alert to the challenges that remain. We must peace crafted in Bosnia must take hold, helped by the
ensure that North Korea continues to implement its NATO-led Stabilization Force that is allowing recon-
agreement to freeze and dismantle its nuclear weapons struction and reconciliation to accelerate.
program, and we must fund America's contribution to
this effort. Together with South Korea, we must advance Fifth, we must continue to move strongly to counter
peace talks with North Korea and bridge that armed growing dangers to our security: weapons of mass
divide. And we must sustain the remarkable growth destruction, terrorism, international crime, drugs, illegalfdivide.lAnd wyinceamustngs n therremarkablte iegro n arms trafficking, and environmental damage. We are act-
fueled by increasingly open markets and the integrationfalling into the
that all the region's economies are attaining through the
Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation forum. wrong hands and to rid the world of antipersonnel land-

mines and chemical weapons. The American people are
We must pursue a deeper dialogue with China. An isolat- more secure because we won historic accords to end
ed, inward-looking China is not good for America or the nuclear testing and to ban chemical weapons. Together
world. A China playing its rightful role as a responsible with Russia, we are working to cut our nuclear arsenals
and active member of the international community is. I by 80 percent from their Cold War height within a
will visit China and I have invited China's president to decade. We are working with others, with renewed
come here not because we agree on everything, but intensity, to improve civil aviation security, to defeat
because engaging China is the best way to work on com- drug traffickers and to stop terrorists before they act-and
mon challenges such as ending nuclear testing-and to to hold them accountable if they do. We are protecting
deal frankly with fundamental differences such as human the global environment-managing our forests, stopping
rights. the spread of toxic chemicals, working to close the hole
Third, the American people must prosper in the global in the ozone layer, reducing the greenhouse gasses thatThir, te Aerian eope mut pospr i th glbalchallenge our health as they change our climate.
economy. We have made it our mission to tear down
trade barriers abroad in order to create jobs at home. Finally, we must have the diplomatic and military tools
Over the last four years we have concluded more than to meet all these challenges. We must maintain a strong
200 trade agreements, each one of which opened a for- and ready military. We will achieve this by selectively
eign market more widely to American products. Today, increasing funding for weapons modernization and tak-
America is again the world's number one exporter- ing care of our men and women in uniform. They are
leading in agriculture and aviation, automobiles and doing a remarkable job for America-America must do
entertainment, semiconductors and software. right by them.

Now, we must build on that momentum, especially in We must also renew our commitment to America's
Asia and Latin America. If we fail to act now, these diplomacy-to ensure that we have the superb diplomat-
emerging economies will find their economic future with ic representation that our people deserve and our inter-
other nations-and we will be left behind. That is why I ests demand. Every dollar we devote to preventing con-
am traveling to Latin America and the Caribbean this flicts, promoting democracy, and stopping the spread of
year-to continue the work we began at the Summit of disease and starvation brings a sure return in security and
the Americas in Miami in building a community of savings. Yet international affairs spending today totals
democracies linked by shared values and expanding just one percent of the federal budget-a small fraction
trade. We must continue to help nations embrace open of what America invested at the start of the Cold War
markets, improve living standards and advance the rule when we chose engagement over isolation. If America is
of law and we must support the World Bank and other to continue to lead the world by its own example, we
organizations that multiply our contributions to progress must demonstrate our own commitment to these priority
many times over. tasks. This is also why we must pay our debts and dues

to a reforming United Nations.
Fourth, America must continue to be an unrelenting
force for peace-from the Middle East to Haiti, from Inherent in this final priority is the need to examine our
Northern Ireland to Central Africa. Taking reasonable overall national security posture, programs, structure and
risks for peace keeps us from being drawn into far more budget. Within the Department of Defense such a review

ii



is currently underway and the State Department and repeatedly seen this over the last four years-in Bosnia
other international affairs agencies are reorganizing to and Haiti where we worked with many other nations for
confront the pressing challenges of tomorrow. We need peace and democracy, in the Summit of the Americas
to continue looking across our government to see if dur- and APEC Leaders Forum where we agreed with our
ing this time of transition we are adequately preparing to partners to build a free and open trading system, and in
meet the national security challenges of the next century. many other instances. Our achievements of the last four

Each of these six priorities is essential to keeping years are the springboard for tomorrow's better world.

America strong, secure and prosperous and to advancing We are at the dawn of a new century. Now is the
our national security objectives. Our strategy requires the moment to be farsighted as we chart a path into the new
patient application of American will and resources. We millennium. As borders open and the flow of informa-
can sustain that necessary investment only with the con- tion, technology, money, trade, and people across bor-
tinued support of the American people and the bipartisan ders increases, the line between domestic and foreign
support of their representatives in Congress-a biparti- policy continues to blur. We can only preserve our secu-
sanship that was clearly displayed in the recent ratifica- rity and well being at home by being actively involved in
tion of the Chemical Weapons Convention. The full par- the world beyond our borders.
ticipation of Congress is essential to the success of our The need for American leadership abroad remains as
continuing engagement, and I will consult with members strong as ever. With the support of the American public,
of Congress at every step as we formulate and implement I am committed to sustaining our active engagement
American foreign policy. abroad in pursuit of our cherished goal-a more secure
America has an unparalleled record of international lead- and prosperous America in a more peaceful and prosper-
ership. Through our leadership comes rewards. The more ous world where democracy and free markets know no
America leads, the more willing others are to share the limits.
risks and responsibilities of forging our futures. We have

|||oo



I. Leadership Today-For a Safer,
More Prosperous Tomorrow

Our national security strategy must always be judged by advance our interests. Our strategy highlighted that the
its success in meeting the fundamental purposes set out in demise of communism in the former Soviet Union
the Constitution: brought with it unprecedented opportunities in global

relations as well as a host of threats and challenges with...provide for the common defence, promote the the potential to grow more deadly in a world grown

general Welfare, and secure the Blessings of teptnilt rwmr edyi ol rw
Liberty to ourselves and our Posterity,.., closer. This strategy took into account the revolution in

technology that not only enriches our lives, but makes it
Since the founding of the nation, certain requirements possible for terrorists, criminals and drug traffickers to
have remained constant. We must protect the lives and challenge the safety of our citizens and the security of

personal safety of Americans, both at home and abroad. our borders in new ways. Our strategy focused on theWe must maintain the sovereignty, political freedom and security implications for both present and long-term
We mst ainain he oveeigny, oliicalfredomandAmerican policy raised by transnational problems that

independence of the United States, with its values, insti-

tutions and territory intact. And, we must provide for the once seemed quite distant-such as resource depletion,
rapid population growth, environmental degradation and

well-being and prosperity of the nation and its people. refugee migration. Faced with these circumstances, we

did not set objectives for separate and distinct foreign
and domestic policies, but rather for economic and secu-

Challenges and Opportunities rity policies that advance our interests and ideals in a
world where the dividing line between domestic and for-

The security environment in which we live is dynamic eign policy is increasingly blurred.

and uncertain, replete with numerous challenges. Ethnic These principles continue to guide us at the beginning of
conflict and outlaw states threaten stability in many the second Clinton Administration and prompt us to
regions of the world. Weapons of mass destruction, ter- make some general observations about America's role in
rorism, organized crime and environmental damage are the world in which we live.
global concerns that transcend national borders. Yet, this Because we are a nation with global interests, we face a
is also a period of great promise. America's core values of variety of challenges to our interests, often far beyond
representative governance, market economics and ouriehof Wengest our ret s, ofte rior deyo -respect for fundamental human rights have been our shores. We must always retain our superior diplo-

matic, technological, industrial and military capabilities
embraced by many nations around the world, creating to address this broad range of challenges so that we can
new opportunities to promote peace, prosperity and respond together with other nations when we can, and
greater cooperation among nations. Former adversaries alone when we must. We have seen in the past that the
now cooperate with us. The dynamism of the global international community is often reluctant to act force-
economy is transforming commerce, culture, communi- fully without American leadership. In many instances,

the United States is the only nation capable of providing
During the first Clinton Administration we assessed the necessary leadership for an international response to
America's role in a radically transformed security envi- shared challenges.
ronment and outlined a national security strategy to



The Imperative of Implementing the Strategy
Engagement Though we must always be prepared to act alone, when

necessary, or as a leader of an ad hoc coalition that may
These observations make our strategic approach clear, form around a specific objective, we cannot always
First, we must be prepared and willing to use all appro- accomplish our foreign policy goals unilaterally. An
priate instruments of national power to influence the important element of our security preparedness depends
actions of other states and non-state actors. Second, we on durable relationships with allies and other friendly
must have the demonstrated will and capabilities to con- nations. Accordingly, a central thrust of our strategy is to
tinue to exert global leadership and remain the preferred strengthen and adapt the security relationships we have
security partner for the community of states that share with key nations around the world and create new struc-
our interests. In short, American leadership and engage- tures when necessary. Examples of these efforts include
ment in the world are vital for our security, and the NATO enlargement, the Partnership for Peace, and the
world is a safer place as a result. commitment by the Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation

Three-quarters of a century ago, the United States squan- (APEC) forum and the Summit of the Americas to expand

dered Allied victory in World War I when it embraced free trade and investment.

isolationism and turned inward. After World War II, and At other times we must harness our diplomatic, military
in the face of a new totalitarian threat, America accepted and economic strengths to shape a favorable internation-
the challenge to lead. We remained engaged overseas al environment outside of any formal structures. This
and, with our allies, worked to create international struc- approach has borne fruit in areas as diverse as the
tures-from the Marshall Plan, the United Nations, advancement of peace in the Middle East and Northern
NATO and 42 other defense arrangements, to the Ireland, the elimination of nuclear weapons from
International Monetary Fund and the World Bank-that Ukraine, Kazakstan and Belarus and in our support for
enabled us to strengthen our security and prosperity and the transformation of South Africa, and is further exem-
win the Cold War. plified through our comprehensive assistance package to

By exerting our leadership abroad, we can make Russia and other New Independent States (NIS).

America safer and more prosperous-by deterring In implementing our strategy for a safer, more prosper-
aggression, fostering the resolution of conflicts, opening ous tomorrow, we are guided by the strategic priorities
foreign markets, strengthening democracies, and tackling President Clinton laid out in his 1997 State of the Union
global problems. Without our leadership and engage- Address:
ment, threats would multiply and our opportunities
would narrow. Our strategy recognizes a simple truth: * foster an undivided, democratic and peaceful
we must lead abroad if we are to be secure at home, but Europe
we cannot lead abroad unless we are strong at home. - forge a strong and stable Asia Pacific community

Underpinning that international leadership is the power * continue America's leadership as the world's most
of our democratic ideals and values. In designing our important force for peace
strategy, we recognize that the spread of democracy sup- e create more jobs and opportunities for Americans
ports American values and enhances both our security through a more open and competitive trading sys-
and prosperity. Democratic governments are more likely tem that also benefits others around the world
to cooperate with each other against common threats
and to encourage free and open trade and economic tirease opera in cnfrotin ae security
development-and less likely to wage war or abuse the
rights of their people. Hence, the trend toward democra- • strengthen the military and diplomatic tools neces-
cy and free markets throughout the world advances sary to meet these challenges
American interests. The United States must support this As we stand at the edge of a new century, our national
trend by remaining actively engaged in the world. This is security strategy will continue to make a real difference
the strategy to take us into the next century. in the lives of our citizens by promoting a world of open

societies and open markets that is supportive of U.S.
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interests and consistent with American values. We know We also know that our engagement abroad rightly
that there must be limits to America's involvement in the depends on the willingness of the American people and
world. We must be selective in the use of our capabili- the Congress to bear the costs of defending U.S. inter-
ties, and the choices we make always must be guided by ests-in dollars, energy, and, when there is no other
advancing our objectives of a more secure, prosperous alternative, American lives. We must, therefore, foster
and free America. But we also recognize that if we with- the broad public understanding and bipartisan congres-
draw U.S. leadership from the world today, we will have sional support necessary to sustain our international
to contend with the consequences of our neglect tomor- engagement, always recognizing that some decisions
row. America cannot walk away from its global interests that face popular opposition must ultimately be judged
and responsibilities, or our citizens' security and pros- by whether they advance the interests of the American
perity will surely suffer. people in the long run.
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I!. Advancing U.S. National Interests

As stated, the goal of the national security strategy is to objectives of enhancing our security, bolstering our eco-
ensure the protection of our nation's fundamental and nomic prosperity and promoting democracy.
enduring needs: protect the lives and safety of
Americans; maintain the sovereignty of the United States,
with its values, institutions and territory intact; and pro-hSecurity
vide for the prosperity of the nation and its people. Enhancing
We seek to create conditions in the world where our To ensure the safety of our nation, the United States will
interests are rarely threatened, and when they are, we continue its integrated approach to addressing the
have effective means of addressing those threats. In gen- numerous threats to our interests and preserve a full
eral, we seek a world in which no critical region is domi- range of foreign policy tools. We must maintain superior
nated by a power hostile to the United States and regions military forces. Similarly, we must retain a strong diplo-
of greatest importance to the U.S. are stable and at matic corps and a foreign assistance program sufficient
peace. We seek a climate where the global economy to maintain American leadership. Our tools of foreign
and open trade are growing, where democratic norms policy must be able to shape'the international environ-
and respect for human rights are increasingly accepted ment, respond to the full spectrum of potential crises and
and where terrorism, drug trafficking and international prepare against future threats. Our military forces will
crime do not undermine stability and peaceful relations. have the ability to respond to challenges short of war,
And we seek a world where the spread of nuclear, chem- and in concert with regional friends and allies, to win
ical, biological and other potentially destabilizing tech- two overlapping major theater wars. We will continue
nologies is minimized, and the international community pursuing diplomatic, economic, military, arms control,
is willing and able to prevent or respond to calamitous and nonproliferation efforts that promote stability and
events. This vision of the world is also one in which the reduce the danger of nuclear, chemical, biological and
United States has close cooperative relations with the conventional conflict.
world's most influential countries and has the ability to
influence the policies and actions of those who can
affect our national well-being. Threats to U.S. Interests
The overall health of the international economic envi- The current era presents a diverse set of threats to our
ronment directly affects our security, just as stability enduring goals and hence to our security. These threats
enhances the prospects for prosperity. This prosperity, a are generally grouped into three, often intertwined, cate-
goal in itself, also ensures that we are able to sustain our gories:
military forces, foreign initiatives and global influence. It
is that engagement and influence that helps ensure the Regional or State-centered Threats: A number of
world remains stable so that the international economic states still have the capabilities and the desire to
system can flourish. threaten our vital interests, through either coercion

We believe that our strategy will move us closer to the or cross border aggression. In many cases, thesestates are also actively improving their offensive
vision outlined above and therefore will achieve our capalties, includ ing tseto obta nsnce

capabilities, including efforts to obtain nuclear,



biological or chemical weapons. In other cases, policies are increasingly blurred-crosses agency lines;
unstable nations, internal conflicts or failed states thus, our approach places a premium on integrated inter-
may threaten to further destabilize regions where agency efforts to enhance U.S. security.
we have clear interests. Many aspects of our strategy are focused on shaping the
"Transnational Threats: Some threats transcend international environment to prevent or deter threats.
national borders. These transnational threats, such Diplomacy, international assistance, arms control pro-
as terrorism, the illegal drug trade, illicit arms traf- grams, nonproliferation initiatives, and overseas military
ficking, international organized crime, uncontrolled presence are examples of shaping activities. A second
refugee migrations, and environmental damage element of this integrated approach is the requirement to
threaten American interests and citizens, both maintain an ability to respond across the full spectrum of
directly and indirectly. Not all of these are new potential crises, up to and including fighting and winning
threats, but advances in technology have, in some major theater wars. Finally, we must prepare today to
cases, made these threats more potent. meet the challenges of tomorrow's uncertain future.

" Threats from Weapons of Mass Destruction:
Weapons of mass destruction pose the greatest Shaping the International
potential threat to global security. We must contin-
ue to reduce the threat posed by existing arsenals of Environment
such weaponry as well as work to stop the prolifer-
ation of advanced technologies that place these The United States has a range of tools at its disposal with

destructive capabilities in the hands of parties hos- which to shape the international environment in ways

tile to U.S. and global security interests. Danger favorable to U.S. interests and global security. Shaping

exists from outlaw states opposed to regional and activities enhance U.S. security by promoting regional

global security efforts and transnational actors, such security and preventing and reducing the wide range of

as terrorists or international crime organizations, diverse threats outlined above. These measures adapt

potentially employing nuclear, chemical or biologi- and strengthen alliances, maintain U.S. influence in key

cal weapons against unprotected peoples and gov- regions and encourage adherence to international norms.

ernments. When signs of potential conflict emerge, or potential
threats appear, we undertake initiatives to prevent or
reduce these threats. Such efforts might aim to discour-
age arms races, halt the proliferation of weapons of mass

The Need for Integrated destruction and reduce tensions in critical regions.

Approaches Shaping activities take many forms.

No one nation can defeat these threats alone. ...through Diplomacy
Accordingly, a central thrust of our strategy is to adapt
our security relationships with key nations around the Diplomacy is our first line of defense against threats to
world to combat these threats to common interests. We national and international security. The daily business of
seek to strengthen cooperation with friends and allies to diplomacy conducted through our missions and repre-
address these threats by, for example, denying terrorists sentatives around the world is a vital shaping activity.
safe havens, cracking down on money laundering and These efforts are essential to sustaining our alliances,
tightening intelligence cooperation to prevent weapons forcefully articulating U.S. interests, resolving regional
proliferation, terrorist attacks and international crime, disputes peacefully, averting humanitarian catastrophe,

deterring aggression against the United States and our
Building effective coalitions of like-minded nations is not f rind an alesicreating tr e an d investm nt op r

enouh. hatis wy w ar coninung o stenghenourfriends and allies, creating trade and investment opportu-enough. That is why we are continuing to strengthen our

own capabilities: so we can more effectively lead the nities for U.S. companies, and projecting U.S. influence

international community in responding to these threats, worldwide.

and act on our own when we must. Our response to One of the lessons that has been repeatedly driven home
these threats is not limited exclusively to any one agency is the importance-and cost effectiveness-of preventive
within the U.S. Government. National security prepared- diplomacy in dealing with conflict and complex emer-
ness-particularly in this era when domestic and foreign gencies. It is far more effective to help prevent nations
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from failing than to rebuild them after an internal crisis; By increasing transparency surrounding the size and
far more beneficial to help people stay in their homes structure of military forces, arms control efforts build
than it is to feed and house them in refugee camps; and national confidence, reduce incentives to initiate an
far less taxing for relief agencies and international orga- attack and allow countries to direct resources to safer,
nizations to strengthen the institutions of conflict resolu- more productive relations. Our various arms control ini-
tion than to heal ethnic and social divisions that have tiatives are an essential prevention measure that can yield
already exploded into bloodshed. In short, while crisis disproportionately significant results, often eliminating
management and crisis resolution are necessary tasks for the need for a more substantial U.S. response later.
our foreign policy, preventive diplomacy is obviously far Reductions in strategic offensive arms and the steady shift
preferable. toward less destabilizing systems remain essential to our

Military force and the credible possibility of its use are strategy. Under START II, the United States and Russia
essential to defend our vital interests and keep America will each be limited to no more than 3,000-3,500 total
safe. But force alone can be a blunt instrument, and deployed strategic nuclear warheads. START II ratifica-
there are many problems it cannot solve. To be most tion by Russia will open the door to the next round of
effective, force and diplomacy must complement and strategic arms control.
reinforce each other-for there willI be many occasions At the Helsinki Summit, Presidents Clinton and Yeltsin
and many places where we must rely on diplomatic agreed to START III guidelines that if adopted will, by the
shaping activities to protect and advance our interests, end of 2007, cap the number of strategic nuclear war-

heads deployed in each country at 2,000-2,500-reduc-
...through International Assistance ing both our arsenals by 80 percent from Cold War
From the U.S.-led mobilization to rebuild post-war heights. They agreed that START III will, for the first time,
Furometo theU. or-edmobilization tof ebuilpost-wort- require the U.S. and Russia to destroy nuclear warheads,Europe to the more recent creation of export opportuni- not only the missiles, aircraft and submarines that carry

ties across Asia, Latin America and Africa, U.S. foreign them, and they opened the door to possible reductions in

assistance has helped expand free markets, assisted sher-range nea weapon Ao at Helsinki th

emerging democracies, contained environmental haz- shorter-range nuclear weapons. Also at Helsinki, the

ards and major health threats, slowed population growth Presidents reaffirmed their commitment to the Anti-
ardsand defuse humaltarian trieats. Cses puatn a rwte- Ballistic Missile (ABM) Treaty and the necessity of effec-and defused humanitarian crises. Crises are averted--tv hae isl eessadrahdareeto

and .S.preentve dploacyactvelyreifored-tive theater missile defenses and reached agreement onand U.S. preventive diplomacy actively reinforced--dmrainbtenssest one taei n

through U.S. sustainable development programs that teater ballistic ms.

promote voluntary family planning, basic education,

environmental protection, democratic governance and Regional and multilateral arms control efforts, such as
rule of law, and the economic empowerment of private achieving a comprehensive global ban on antipersonnel
citizens. landmines as soon as possible, strengthening the 1972

When combined effectively with other bilateral and mul- Biological Weapons Convention (BWC) and implement-

tilateral activities, U.S. initiatives reduce the need for ing and enforcing the Chemical Weapons Convention

costly military and humanitarian interventions. Where (CWC) increase the security of our citizens and prevent

foreign aid succeeds in consolidating free market poli- or limit conflict. That is why the Administration aggres-

cies, substantial growth of American exports has fre- sively pursued Senate ratification of the CWC. Similarly,

quently followed. Where crises have occurred, actions Senate approval of the CFE Flank Agreement is important

such as the Greater Horn of Africa Initiative have helped because the agreement underpins new negotiations to
staunch mass human suffering and created a path out of adapt the 30-nation CFE Treaty to the changing European

conflict and dislocation through targeted relief. Other security environment. And, Senate approval of the

foreign aid programs have worked to help restore ele- Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT) banning all

mentary security and civic institutions. nuclear test explosions is also a priority objective.

Other arms control objectives include securing Indian
...through Arms Control and Pakistani accession to the CTBT to allow that treaty

to enter into force; obtaining Senate approval of proto-
Arms control efforts are another important shaping tool. cols to the South Pacific Nuclear Free Zone Treaty and
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the African Nuclear Weapons Free Zone Treaty, and pro- Through programs, such as the Nunn-Lugar Cooperative
tocols to the Convention on Conventional Weapons deal- Threat Reduction Program and other initiatives, we aim
ing with landmines and blinding lasers; and obtaining to prevent the theft or diversion of WMD or related mate-
Russian, Ukrainian and Belarusian ratification of the rial or technology. We are purchasing tons of highly
Open Skies Treaty. enriched uranium from dismantled Russian nuclear

weapons for conversion into commercial reactor fuel for
We also promote, through international organizations U.S. use. And we are also working together to redirectsuch as the Organization for Security and Cooperation in fre oitfclte n cetssfo iiayt

Euroe (SCE, ipleenttionof onfdene ad scu-former Soviet facilities and scientists from military to
Europe (OSCE), implementation of confidence and secu- paeu upss

S rity-building measures in regions of tension and instabili- peaceful purposes.

ty-even where we are not formal parties to such agree- We are working with China to resolve a number of
ments. Agreements in the Balkans as mandated by the important proliferation issues and they have committed
Dayton Accords are excellent examples. not to transfer MTCR-controlled missiles. Our priority

now is to gain their agreement to implement national

...through Nonproliferation Initiatives export controls that meet international standards.

Nonproliferation initiatives, which deter the use of ...through Military Activities
weapons of mass destruction (WMD)-nuclear, biologi-
cal and chemical-and stem their spread and that of their The U.S. military plays an essential role in building coali-
component parts or delivery systems, enhance global tions and shaping the international environment in ways
security. The Administration supports international treaty that protect and promote U.S. interests. Through means
regimes that prohibit the acquisition of weapons of mass such as the forward stationing or deployment of forces,
destruction, including the Nuclear Non-Proliferation defense cooperation and security assistance, and training
Treaty (NPT), the CWC and the BWC. We also seek to and exercises with allies and friends, our armed forces
achieve a Fissile Material Cutoff Treaty to cap the nuclear help to promote regional stability, deter aggression and
materials available for weapons purposes. coercion, prevent and reduce conflicts and threats, and

The Administration also seeks to limit access to sensitive serve as role models for militaries in emerging democra-

equipment and technologies through participating in and cies.

fostering the efforts of multilateral regimes, including the Our military promotes regional stability in numerous
Wassenaar Arrangement on Export Controls for ways. In Europe, East Asia and Southwest Asia, where the
Conventional Arms and Dual-Use Goods and U.S. has clear, vital interests, the American military helps
Technologies, the Australia Group (for chemical and bio- assure the security of key allies and friends. We are con-
logical weapons), the Missile Technology Control Regime tinuing to adapt and strengthen our alliances and coali-
(MTCR), and the Nuclear Suppliers Group. We are work- tions to meet the challenges of an evolving security envi-
ing to harmonize national export control policies, ronment and to improve other countries' peacekeeping
increase information sharing, refine control lists and capabilities. With countries that are neither staunch
expand cooperation against illicit transfers. friends nor known foes, military cooperation often serves

Regional nonproliferation efforts are particularly critical as a positive means of engagement, building security
relationships today in an effort to keep these countries

in three proliferation zones: the Korean Peninsula, where reoming adaries tomorrow.

the 1994 Agreed Framework requires North Korea's full from becoming adversaries tomorrow.

compliance with its nonproliferation obligations; the Deterrence of aggression and coercion on a daily basis is
Middle East and Southwest Asia, where we encourage another crucial aspect of the military's shaping role. Our
regional arms control agreements that address legitimate ability to deter potential adversaries in peacetime rests
security concerns of all parties and continue efforts to on several factors, particularly on our demonstrated will
thwart and roll back Iran's development of weapons of and ability to uphold our security commitments when
mass destruction and Iraq's efforts to reconstitute its pro- they are challenged. We have earned this reputation
grams; and South Asia, where we seek to persuade India through both our declaratory policy, which clearly com-
and Pakistan to bring their nuclear and missile programs municates costs to potential adversaries, and the credibil-
into conformity with international nonproliferation stan- ity of our conventional warfighting capability, as embod-
dards. ied in forces and equipment strategically stationed or
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deployed forward, our rapidly deployable stateside- safety and vitality of our nation. Among these are the
based forces, our ability to gain timely access to critical physical security of our territory and that of our allies,
infrastructure overseas, and our demonstrated ability to the safety of our citizens, and our economic well-being.
form and lead effective military coalitions. We will do whatever it takes to defend these interests,

including--when necessary--using our military might
U.S. military forces prevent and reduce a wide range of unilaterally and decisively.

potential conflicts in key regions. An example of such an

activity is our deployment to the Former Yugoslav The second category includes situations where important
Republic of Macedonia to prevent the spread of violence national interests are at stake. These interests do not
to that country. affect our national survival, but they do affect our nation-

al well-being and the character of the world in which we
Ourtarmedifores as sdemcrvieas arold moel formli- live. In such cases, we will use our resources to advance
Taries inmodergin demi tor itac yactivities arou nd ththese interests insofar as the costs and risks are commen-
Through modest military-to-military activities and

increasing links between the U.S. military and the mili- surate with the interests at stake. Our intervention in

tary establishments of Partnership for Peace nations, for Haiti and participation in NATO operations in Bosnia

instance, we are helping to transform military institutions are relevant examples.

in central and eastern Europe. The third category involves humanitarian interests. In the
event of natural or manmade disasters or gross violationsFinally, our nuclear deterrent posture is one of the most o ua ihs u ainmyatbcueorvle

visible and important examples of how U.S. military of human rights, our nation may act because our values
capailiies an e ued efecivel todetr agresiondemand it. Moreover, in such cases, the force of our

capabilities can be used effectively to deter aggression example bolsters support for our leadership in the world.and coercion. Nuclear weapons serve as a hedge against Whenever possible, we seek to avert such humanitarian

an uncertain future, a guarantee of our security commit- disasters through diplomacy and cooperation with a

ments to allies and a disincentive to those who would didan pers includ otheragonments,

contemplate developing or otherwise acquiring their iwide range of partners, including other governments,
own nuclear weapons. In this context, the United States tions. inso, ay notgoverliestalso
must continue to maintain a robust triad of strategictin.Bdogswemyotnlsaeivsbtlomustconinu tomaitai a rbus trad f sratgicprevent the drain on resources caused by intervention in
forces sufficient to deter any hostile foreign leadership a full-blow oncris.

with access to nuclear forces and to convince it that a full-blown crisis.

seeking a nuclear advantage would be futile. The U.S. military is at once dangerous to our enemies
and a bulwark to our friends. Though typically not the
best tool to address long-term humanitarian concerns,

"Responding to Crises under certain circumstances our military may provide

Because our shaping efforts alone cannot guarantee the appropriate and necessary humanitarian assistance.
Becauseional shairongmefforts ae s ote gUanited States Those circumstances include: a natural or manmade dis-international environment we seek, the United States aster that dwarfs the ability of the normal relief agencies
must be able to respond to the full spectrum of crises to respond; the need for relief is urgent and the military
that may arise. Our resources are finite, however, so we has a unique ability to respond quickly; and the U.S.
must be selective in our responses, focusing on chal- mission is narrowly defined with minimal risk to
lenges that most directly affect our interests and engag- American lives. In these cases, the United States may
ing wher we lcan make the most difference. Our intervene when the costs and risks are commensurate
response might be diplomatic, economic, law enforce- with the stakes involved and when there is reason to
ment, or military in nature-or, more likely, some cor- believe that our action can make a real difference. Such
bination of the above. We must use the most appropriate efforts by the United States and the international com-
tool or combination of tools-tacting in alliance or part- munity will be limited in duration and designed to give
nership when our interests are shared by others, but uni- the affected country the opportunity to put its house in
laterally when compelling national interests so demand. order. In the final analysis, the responsibility for the fate

Since there are always many demands for U.S. action, of a nation rests with its own people.
our national interests must be clear. These interests fallinto three categories. The first includes vital interests- One final consideration regards the central role the
intothose ofoadgovrridg T fimprstancdes vitol inthestsu , American people rightfully play in how the United Statesthose of broad, overriding importance to the survival,



wields its power abroad: the United States cannot long gence headquarters in response to Baghdad's assassina-
sustain a commitment without the support of the public, tion attempt against former President Bush.
and close consultations with Congress are important in Countering terrorism effectively requires day-to-day
this effort. When it is judged in America's interest to coordination within the U.S. Government and close
intervene, we must remain clear in purpose and resolute cooperation with other governments and international
in execution. organizations. We have seen positive results from the

increasing integration of intelligence, diplomatic, inves-

Transnational Threats tigative and prosecutorial activities among the
Departments of State, Justice, Defense, Treasury,

Today, American diplomats, law enforcement officials, Transportation, and the CIA. The Administration is also
military personnel and others are called upon to respond working with Congress to increase the ability of these
to assorted transnational threats that have moved to cen- agencies to combat terrorism through augmented funding
ter stage with the Cold War's end. Combating these dan- and manpower.
gers-which range from terrorism, international crime,
and trafficking in drugs and illegal arms, to environmen- Placing terrorism at the top of the diplomatic agenda has

tal damage and intrusions in our critical information increased international information sharing and law
infrastructures-requires far-reaching cooperation among enforcement efforts. At the 1996 Lyon Summit the indus-
the agencies of our government as well as with other trial powers joined in condemning Iran's support for ter-

nations. rorism and continued efforts to achieve global adoption
of all current counterterrorism treaties by the year 2000.The United States will continue appropriate sharing of Last year Congress and the President worked together to

intelligence and information with other nations to eact te C ra- b an ct io n t which wl ne ase
enact the Iran-Libya Sanctions Act which will increase

counter terrorism, corruption and money-laundering economic pressure on these two state sponsors of terror-
activities, and fight drug trafficking. We will also further ism. We further seek to uncover, reduce or eliminate for-
seek to prevent arms traders from fueling regional con- eign terrorist capabilities in our country; eliminate terror-
flicts and subverting international embargoes and will ist sanctuaries; counter state-supported terrorism and
impose additional sanctions on states that sponsor terror- subversion of moderate regimes through a comprehen-
ism. International cooperation to combat these transna- sive program of diplomatic, economic and intelligence
tional threats will be vital for building security in the next activities; improve aviation security worldwide and at
century. U.S. airports; ensure better security for all U.S. trans-

portation systems; and improve protection for our per-
Terrorism sonnel assigned overseas.
U.S. counterterrorism approaches are meant to prevent,
disrupt and defeat terrorist operations before they occur, Drug Trafficking
and, if terrorist acts do occur, to respond overwhelming- The U.S. response to the global scourge of drug abuse
ly, with determined efforts to bring the perpetrators to and drug trafficking is to integrate domestic and interna-
justice. Our policy to counter international terrorists rests tional efforts to reduce both the demand and the supply
on the following principles: (1) make no concessions to of drugs. Its ultimate success will depend on concerted
terrorists; (2) bring all pressure to bear on state sponsors efforts by the public, all levels of government and the pri-
of terrorism; (3) fully exploit all available legal mecha- vate sector together with other governments, private
nisms to punish international terrorists; and (4) help other groups and international organizations.
governments improve their capabilities to combat terror-
ism. Domestically, we seek to educate and enable America's

e punish youth to reject illegal drugs; increase the safety of
The U.S. has made concerted efforts to deter and pAmerica's citizens by substantially reducing drug-related
terrorists and remains determined to apprehend those crime and violence; reduce health and social costs to the
who terrorize American citizens. Similarly, as long as ter- public of illegal drug use; and shield America's air, land
rorists continue to target American citizens and interests, and sea frontiers from the drug threat.
we reserve the right to strike at their bases and attack
assets valued by those who support them-a right we Abroad, the U.S. National Drug Control Strategy seeks to
exercised in 1993 with the attack against Iraqi intelli- reduce cultivation of drug producing crops, interdict the
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flow of drugs at the source and in the transit zone (par- The Administration has launched a major initiative to
ticularly in Central and South America, the Caribbean stop criminal organizations from moving funds through
and Mexico), and stop drugs from entering our country. the international financial system. We will identify and
The strategy includes efforts to strengthen democratic put on notice nations that fail to bring their financial sys-
institutions; root out corruption; destroy trafficking orga-" tems into conformity with international standards and
nizations; prevent money laundering; eradicate illegal appropriate Financial Action Task Force (FATF) recom-
drug crops in this hemisphere, Asia and the Middle East; mendations. We also seek to target the criminal enter-
and encourage alternate crop development. The United prises that are developing the gray market trade in illegal
States is aggressively engaging international organiza- weapons. By using forged documents and diverting
tions, financial institutions and non-governmental orga- deliveries of armaments, these networks serve criminals
nizations in counternarcotics cooperation. For instance, and terrorists alike and move weapons to areas of con-
the President has invoked the International Emergency flict and instability, often subverting international arms
Economic Powers Act (IEEPA) to attack the finances, embargoes.
companies and individuals owned or controlled by the International organized crime organizations target
Cali Cartel as well as other Colombian drug cartels, nations whose law enforcement agencies lack the capac-
freezing their assets in the United States, identifying front ity and experience to stop them. To help the new
companies and barring Americans from doing business democracies of Central Europe, the United States and

Hungary established an international law enforcement
Our strategy recognizes that at home and abroad, pre- academy in Budapest. The President proposed last year
vention, treatment and economic alternatives must go at the United Nations to establish a network of such cen-
hand-in-hand with law enforcement and interdiction. ters around the world to share the latest crime-fighting
Long-term efforts will be maintained to help nations techniques and technology.
develop economies with fewer market incentives for pro-
ducing drugs. We have also increased efforts abroad to Environmental and Security Concerns
foster public awareness and support for foreign govern- Environmental threats do not heed national borders and
ments' efforts to reduce drug abuse. can pose long-term dangers to our security and well-

international Organized Crime being. Natural resource scarcities often trigger and exac-
erbate conflict. Environmental threats such as climate

International organized crime undermines fragile new change, ozone depletion and the transnational move-
democracies as well as developing nations and chal- ment of dangerous chemicals directly threaten the health
lenges our own security. In parts of the former Soviet of U.S. citizens. We must work closely with other coun-
Union, for instance, organized crime poses a threat to tries to respond aggressively to these and other environ-
our interests because of the potential for theft and smug- mental threats.
gling of inherited nuclear materials remaining in those Decisions today regarding the environment and natural
countries. resources can affect our security for generations; conse-
To fight organized crime, we seek to mount an interna- quently, our national security planning is incorporating
tional effort to combat the major international criminal environmental analyses as never before. In addition, we
cartels, most notably those based in Italy, the former have a full diplomatic agenda, working unilaterally,
Soviet Union, Colombia, Southeast Asia, and Nigeria. In regionally and multilaterally to forge agreements to pro-
particular, in the context of the P-8 and bilaterally, we tect the global environment.
are promoting legal assistance and extradition coopera-
tion. We also are working to combat money laundering
and other criminal activities in the major offshore finan- Smaller-Scale Contingencies
cial centers, create indigenous criminal investigation and When efforts to deter an adversary occur in the context
prosecution capabilities in key countries and implement of a crisis, they become the leading edge of crisis
specific plans to address several other financial crimes, response. In this sense, deterrence straddles the line
including counterfeiting, large-scale international fraud between shaping the international environment and
and embezzlement, computer intrusion of banks and responding to crises. Deterrence in crisis generally
cellular phones, and alien smuggling, involves signaling the United States' commitment to a
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particular country or interest by enhancing our warfight- Major Theater Warfare
ing capability in the theater. Forces in or near the theater
may be moved closer to the crisis and other forces rapid- At the high end of responding to crises is fighting and

ly deployed to the area. The U.S. may also choose to winning major theater wars. This mission will remain the

make additional declaratory statements to communicate ultimate test of our Total Force-our active and reserve

the costs of aggression or coercion to an adversary, and military components-and one in which it must always

in some cases may choose to employ U.S. forces in a succeed. For the foreseeable future, the United States, in

limited manner to underline the message and deter fur- concert with regional allies, must remain able to deter

ther adventurism, credibly and defeat large-scale, cross-border aggression
in two distant theaters in overlapping time frames.

The U.S. m ilitary conducts smaller-scale contingency As lo a nt ries ik e raqpand th Kra re m i

operations to vindicate national interests. These opera- As long as countries like Iraq and North Korea remain

tions encompass the full range of military operations capable of threatening vital U.S. interests, this require-

short of major theater warfare, including humanitarian ment is only prudent. Maintaining such a capability

assistance, peacekeeping, disaster relief, no-fly zones, should, when we are heavily engaged in one region,

reinforcing key allies, limited strikes, and interventions, deter opportunism elsewhere and provide a hedge

These operations will likely pose the most frequent chal- against the possibility that we might encounter larger or

lenge for U.S. forces and cumulatively require significant more difficult than expected threats. A strategy for deter-

commitments overtime. These operations will also put a ring and defeating aggression in two theaters ensures we

premium on the ability of the U.S. military to work close- maintain the flexibility to meet unknown future threats,
ly and effectively with other U.S. Government agencies, while continued global engagement helps preclude such

nongovernmental organizations, regional and interna- threats from developing.

tional security organizations and coalition partners. Fighting and winning major theater wars entails three

Not only must the U.S. military be prepared to success- particularly challenging requirements. First, we must

fully conduct multiple concurrent operations worldwide, maintain the ability to rapidly defeat initial enemy

it must also be prepared to do so in the face of chal- advances short of enemy objectives in two theaters, in

lenges such as terrorism, information operations, and the close succession. The U.S. must maintain this ability to

threat or use of weapons of mass destruction. U.S. forces ensure that we can seize the initiative, minimize territory

must also remain prepared to withdraw from contin- lost before an invasion is halted, and ensure the integrity

gency operations if needed to deploy to a major theater of our warfighting coalitions.

war. Accordingly, U.S. forces will remain multi-mission Second, the United States must plan and prepare to fight
capable and will be trained and managed with multiple and win under conditions where an adversary may use
missions in mind. asymmetric means against us-unconventional

At times it will be in our national interest to proceed in approaches that avoid or undermine our strengths while

partnership with others to preserve, maintain and restore exploiting our vulnerabilities. This is of particular impor-

peace. American participation in peace operations takes tance and a significant challenge. Because of our domi-

many forms, such as the NATO coalition in Bosnia, the nance in the conventional military arena, adversaries
American-led UN force in Haiti and our involvement in who challenge the United States are likely to do so using
a multilateral coalition in the Sinai. asymmetric means, such as WMD, information opera-

tions or terrorism.
The question of command and control in contingency
operations is particularly critical. Under no circum- Finally, our military must also be able to transition to

stances will the President ever relinquish his constitution- fighting major theater wars from a posture of global
ally mandated command authority over U.S. forces, but engagement-from substantial levels of peacetime
there may be times when it is in our interest to place U.S. engagement overseas as well as multiple concurrent
forces under the temporary operational control of a com- smaller-scale contingencies. Withdrawing from such
petent allied or United Nations commander. This is con- operations would post significant political and opera-
sistent with well-established practice-from the siege of tional challenges. Ultimately, however, the United States
Yorktown during the Revolutionary War to the battles of must accept a degree of risk associated with withdrawing
Operation DESERT STORM. from contingency operations and engagement activities
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in order to reduce the greater risk incurred if we failed to new systems, and replace aging Cold War-era equip-
respond adequately to major theater wars. ment as it reaches the end of its service life.

Our priority is to shape effectively the international Closely related to our modernization efforts is the
environment so as to deter the onset of major theater requirement to invest in selected research and prototype
wars. Should deterrence fail, however, the United States systems while monitoring trends in likely future threats.
will defend itself, its allies and partners with all means These prudent steps provide insurance against the possi-
necessary. bility that some of our efforts to shape the international

environment in ways favorable to U.S. interests do not
succeed. Although such insurance is certainly not free, it

Preparing Now for an Uncertain is a relatively inexpensive way to manage risk in an
uncertain, resource-constrained environment-that is,Future the risk of being unprepared to meet a new threat, the

At the same time we address the problems of today, we risk of developing the wrong capabilities, and the risk of
must prepare now for tomorrow's uncertain future. This producing a capability too early and having it become
requires that we support shaping and responding require- obsolete by the time it is needed.
ments in the near term, while at the same time evolving The United States cannot hedge against every conceiv-
our unparalleled capabilities to ensure we can effectively able future threat. Instead, we should focus our insur-
shape and respond to meet future challenges. Key to this ance efforts on threats that, while unlikely, would have
evolution is the need to foster innovation in new opera- highly negative consequences for U.S. security and
tional concepts, capabilities, technologies and organiza- would be very expensive to counter were they to
tional structures; modernize our forces; and take prudent emerge. Our current research and development effort to
steps today to position ourselves to respond more effec- position the U.S. to deploy a credible national missile
tively to unlikely but significant future threats. defense system within three years of a deployment deci-

We must continue aggressive efforts to construct appro- sion is an example of this approach.
priate twenty-first century national security programs and Without preparing adequately today to face the pressing
structures. The Quadrennial Defense Review is doing this challenges of tomorrow, our ability to exert global lead-
within the Department of Defense, and the State ership and to create international conditions conducive
Department and other international affairs agencies are to achieving our national goals would be in doubt. Thus,
similarly reorganizing to confront the pressing challenges we must strive to strike the right balance between the
of tomorrow as well as those we face today. We need to near-term requirements of shaping and responding and
continue looking across our government to see if during the longer-term requirements associated with preparing
this time of transition we are adequately preparing to now for national security challenges in the twenty-first
meet the national security challenges of the next century. century.

It is critical that we renew our commitment to America's
diplomacy-to ensure we have the diplomatic represen-
tation required to support our global interests. This is Overarching Capablties
central to retaining our ability to remain an influential eiCritical to our nation's ability to shape the internationalvoice on international issues that affect our well-being. environment and respond to the full spectrum of crises-
We will preserve that influence so long as we retain the

* today and tomorrow-are technologies, capabilities anddiplomatic capabilities, military wherewithal and eco- requirements to enable the continued worldwide appli-nomic base to underwrite our commitments credibly- cation of U.S. national power.

The United States is approaching the point where a
major modernization of our military forces is required. Intelligence
The military procurement buys of the late-70s and early- Our intelligence capabilities are critical instruments for
80s permitted us to defer large-scale recapitalization of implementing our national security strategy.
the force for over a decade. In order to maintain the Comprehensive intelligence capabilities are needed to
technological superiority of U.S. forces, we must selec- provide warning of threats to U.S. national security, give
tively increase modernization funding to both introduce analytical support to the policy and military communi-
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ties, provide near-real time intelligence in times of crisis incentives for potential proliferators to develop or use
while retaining global perspective, and to identify oppor- WMD. Significantly, Presidents Clinton and Yeltsin
tunities for advancing our national interests, agreed at the Helsinki Summit to maintain the ABM

Treaty as a cornerstone of strategic stability, yet adapt itToday, intelligence operations must cover a wider range t ettetra oe ysotrrnemsie-

of threats and policy needs than ever before and work threat we seekt couer thouhortea te missile
morecloely ithpoliyrnkin agecie. Weplae athreat we seek to counter through our theater missile

more closely with policymaking agencies. We place a defense (TMD) systems. The agreement is consistent with
high priority on preserving and enhancing those intelli- planned U.S. TMD programs, all of which have been

gence collection and analytic capabilities that provide certified by the United States as compliant with the ABM

information on states and groups that pose the most seri- Treaty.

ous threats to U.S. security.

Although the intelligence community does not believe itCurrent intelligence priorities include states whose poli- likely that any hostile state will develop an intercontinen-

cies and actions are hostile to the United States; coun- tat-ang mi ss il i tat coulde threa ten o ntin
trie tht psses stateic uclar frce orconroltal-range missile capability that could threaten our nation

tries that possess strategic nuclear forces or control i h oeeal uue eaedvlpn isl

nuclear weapons, other WMD or nuclear fissile materi- in the foreseeable future, we are developing missile

als; transnational threats; potential regional conflicts that defense programs that position the U.S. to deploy a cred-

might affect U.S. national security interests; intensified iatialisyu
counterintelligence against foreign intelligence collection materialize.

inimical to U.S. interests; and threats to U.S. forces and
citizens abroad. Information Infrastructure

Intelligence support is also required to develop and The national security posture of the United States is

implement U.S. policies to promote democracy abroad, increasingly dependent on our information infrastruc-

protect the environment, identify threats to modern infor- tures. These infrastructures are highly interdependent and

mation systems, monitor arms control agreements, and are increasingly vulnerable to tampering and exploita-

support worldwide humanitarian efforts. The fusion of all tion. Concepts and technologies are being developed
intelligence disciplines will provide the most effective and employed to protect and defend against these vul-collection and analysis of data on these subjectsi nerabilities; we must fully implement them to ensure the

future security of not only our national information infra-

Space structures, but our nation as well.

We are committed to maintaining our leadership in National Security Emergency Preparedness
space. Uninhibited access to and use of space is essential
for preserving peace and protecting U.S. national securi- We I do all w e anotore destruivforces such
ty as well as civil and commercial interests. It is essential as terrorism, WMD use, sabotage of our information sys-to our ability to shape and respond to current and future temns and natural disasters from endangering our citizens.
changes in the international environment. Our space pol- But if an emergency occurs, we must also be prepared toicy objectives include deterring threats to our interest in respond effectively to protect lives and property andensure the survival of our institutions and national infra-
space and defeating hostile efforts against U.S. space structure. National security emergency preparedness is
assets if deterrence fails, preventing the spread ofweapons of mass destruction to space, and enhancing imperative, and comprehensive, all-hazard emergency

weapns f mss dstrctin tospae, nd ehaningplanning by Federal departments and agencies continues
global partnerships with other space-faring nations across planning by tedeal department indaen ti
the spectrum of economic, political and security issues.

Missile Defense

We have highly effective missile defense development Promoting Prosperity
programs designed to protect our country, deployed U.S.
forces and our friends and allies against ballistic missiles The second core objective of our national security strate-
armed with conventional weapons or WMD. These pro- gy is to promote America's prosperity through efforts
grams and systems complement and strengthen our both at home and abroad. Our economic and security
deterrence and nonproliferation efforts by reducing interests are inextricably linked. Prosperity at home
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depends on our leadership in the global economy. The Over the next four years, the Administration will contin-
strength of our diplomacy, our ability to maintain an unri- ue to press our trading partners-multilaterally, regional-
valed military, the attractiveness of our values abroad- ly and bilaterally-to expand export opportunities for
all depend in part on the strength of our economy. U.S. workers, farmers and companies. We will position

ourselves at the center of a constellation of trade rela-
tionships-such as the World Trade Organization, APEC,

Enhancing American the Transatlantic Marketplace and the Free Trade Area of
Competitiveness the Americas (FTAA). We will seek to negotiate agree-

ments in sectors where the U.S. is most competitive, as
Our primary economic goal remains to strengthen the we did in the Information Technology Agreement and
American economy. We will continue to pursue deficit the WTO Telecommunications Services Agreement. We
reduction with a goal of balancing the federal budget by will remain vigilant in enforcing the trade agreements
2002. By cutting the deficit and balancing the budget, reached with our trading partners. That is why the U.S.
government borrows less, freeing capital for private sector Trade Representative and the Department of Commerce
investment. We seek to create a business environment in created offices in 1996 dedicated to ensuring foreign
which the innovative and competitive efforts of the private governments are fully implementing their commitments
sector can flourish; encourage the development, commer- under these agreements.
cialization and use of civilian technology; invest in a World Trade Organization (WTO). The successful con-
world-class infrastructure for the twenty-first century, clusion of the Uruguay Round of negotiations under the
including the national information infrastructure for our
knowledge-based economy; invest in education and train- General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade significantly

ing to develop a workforce capable of participating in our strengthened the world trading system. The U.S. econo-

rapidly changing economy; and continue our efforts to my is expected to gain over $100 billion per year in
open frpid ging mketnomy U. goods and services. GDP once the Uruguay Round is fully implemented. The
open foreign markets to U.S. gAdministration remains committed to carrying forward

the success of the Uruguay Round and to the success of
Enhancing Access to Foreign Markets the WTO as a forum to resolve disputes openly.

Our prosperity as a nation in the twenty-first century also We have completed the Information Technology
depends upon our ability to compete and win in interna- Agreement which goes far toward eliminating tariffs on
tional markets. The rapidly expanding global economy high technology products and amounts to a global annu-
presents enormous opportunities for American companies al tax cut of $5 billion. We also concluded a landmark
and workers. Over the next decade the global economy is WTO agreement that will dramatically liberalize world
expected to grow at three times the rate of the U.S. econ- trade in telecommunications services. Under this agree-
omy. Growth will be particularly powerful in emerging ment, covering over 99 percent of WTO member
markets. Our economic future will increasingly rest on telecommunications revenues, a decades old tradition of
tapping into these global opportunities. telecommunications monopolies and closed markets will

give way to market opening deregulation and competi-
In a world where over 95 percent of the world's con- tion-principles championed by the United States. We
sumers live outside the United States, we must export to would use fast track authority to negotiate agreements in
sustain economic growth at home. If we do not seize other such sectors where the U.S. is most competitive.
these opportunities, our competitors surely will. We must We will attempt to conclude by the end of 1997 a new
therefore continue working hard over the next four years agreement to open trade in financial services. The WTO
to secure and enforce agreements that enable Americans agenda also envisions further negotiations to reform agri-
to compete fairly in foreign markets. culture and liberalize trade in services in 1999.

Trade negotiating authority is essential for advancing our In the WTO we also have a full agenda of accession
nation's economic interests. Congress has consistently negotiations-countries seeking to join the WTO. As
recognized that the President must have the authority to always, the United States is setting high standards for
break down foreign trade barriers and create good jobs. accession in terms of adherence to the rules and market
Accordingly, the Administration will work with Congress a ccession s of an to thele andaccess. Accessions offer an opportunity to help ground
to fashion an appropriate grant of fast track negotiating new economies in the rules-based trading system. This is
authority.
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why we will take an active role in the accession process region. While our progress in APEC has been gratifying,
dealing with the 28 applicants currently seeking WTO we will explore options to encourage all Asia Pacific
membership. The Administration believes that it is in our nations to pursue open markets.
interest that China become a member of the WTO; how- China: The emergence of a politically stable, eco-
ever, we have been steadfast in leading the effort to nomically open and secure China is in America's
ensure that China's accession to the WTO occurs on a interest. Our focus will be on integrating China into
commercial basis. China maintains many barriers that the market-based world economic system. An
must be eliminated, and we need to ensure that neces- important part of this process will be opening
sary reforms are agreed to before accession occurs. China's highly protected market through lower bor-
Russia's WTO accession could play a crucial part in con- der barriers and removal of distorting restraints on
firming, and assuring, Russia's transition to a market economic activity. We have negotiated landmark
economy, enhanced competitiveness and successful inte- agreements to combat piracy and advance the
gration into the world economy. interests of our creative industries. We have also
North America: Since the passage of the North American negotiated-and vigorously enforced-agreements
Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA), our exports to Mexico on textile trade.
have risen significantly while the Agreement helped sta- * Japan: The Administration continues to make
bilize Mexico through its worst financial crisis in modern progress with Asia's largest economy in increasing
history. Considering Mexico is our third-largest trading market access. We have reached market access
partner, it is imperative that its market remain open to agreements with Japan covering a range of key sec-
the United States and NAFTA helps to ensure that. We tors, from autos and auto parts to telecommunica-
will continue working with Mexico and interested private tions and intellectual property rights. While our
parties to consolidate NAFTA's gains and continue the exports to Japan are at record levels, we must now
mutually beneficial trade with our largest trading partner ensure that these agreements are fully implemented.
and neighbor to the north, Canada. We must also encourage domestic demand-led

Latin America: Latin America has become the second growth in Japan and further deregulation that opens
fastest growing economic region in the world, and by more sectors of Japan's economy to competition.
2010, our exports to Latin America and Canada will like- Europe: Together, Europe and the United States produce
ly exceed those to Europe and Japan combined. In 1994 over half of all global goods and services. As part of the
hemispheric leaders committed to negotiate the FTAA by New Transatlantic Agenda launched at the 1995 U.S.-EU
2005; since then, considerable progress has been made Summit in Madrid, the U.S. and the EU agreed to take
in laying the groundwork. We are also committed to concrete steps to reduce barriers to trade and investment
delivering on the President's promise to negotiate a com- through the creation of a New Transatlantic Marketplace,
prehensive free trade agreement with Chile because of its with a focus on non-tariff barriers which impede transat-
extraordinary economic performance and its logical posi- lantic commerce. The Transatlantic Business Dialogue
tion as our next trade partner in this hemisphere. Our comprised of American and European business leaders
ability to do so with fast track negotiating authority in contributed to the Summit's priorities by focusing on an
hand will be viewed as a litmus test for trade expansion agreement necessary to reduce barriers in U.S. trade and
and U.S. interest in leading the hemisphere toward the investment. Our business community strongly supports
creation of the FTAA. our current negotiations to complete Mutual Recognition

Asia Pacific: Our economic strength depends on our Agreements to eliminate redundant testing and certifica-

ability to seize opportunities in the Asia Pacific region. tion requirements between the United States and the EU
This region is the world's fastest-growing economic area in sectors where trade totals over $40 billion.
with half of the world's GDP (including the U.S., Canada Through OECD negotiations of a Multilateral Agreement
and Mexico). Fully 60 percent of U.S. merchandise on Investment, we are seeking to establish clear legal
exports went to APEC economies in 1996-30 percent to standards on expropriation, access to binding interna-
Asian countries. U.S. initiatives in APEC will open new tional arbitration for disputes and unrestricted invest-
opportunities for economic cooperation and permit U.S. ment-related transfers across borders. These negotiations
companies to expand their involvement in substantial help further our efforts related to investment issues in
infrastructure planning and construction throughout the Asia and in the WTO.
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Export Strategy and Advocacy Program core labor standards sought by the United States since

The Administration created America's first national the Eisenhower Administration-the right to organize,

export strategy, reforming the way government works the right to bargain collectively and prohibitions against

with the private sector to expand exports. The new Trade child labor and forced labor. We will continue pressing

Promotion Coordination Committee (TPCC) has been for a working party on labor issues in the WTO.

instrumental in improving export promotion efforts, We continue seeking assurances that liberalization of
coordinating our export financing, implementing a gov- trade does not come at the expense of environmental
ernment-wide advocacy initiative and updating market protection. Our leadership in the Uruguay Round negoti-
information systems and product standards education. ations led to the incorporation of environmental provi-

The export strategy is working, with the United States sions into the WTO Agreements and creation of the

regaining its position as the world's largest exporter. Committee on Trade and Environment, where govern-

While our strong export performance has supported mil- ments continue the task of ensuring that trade and envi-

lions of new, export-related jobs, we must export more ronment are mutually supportive. In addition, with U.S.

in the years ahead if we are to further strengthen our leadership, countries participating in the FTAA are

trade balance position and raise living standards with engaged in sustainable development initiatives to ensure

high-wage jobs. Our objective remains to expand U.S. that economic growth does not come at the cost of envi-

exports to over $1.2 trillion by the year 2000, which will ronmental protection.

mean over five million new American jobs and a total of
over 16 million jobs supported by exports. Strengthening Macroeconomic
Export Control Reform Coordination
Through reforming the export licensing system, we seek Our strategy recognizes that as national economies
to support U.S. exporters' efforts to compete on a level become more integrated internationally, the United
playing field with their foreign competition by removing States cannot thrive in isolation from developments
unnecessarily burdensome licensing requirements left abroad. Working with other countries and international
over from the Cold War. We seek continued appropriate economic institutions, we have improved our capacity to
refinements to the dual-use and munitions licensing prevent and mitigate international financial crises. These
process and enactment of a new Export Administration efforts include the creation of a more effective early
Act, while still ensuring that our nonproliferation inter- warning and prevention system with an emphasis on
ests are safeguarded. We will also, as part of our multi- improved disclosure of financial and economic data; a
lateral export control efforts, push partners to adopt and doubling of resources available to respond in the event
follow similar practices to advance mutually beneficial crises occur; and a review of procedures that might facil-
nonproliferation efforts. itate the orderly resolution of international debt crises.

The G-7 has also made progress on improving coopera-
Other Economic Objectives tion among financial regulatory authorities and strength-
We are confronting bribery and corruption by seeking to ening supervision of major financial institutions. These
have OECD members criminalize the bribery of foreign steps should help limit the risk of major financial institu-
officials and eliminate the tax deductibility of foreign tion collapse and limit damage to other institutions in the
bribes and by promoting greater transparency in govern- event a crisis occurs.
ment procurement regimes. To date, our efforts on pro- The G-7 is also promoting a range of World Bank and
curement have been concentrated in the World Bankand he eginaldevlopent ank. Or iititiv atregional development bank reforms that the United
and the regional development banks. Our initiative at States has been urging for a number of years. Key ele-the recent WTO meeting in Singapore to pursue an
thegreeent on transp y in Sall WTO member procure- ments include substantially increasing the share of
agreement on transparency in aresources devoted to basic social programs that reduce
ment regimes should make an additional important con-tribution to our efforts. poverty; safeguarding the environment; supporting

development of the private sector and open markets;
On trade and labor we have made important strides. The promotion of good governance, including measures to
Singapore WTO Ministerial endorsed the importance of fight corruption; and internal reforms of the Multilateral
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Development Banks (MDBs) to make them more effi- Rapid urbanization is outstripping the ability of many

cient. Furthermore, international financial institutions nations to provide jobs, education and other services to
such as the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and MDBs their citizens. The continuing poverty of a quarter of the
have played a strong role in recent years in countries and world's people leads to hunger, malnutrition, economic

regions of key interest to the United States, such as migration and political unrest. New diseases, such as

Russia, the Middle East, Haiti and Bosnia. AIDS, and other epidemics that can spread through envi-
ronmental damage, threaten to overwhelm the health
facilities of developing countries, disrupt societies and

Providing for Energy Security stop economic growth.

The United States depends on oil for more than 40 per- U.S. foreign assistance focuses on four key elements of

cent of its primary energy needs. Roughly half of our oil sustainable development: broad-based economic growth,

needs are met with imports, and a large, though dimin- the environment, population and health, and democracy.

ishing, share of these imports come from the Persian Gulf We will continue to advocate environmentally sound pri-

area. However, we are also undergoing a fundamental vate investment and responsible approaches by interna-

shift in our reliance on imported oil away from the tional lenders. The MDBs are now placing increased

Middle East. Venezuela is now the number one foreign emphasis upon sustainable development in their funding

supplier to the United States; Canada, Mexico and decisions, including assisting borrowing countries to bet-

Venezuela combined supply more than twice as much ter manage their economies. The Global Environmental

oil to the United States as the Arab OPEC countries; and Facility provides a source of financial assistance to the

Venezuela and Colombia are each undertaking new oil developing world for climate change, biodiversity and
production ventures. The Caspian Basin, with potential oceans initiatives that will benefit all the world's citizens.
oil reserves of 200 billion barrels, also promises to play
an increasingly important role in meeting rising world Environment and Sustainable Development
energy demand in coming decades. While we must keep
these developments in mind, we cannot lose sight of the Environmental and natural resource issues can impede
fact that for the long term, the vast majority of the proven sustainable development efforts and promote regional
oil reserves still reside in the Middle East and that the instability. That is why the U.S. will aggressively lead
global oil market is largely interdependent, efforts to address this issue at the June 1997 UN General

Over the longer term, U.S. dependence on access to Assembly Special Session on Environment and

these foreign oil sources will be increasingly important as Development. Environmental damage in countries of the
our resources are depleted. The U.S. economy has grown NIS and Central and Eastern Europe continues to impede
roughly 75 percent since the first oil shock; during that their ability to emerge as prosperous, independent coun-

time our oil consumption has remained virtually stable tries. In addition, the effects of climate change and ozone
but domestic oil production has declined. High oil prices depletion know no borders and can pose grave dangers

did not generate enough new oil exploration and discov- to our nation and the world. We seek to accomplish the

ery to sustain production levels from our depleted following:

resource base. Conservation measures notwithstanding, * forge an international consensus to address the
the United States has a vital interest in ensuring access to challenge of global climate change, as evidenced
this critical resource. by threats such as rising sea levels, the spread of

tropical disease and more frequent and severe
Promoting Sstorms;

oSustainable achieve increased compliance with the Montreal

Development Abroad Protocol through domestic and multilateral efforts
aimed at curbing illegal trade in ozone depleting

Sustainable development improves the prospects for substances;
democracy in developing countries and expands the implement the UN Straddling Stocks Agreement,
demand for U.S. exports. It alleviates pressure on the glob- ratify the Law of the Sea Convention and help to
al environment, reduces the attraction of the illegal drug promote sustainable management of fisheries
trade and improves health and economic productivity, worldwide;
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"* implement the Program of Action on population By helping consolidate democratic and market reforms
growth developed at the 1994 Cairo Conference; in the NIS, we are assisting them to develop into valued

"* expand bilateral forest assistance programs and diplomatic and economic partners. Our intensified inter-

promote sustainable management of tropical action with Ukraine has helped move that country onto

forests; the path of economic reform, which is critical to its long-
"term stability. In addition, our efforts in Russia, Ukraine

g focus technical assistance and encourage non- and elsewhere facilitate our goal of achieving continued
governmental environmental groups to provide reductions in nuclear arms and compliance with interna-
expertise to the NIS and Central and Eastern tional nonproliferation accords.
European nations that have suffered the most acute
environmental crises; The new democracies in Central and Eastern Europe are

"* achieve Senate ratification of the Basel Convention similarly key. Eventual integration into European security
and economic organizations, such as NATO and the EU,Hazardous Wastes; will help lock in and preserve the impressive progress
these nations have made in instituting democratic and

"* lead a renewed global effort to address population market-economic reforms.
problems and promote international consensus for
stabilizing world population growth; and Continuing to nurture advances toward democracy and

markets in our own hemisphere remains a priority, as"* achieve Senate ratification of the Biodiversity reflected by the President's trips to Latin America and the
Convention and take steps to slow or stop biodiver- Caribbean this year and the preparations for the Summit
sity loss. These steps include supporting agricultur- of the Americas in Santiago next year. In the Asia Pacific
al research to relieve pressures on forests, working region, economic dynamism is increasingly associated
with MDBs and others to prevent biodiversity loss with political modernization, democratic evolution and
in key regions, and use of the Convention on the widening of the rule of law-and it has global
International Trade in Endangered Species (CITES) impacts. We are particularly attentive to states whose
to protect threatened species. entry into the camp of market democracies may influ-

ence the future direction of an entire region; South Africa
now holds that potential with regard to sub-Saharan

Promoting Democracy Africa.

The methods for assisting emerging democracies are as
The third core objective of our national security strategy varied as the nations involved.-We must continue lead-
is to promote democracy and human rights. The number ing efforts to mobilize international economic and politi-
of states moving away from repressive governance cal resources, as we have with Russia, Ukraine and the
toward democratic and publicly accountable institutions other NIS. We must take firm action to help counter
is impressive. Since the success of many of those attempts to reverse democracy, as we have in Haiti,
changes is by no means assured, our strategy must focus Guatemala and Paraguay. We must give democratic
on strengthening their commitment and institutional nations the fullest benefits of integration into foreign
capacity to implement democratic reforms, markets, which is part of the reason NAFTA and the

Uruguay Round of GATT ranked so high on our agenda
and why we are now working to forge the FTAA. We

Emerging Democracies must help these nations strengthen the pillars of civil
We seek international support in helping strengthen society, supporting administration of justice and rule of
democratic and free market institutions and norms in law programs, assisting the development of democratic
docntraics makind fe markenstittiionfromcosead nor in scivil-military relations and providing human rights train-
countries making the transition from closed to open soci- ing to foreign police and security forces. And we must
eties. This commitment to see freedom and respect for seek to improve their market institutions and fight cor-
human rights take hold is not only just, but pragmatic, ruption and political discontent by encouraging good
for strengthened democratic institutions benefit the U.S. ruptinand politicasc
and the world. governance practices.
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Adherence to Universal Human Finally, the United States itself must continue to demon-
strate its willingness to adhere to international humanRights and Democratic Principles rights standards. In particular, we must move forward on

At the same time, we must sustain our efforts to press for ratification of the convention prohibiting discrimination

political liberalization and respect for basic human rights against women and the convention on the rights of the

worldwide, including in countries that continue to defy child.

democratic advances. Working through multilateral insti-
tutions, the United States promotes universal adherence Humanitarian Assistance

*to international human rights and democratic principles.
Our efforts in the United Nations and other organizations Our efforts to promote democracy and human rights are
are helping to make these principles the governing stan- complemented by our humanitarian assistance programs,
dards for acceptable international behavior. which are designed to alleviate human suffering, to help

We must also work with multilateral institutions to establish democratic regimes that respect human rights

ensure that international human rights principles protect and to pursue appropriate strategies for economic devel-

the most vulnerable or traditionally oppressed groups in opment. These efforts also enable the United States to

the world-women, children, workers, refugees and per- help prevent humanitarian disasters with far more signifi-

sons persecuted on the basis of their religious beliefs or cant resource implications.

ethnic descent. To this end, we will seek to strengthen We also must seek to promote reconciliation in states
and improve international mechanisms that promote experiencing civil conflict and to address migration and
human rights, such as the UN Human Rights refugee crises. To this end, the United States will provide
Commission, and will intensify our efforts to establish a appropriate financial support and work with other
Permanent Criminal Court to address violations of inter- nations and international bodies, such as the
national humanitarian law-building on the efforts of the International Committee of the Red Cross and the UN
International War Crimes Tribunals for the former High Commissioner for Refugees. We also will assist
Yugoslavia and Bosnia. efforts to protect the rights of refugees and displaced per-

To focus additional attention on the more vulnerable or sons and to address the economic and social root causes

traditionally oppressed people, we will seek to spearhead of internal displacement and international flight. Finally,
new international initiatives to combat the sexual we will cooperate with other states to curb illegal immi-

exploitation of minors, forms of child labor, homeless- gration into this country.

ness among children, violence against women and chil- Private firms and associations are natural allies in activi-
dren, and female genital mutilation. We will encourage ties and efforts intended to bolster market economies.
governments to not return people to countries where We have natural partners in labor unions, human rights
they face persecution-to provide asylum as appropriate, groups, environmental advocates, chambers of com-
to offer temporary protection to persons fleeing situations merce and election monitors in promoting democracy
of conflict or generalized human rights abuses, and to and respect for human rights and in providing interna-
ensure that such persons are not returned without due tional humanitarian assistance; thus, we should promote
consideration of their need for permanent protection. democratization efforts through private and nongovern-
And we will work with international institutions to com- mental groups as well as foreign governments.
bat religious persecution. Supporting the global movement toward democracy

The United States will continue to speak out against requires a pragmatic and long-term effort focused on
human rights abuses and we will carry on human rights both values and institutions. Our goal is a broadening of
dialogues with countries willing to engage us construc- the community of market democracies, and strengthened
tively. In appropriate circumstances, we must be pre- international non-governmental movements committed
pared to take strong measures against human rights viola- to human rights and democratization.
tors. These include economic sanctions, as have been
maintained against Nigeria, Iraq, Burma and Cuba; visa
restrictions; and restrictions on the sales of arms that we
believe may be used to perpetrate human rights abuses.
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Il. Integrated Regional Approaches

Our policies toward different regions reflect our overall We also want to finalize various aspects of the Alliance's
strategy tailored to their unique challenges and opportu- internal adaptation, including a new command structure
nities. and arrangements for a stronger European security and

defense identity within-rather than separate from-
NATO. Parallel to NATO enlargement, we seek to define
a new and coherent NATO-Russia partnership-one thatEurope and Eurasia ensures Russia's full participation in the post-Cold War
European security system.

European stability is vital to our own security. Our objec- Enlarging the Alliance will promote our interests by
tive is to complete the construction of a truly integrated, reducing the risk of instability or conflict in Europe's east-
democratic and secure Europe, with a democratic Russia rn he it of instat ort of Europe will
as a full participant. This would complete the mission revert to a zone of great power competition or a sphere ofthe United States launched 50 years ago with the influence. It will build confidence and give new democ-
Marshall Plan and the creation of the North Atlantic racies a powerful incentive to consolidate their reforms.
Treaty Organization. NATO remains the anchor of NATO enlargement will not be aimed at replacing one
American engagement in Europe and the linchpin of division of Europe with a new one; rather, its purpose is
transatlantic security. As a guarantor of European democ-
racy and a force for European stability, NATO must play
the leading role in promoting a more integrated, secure We will also continue to strengthen the OSCE's role in
Europe prepared to respond to new challenges. We will conflict prevention and crisis management and seek
maintain approximately 100,000 military personnel in closer cooperation with our European partners in dealing
Europe to preserve U.S. influence and leadership in with non-military security threats through our New
NATO, sustain our vital transatlantic ties, provide a visi- Transatlantic Agenda with the EU.
ble deterrent, respond to crises and contribute to region- Balkans: At the same time as we work to construct a
al stability. The increasing links between NATO and ca pka ns iv e E time seu rity chi te ct a
Partnership for Peace nations form the foundation for comprehensive European security architecture, wemust also focus on regional security challenges. We
Partners to contribute to real-world NATO missions, as remain committed to the goals of the Dayton Accords.
many are doing in the Stabilization Force (SFOR) opera- In Bosnia we seek to help create conditions-through
tion in Bosnia. political reconciliation and economic revitalization-
At the July 1997 NATO Summit in Madrid, the Alliance for a self-sustaining peace, one that can ensure stabili-
will move forward on its agenda for NATO's adaptation ty in the country and the Balkans as a whole and per-
and enlargement. We will invite one or more aspiring mit a timely exit of NATO military forces from Bosnia
members to begin accession talks, with the goal of full at the end of SFOR's mission. We support the efforts
entry for the first new members by NATO's 50th anniver- of the international Criminal Tribunal for the former
sary in 1999. At the same time, we will intensify efforts Yugoslavia and aim to see Bosnia's Balkan neighbors
to work with countries not included in the first group of embarked on the path of democracy and market
invitees, such as enhancing the Partnership for Peace, reform-including Serbia's restoration of autonomy to
launching the Euro-Atlantic Partnership Council and Kosovo and the return of civil society and democracy
developing an enhanced NATO-Ukraine relationship. to Albania.
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Southeastern Europe: There are significant security ethnic and regional conflict while bolstering their
challenges in southeastern Europe. The interrelated independence.
issues of Cyprus, Greek-Turkish disagreements in the
Aegean, and Turkey's relationship with Europe have The United States strongly supports the process of
serious consequences for regional stability and the European integration embodied in the European Union

evolution of European political and security structures; and seeks to deepen our economic partnership with the
thus, our immediate goals are to stabilize the region EU. At the same time, we are encouraging bilateral trade

by reducing long-standing Greek-Turkish tensions and and investment in non-EU countries, while supporting

to pursue a comprehensive settlement on Cyprus. A appropriate enlargement of the European Union. We rec-
democratic, secular, stable and Western-oriented ognize that EU nations face significant economic chal-
Turkey has supported U.S. efforts to enhance stability lenges with nearly 20 million people unemployed, and

that economic stagnation has eroded public support for
in Bosnia, the NIS and the Middle East, as well as to
contain Iran and Iraq. Its continued ties to the West funding outward-looking foreign policies and greater
and its support for our overall strategic objectives in integration. We are working closely with our West
one of the world's most sensitive regions is critical. European partners to expand employment and promote
We continue to support Turkey's active, constructive long-term growth in the G-7, and to support the New
role within NATO and Europe. Transatlantic Agenda, which moves the U.S.-EU relation-

ship from consultation to joint action on a range of
Northern Ireland: In Northern Ireland, we will contin- shared interests.
ue our efforts to encourage an end to the conflict that
has claimed more than 3,200 lives over the past 25 In supporting historic market reforms in Central and
years, and are committed to support the efforts of the Eastern Europe and in the NIS, we both strengthen our
British and Irish Governments to bring about a just own economy and help new democracies take root.
and lasting settlement. The United States will continue Poland, economically troubled as recently as 1989, now
to push for real progress, standing with those who take symbolizes the new dynamism and rapid growth that
risks for peace and helping bring tangible benefits of extensive, democratic, free market reforms make possi-
peace to those whose lives will be affected. ble. Today, more than 70 percent of Russia's GDP is

generated by the private sector, while Ukraine's eco-
NIS: The United States has vital security interests in nomic reforms have helped consolidate Ukrainian state-
the evolution of Russia, Ukraine and the other NIS hood and democratization. But much remains to be
into stable, modern democracies, peacefully and pros- done to assure durable economic recovery and social
perously integrated into a world community where protection. We will continue to mobilize the internation-
representative government, the rule of law, free and al community to provide structural economic assistance.
fair trade and cooperative security are the norm. An Through the Gore-Chernomyrdin Commission, the
important element in this evolution will be the devel- United States is working closely with Russia in priority
opment of an effective NATO-Russian partnership. In areas, including defense conversion, the environment,
making the most of post-Communist pluralism-pro- trade and investment, and scientific and technological
viding support to reformers wherever they are to be cooperation.
found, notably including the non-governmental sector
and the regions outside national capitals--we must Ultimately, the success of market reforms in the coun-
remain steady in pursuing four strategic objectives: tries recently emerged from communism will depend

more on trade and investment than official aid. One of
"* reducing the threat of nuclear war and the spread our priorities, therefore, is to reduce trade barriers. At the

of nuclear weapons and materials, as well as Helsinki Summit, Presidents Clinton and Yeltsin defined
other weapons of mass destruction; an ambitious reform agenda covering key tax, energy

"* helping the NIS continue their transition toward and commercial laws crucial for Russia to realize its
democratic, market economies integrated into the potential for attracting foreign investment. Further, the
community of free-trading democracies; Presidents outlined steps that would accelerate Russian

membership on commercial terms in key economic"• bringing Russia, Ukraine and the other NIS into abringingw Rusi-Cda, Euraneand thecrt ot er;Nio an organizations such as the WTO and the Paris Club. It is
in both Russia's interest and ours that we work with the

"* cooperating with all states of the NIS in ending Russian government toward passage of key economic
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and commercial legislation, as we continue to support East Asia and the Pacific
American investment and Russia's integration into vari-
ous international economic institutions. Four years ago, President Clinton laid out his vision of a
Ukraine is also at an important point in its economic new Pacific community-a vision that links security
transition-one that will affect its integration with Europe interests with economic growth and our commitment to
and the prosperity of its people. Two challenges stand democracy and human rights. We now seek to build on
out: first, to instill respect for the rule of law so that inter- that vision, cementing America's role as a stabilizing
national principles of the marketplace and democratic force in a more integrated Asia Pacific region.
governance prevail; and, second, to gain international Our military presence has been essential to maintaining
support as it seeks to close down Chornobyl and reform the stabilit that has enabled most nations in the Asia
its energy sector. We seek support from the international Pacificbiliy that bld m o nomies in the As i tcommunity to help Ukraine's economic transformation Pacific region to build thriving economies for the benefit

commnit tohelpUkrines ecnomc tansfrmaionof all. To deter regional aggression and secure our ownand its goal of attracting foreign investment and stimulat-ofalTodtregnlagesinndeceouowing domestic growth, interests, we will maintain an active presence. Our treaty
alliances with Japan, South Korea, Australia, Thailand,

A stable and prosperous Caucasus and Central Asia will and the Philippines, and our commitment to keeping
help promote stability and security from the approximately 100,000 U.S. military personnel in the
Mediterranean to China and facilitate rapid development region, serve as the foundation for America's continuing
and transport to international markets of the large security role.
Caspian oil and gas resources, with substantial U.S.
commercial participation. While the new states in the
region have made progress in their quest for sovereignty, ASEAN Regional Forum (ARF)-on the full range of com-

stability, prosperity and a secure place in the internation- mon security challenges. By meeting on confidence-

al arena, much remains to be done-in particular in building measures such as search and rescue coopera-

resolving regional conflicts such as Nagorno-Karabakh. tion and peacekeeping, the ARF can help enhance
regional security and understanding.

Democratic reforms in the NIS and Europe's former com- Japan: The United States and Japan reaffirmed last
munist states are the best answer to the aggressive yar the unilateral Japan reaffirmas
nationalism and ethnic hatreds unleashed by the end of year that our bilateral security relationship remains
the Cold War. Already, the prospect of joining or rejoin- the cne for aieving common serobe
ing the Western democratic family has dampened the tivesmand for tai Asta a nd rosperforces of nationalism and strengthened the forces of environment for the Asia Pacific region as we enter
focracs ofnationalirm inand countrenhes the forcesion the twenty-first century. This security cooperation
democracy and reform in many countries of the region. extends to promoting regional peace and stability,

The independence, sovereignty and territorial integrity of seeking universal adherence to the Nuclear Non-
the twelve NIS, as well as of the three Baltic states, are Proliferation Treaty, and addressing the dangers posed
especially important to American interests. So is their by transfers of destabilizing conventional arms and
political and economic reform. Our instruments for sensitive dual-use goods and technologies. Our con-
advancing these goals are our bilateral relationships, our tinued progress in assisting open trade between our
leadership of international institutions and the billions of two countries and our broad-ranging international
dollars in private and multilateral resources that we can cooperation exemplified by the Common Agenda pro-
help mobilize. But the circumstances affecting the small- vide a sound underpinning for our relations in the
er countries depend in significant measure on the fate of next century.
reform in the largest and most powerful-Russia. TheUnitd Sate wil cntiue t vioroslyprooteKorean Peninsula: Tensions on the Korean PeninsulaU nited States w ill continue to vigo ro usly pro m ote r m i h r n i a h e tt h e c n t b l t
Russian reform and discourage any reversal in the remain the principal threat to the peace and stabilityprogress that has been made. Our economic and politi- of the East Asia region. A peaceful resolution of the
calgrsupporat forstheeRussiangovernmentmdepnds onlits Korean conflict with a non-nuclear peninsula is in ourc a l su p p o rt fo r th e R u ssia n g o v e rn m e n t d e p e n d s o n its s r t g c i t r s . A p r l e t a e i n e e t i hcommtmet t reorm inludig dmocatiatin, ar-strategic interest. A parallel strategic interest is thecom m itm ent to reform , including dem ocratization, m ar- ei i ai n o h m c l b o o i a h e t o h
ket economics and a foreign policy of comity, especially elimination of a chemical/biological threat on thewith respect to other former Soviet republics, peninsula. A productive North-South dialogue would

be a positive step in this direction. We are working to
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create conditions of stability by maintaining the U.S.- permit implementation of the 1985 agreement on
Republic of Korea treaty alliance and our military the peaceful use of nuclear energy; and
presence; freezing and eventually dismantling the the PRC's constructive role in international securi-
North Korean nuclear program under the Agreed ty affairs through active cooperation in APEC, ARF
Framework; developing bilateral contacts with the and the Northeast Asia Security Dialogue.
North aimed at drawing the North into a set of more
normal relations with the region and the rest of the Southeast Asia: Our strategic interest in Southeast

world; and following through on the offer of four- Asia centers on developing regional and bilateral

party peace talks among the United States, China, and security and economic relationships that assist in con-

North and South Korea. Over the next four years, we flict prevention and resolution and expand U.S. par-

will maintain solidarity with our South Korean ally, ticipation in the region's dynamic growth. Our policy

ensure that an isolated and struggling North Korea combines two approaches: first, maintaining our

does not opt for a military solution to its problems, increasingly productive relationship with the

and emphasize America's commitment to shaping a Association of Southeast Asian Nations (Singapore,

peaceful and prosperous Korean Peninsula. At the Malaysia, Thailand, Indonesia, the Philippines,

same time, we are willing to improve bilateral politi- Brunei, Vietnam)-especially our security dialogue

cal and economic ties with the North, commensurate under the ARF; and second, pursuing bilateral objec-
with its continued cooperation to resolve the nuclear tives with ASEAN's individual members and other
issue, engagement in North-South dialogue, contin- Southeast Asian nations, designed to prevent political
ued efforts to recover remains of American service- or military instability, establish market-oriented eco-
men missing since the Korean War, and cessation of nomic reforms, resist the flow of heroin from Burma,
its chemical and biological programs and ballistic and encourage democratic reforms and improvements
missile proliferation activities, in human rights practices. Our security aims in

Southeast Asia are twofold: (1) maintaining robust
China: An overarching U.S. interest is China's emer- security alliances with Canberra, Manila and
gence as a stable, open, secure and peaceful state. Bangkok, as well as sustaining security access
The prospects for peace and prosperity in Asia arrangements with Singapore and other ASEAN coun-
depend heavily on China's role as a responsible mem- tries; and (2) healthy, pragmatic relations with a
ber of the international community. China's integra- strong, cohesive ASEAN capable of supporting region-
tion into the international system of rules and norms al stability and prosperity.

will influence its own political and economic devel-

opment, as well as its relations with the rest of the We are committed to sustaining the Asia Pacific region's
world. Our success in working with China as a part- remarkable dynamism. Opportunities for economic
ner in building a stable international order depends growth abound in Asia and underlie our strong commit-
on establishing a productive relationship that will ment to multilateral economic cooperation. Today, the
build sustained domestic support. We have already 18 member economies of APEC-comprising about one-
enhanced our cooperation in key areas, such as work- third of the world's population-produce $13 trillion
ing for peace and stability in Korea, extending the and export $1.7 trillion of goods annually, about one-
NPT and completing the CTBT, and combating alien half of the global totals. U.S. exports to Asian economies
smuggling and drugs. Our key security objectives support millions of American jobs, while U.S. direct
include: investments in Asia represent about one-fifth of total U.S.

direct foreign investment. A prosperous and open Asia
"* sustaining the strategic dialogue begun by the Pacific is key to the economic health of the United

recent series of high-level exchanges with atten- States. Annual APEC leaders meetings are a vivid testa-
tion to core interests on both sides; ment to the possibilities of stimulating regional economic

"* resumption of the cross-Strait dialogue between growth and cooperation-fostering trade and investment
Beijing and Taipei, and a smooth transition in liberalization, while at the same time enhancing political
Hong Kong; and security ties within the region.

"* PRC adherence to international nonproliferation We are also working with major bilateral trade partners
norms, establishment of a comprehensive export to improve trade relations. The United States and Japan
control system, and the conditions that would have successfully completed over 20 bilateral trade
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agreements under the 1993 Framework Agreement, the hemisphere. Our hemisphere enters the twenty-first
designed to open Japan's markets to U.S. goods. As U.S.- century with an unprecedented opportunity to build a
China trade continues to grow, we place a high priority future of stability and prosperity-building on the fact
on bilateral and multilateral trade issues, such as intel- that every nation in the hemisphere except Cuba is
lectual property rights and market access. democratic and committed to free market economies.

Our economic objectives include: continued progress We are advancing regional security cooperation in a
within APEC toward liberalizing trade and investment, variety of ways, such as bilateral security dialogues,
increased exports to Asian countries through market- Organization of American States (OAS) and Summit of
opening measures and leveling the playing field for U.S. the Americas initiatives, regional confidence and securi-
business, and WTO accession for the PRC and Taiwan ty building measures, exercises and exchanges with key
on satisfactory commercial terms. militaries, and regular Defense Ministerials. As co-guar-

antor of the Peru-Ecuador peace process we have
Some have argued that democracy is unsuited for Asia or nooftePr-carpaepoeswehv
Somlehave aorguomed thnateocracy ihumansuighted f iaore brought the parties closer to negotiating a permanent res-
at least for some Asian nations'-that human rigtsrar olution of the decades-old border dispute. And, we are
relative and that Western nations' support for interna- working to ensure a successful passage of stewardship of
tional human rights standards simply mask a form of cul- tePnm aa otePnmna oenet

tural imperialism. The democratic aspirations and

achievements of Asian peoples themselves prove these The principal security concerns in the hemisphere are
arguments incorrect. We will continue to support those transnational in nature, such as drug trafficking, orga-
aspirations and to promote respect for human rights in nized crime and money laundering, illegal immigration,
all nations. and instability generated from corruption and political or

Each nation must find its own form of democracy, and social conflict. Bilaterally and regionally, we seek to
wechnatio msthe vrinety of demoratic institiony thand eliminate the scourge of drug trafficking which poses awe respect the variety of democratic institutions that serious threat to the sovereignty, democracy and nation-

have emerged in Asia. But there is no cultural justifica- al security of nations in the hemisphere. As part of our

tion for tyranny, torture or the denial of fundamental
freedoms. Our strategy includes efforts to: comprehensive partnership with Mexico, we continue to

increase counterdrug and law enforcement cooperation,

"* pursue a constructive, goal-oriented approach to while in the Caribbean we are intensifying a coordinated
achieving progress on human rights and rule of law effort on counternarcotics, law enforcement and gun
issues with China; smuggling.

"* foster a meaningful dialogue between the ruling The 1994 Summit of the Americas in Miami produced
authorities in Burma and the democratic opposi- hemispheric agreement on a package of measures that
tion; included continued economic reform and enhanced

"* promote improved respect for human rights and cooperation on issues such as the environment, coun-
strengthened democratic processes in Indonesia ternarcotics and anti-corruption. Celebrating the region's
and political reconciliation in East Timor; embrace of democracy and free markets, the President

"used that historic event to commit the U.S. to a more
respect bl demoatc rintstuions anodi; enc e mature and cooperative relationship with the hemi-

sphere. The Summit's centerpiece was the leaders' com-

"* promote improved respect for human rights in mitment to negotiate the Free Trade Area of the
Vietnam and achieve the fullest possible account- Americas by 2005 and other steps to ensure that democ-
ing of missing U.S. service members. racy's benefits are shared by all.

The Summit brought a surge in hemispheric cooperation
on issues such as energy, financial integration and the

The Western Hemisphere environment where U.S. agencies have used the Summit
Action Plan to establish new relationships with their

dof armed conflict in Central America and other Latin American and Caribbean counterparts. The hemi-The end sphericd response to thet1996Acoupcattempttin

improvements in regional security have coincided with spheric response to the 1996 coup attempt in

remarkable political and economic progress throughout Paraguay-a response led by the OAS, members of the
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Southern Cone Common Market (MERCOSUR) and the Haiti we continue to support respect for human rights
U.S.-also demonstrated the degree to which our and economic growth by a Haitian government capable
democracy and economic integration agendas have of managing its own security, paving the way for a
become mutually reinforcing. Having opened a new Presidential election in 2000 that is free, fair and repre-
chapter in U.S. relations with Latin America and the sentative. We are committed to work with our partners in
Caribbean, we must carry forward the momentum to the the region and the international community to support
1998 Summit in Chile and continue building towards the Haiti's economic and political development. Haiti will
Miami vision of an integrated hemisphere of free market benefit from a Caribbean-wide acceleration of growth
democracies. The Administration seeks to do its part in and investment, stimulated in part by enhancement of
advancing this vision by consolidating NAFTA's gains, CBI benefits.
obtaining congressional fast track negotiating authority Finally, we also seek to strengthen norms for defense
and negotiating a comprehensive free trade agreement establishments that are supportive of democracy, trans-
with Chile. parency, respect for human rights and civilian control in
At the same time, we must be sensitive to the concern by defense matters. Through continued engagement with
some small states, such as those in the Eastern regional armed forces, facilitated by our own modest
Caribbean, about the impact of an increasingly integrat- military activities and presence in the region, we are
ed and more competitive hemispheric economy. To this helping to transform military institutions. Through initia-
end, we must make progress on achieving the benefits of tives such as the Defense Ministerial of the Americas and
the Caribbean Basin Initiative (CBI) to help prepare that expanded efforts to increase civilian expertise in defense
region for participation in the FTAA. affairs, we are reinforcing the positive trend in civil-mili-

Our ability to sustain the historic progress of the hemi- tary relations.

spheric agenda depends in part on meeting the chal-
lenges posed by weak democratic institutions, spiraling
unemployment and crime rates, and serious income dis- The Middle East, Southwest
parities. In many Latin American countries, citizens will
not fully realize the benefits of political liberalization and and South Asia
economic growth without regulatory, judicial, law
enforcement and educational reforms, as well as The United States has enduring interests in pursuing a
increased efforts to integrate indigenous populations into just, lasting and comprehensive Middle East peace,
the formal economy. ensuring the security and well-being of Israel, helping

Regarding Cuba, the United States remains committed to our Arab friends provide for their security, and maintain-
promoting a peaceful transition to democracy and fore- ing the free flow of oil at reasonable prices. Our strategy
stalling a mass migration exodus that would endanger reflects those interests and the unique characteristics of
the lives of migrants and safety of our nation. While the region as we work to extend the range of peace and
maintaining pressure on the regime to make political and stability.
economic reforms, we seek to encourage the emergence The Middle East Peace Process: An historic transfor-
of a civil society to assist transition to democracy when mation has taken place in the political landscape of
the change comes. A growing optimism among Cubans the Middle East: peace agreements are taking hold,
that positive change is possible also helps discourage requiring concerted implementation efforts. The
illegal migration. And, as the Cuban people feel greater United States-as an architect and sponsor of the
incentive to take charge of their own future, they are peace process-has a clear national interest in seeing
more likely to stay at home and build the informal and the process deepen and widen to include all Israel's
formal structures that will make transition easier. neighbors. We will continue our steady, determined
Meanwhile, we remain firmly committed to bilateral leadership-standing with those who take risks for
migration accords that seek to ensure that migration be peace, standing against those who would destroy it,
through legal and safe means. lending our good offices where we can make a differ-

The restoration of democracy in Haiti remains a shining ence and helping bring the concrete benefits of peace
example of the positive trends in our hemisphere. In to people's daily lives. Future progress will require

movement in the following inter-related areas:
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* continued Israeli-Palestinian engagement on Roughly half of our oil needs are met with imports,

remaining issues in the Interim Agreement, and and a large share of these imports are from the Persian
negotiation of permanent status issues; Gulf region. Previous oil shocks and the Gulf War

"* resuming Israeli-Syrian negotiations and begin- show the impact that an interruption of oil supplies

ning Israeli-Lebanese negotiations with the objec- can have on the world's economy. Appropriate
tive of achieving peace treaties; and responses to events such as Iraq's invasion of Kuwait

can limit the magnitude of the crisis. But over the
"* normalization of relations between Arab states longer term, U.S. dependence on access to these and

and Israel. other foreign oil sources will remain important as our
Southwest Asia: In Southwest Asia, the United States resources are depleted. The United States must remain
remains focused on deterring threats to regional stabil- ever vigilant to ensure unrestricted access to this criti-
ity and protecting the security of our regional partners, cal resource. In the Gulf, where global access to criti-
particularly from Iraq and Iran. We will maintain our cal resources is key, we will continue to demonstrate
military presence using a combination of air, land and U.S. commitment and resolve.
sea forces and the demonstrated ability to reinforce South Asia: South Asia has experienced an important
rapidly the region in time of crisis, expansion of democracy and economic reform. Our

We would like to see Iraq's reintegration into the strategy is designed to help the peoples of that region
international community; however, we have made enjoy the fruits of democracy and greater stability by
clear that Iraq must comply with all relevant United helping resolve long-standing conflict and implement-
Nations Security Council resolutions. We also remain ing confidence-building measures. The United States
committed to enforcing the no-fly zones through has urged India and Pakistan to take steps to reduce
Operations NORTHERN WATCH and SOUTHERN the risk of conflict and to bring their nuclear and mis-
WATCH. Our policy is directed not against the people sile programs into conformity with international stan-
of Iraq but against the aggressive behavior of the gov- dards. Regional stability and improved bilateral ties
ernment. Until that behavior changes, our goal is con- are also important for America's economic interest in
taining the threat Saddam Hussein poses to Iraq's a region that contains a quarter of the world's popula-
neighbors, its people, the free flow of Gulf oil and tion and one of its most important emerging markets.
broader U.S. interests in the Middle East. We seek to establish relationships with India and

Pakistan that are defined in terms of their own individ-
As for Iran, our policy is aimed at changing the behav- ual merits and that reflect the full weight and range of
ior of the Iranian government in several key areas, U.S. strategic, political and economic interests in each
including its efforts to obtain weapons of mass country. In addition, we seek to work closely with
destruction and missiles, its support for terrorism and regional countries to stem the flow of illegal drugs
groups that oppose the peace process, its attempts to from South Asia, most notably from Afghanistan.
undermine friendly governments in the region, and its
development of offensive military capabilities which We will encourage the spread of democratic values
threaten our Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) partners throughout the Middle East and Southwest and South
and the flow of oil. Pending changes in Iran's behav- Asia and will pursue this objective by a constructive dia-
ior, our goal is to contain and reduce its ability to logue with countries in the region. We will promote
threaten our interests. We also seek to coordinate with responsible indigenous moves toward increasing politi-
key allies to maximize pressures on Iran to change its cal participation and enhancing the quality of gover-
course. nance and will continue to vigorously challenge many

governments in the region to improve their dismal
A key objective of our policy in the Gulf is to reduce human rights records.
the chances that another aggressor will emerge who
would threaten the independence of existing states.
We will continue to encourage members of the Gulf
Cooperation Council to work closely on collective Africa
defense and security arrangements, help individual
GCC states meet their appropriate defense require- In recent years, U.S. policies have supported significant
ments and maintain our bilateral defense agreements. changes in Africa: multi-party democracies are more
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common; new constitutions have been promulgated; tive peacekeeping and humanitarian operations. We will
elections are becoming more frequent and open; the continue working with donor and African partners to turn
press is more free today; and the need for budgetary and this concept into reality.
financial discipline is better understood. While we will In the broadest terms, we seek a stable, economically
not be able to address every challenge or reap every dynamic Africa. This will be impossible to achieve unless
opportunity Africa poses, we must identify those issues and until Africa is fully integrated into the global econo-
where we can make a difference and which most directly my. ur ais fore, is to t gfoban eonomy. Our aim, therefore, is to assist African nations to
affect our interests and target our resources efficiently. implement economic reforms, create favorable climates

Serious transnational security threats emanate from for trade and investment, and achieve sustainable devel-
Africa, including: state-sponsored terrorism, narcotics opment. In addition, we encourage U.S. companies to
trafficking, international crime, environmental damage trade with and invest in Africa. To this end, we have pro-
and disease. These threats can only be addressed through posed a "Partnership for Economic Growth and
effective, sustained engagement in Africa. We have Opportunity in Africa" to support the economic transfor-
already made significant progress in countering some of mation underway in Africa. The Administration will work
these threats-investing in efforts to combat environmen- closely with Congress to implement key elements of this
tal damage and disease; leading international efforts to initiative aimed, in particular, at helping African coun-
halt the proliferation of land mines; securing the indefi- tries pursuing growth-oriented policies sustain growth
nite and unconditional extension of the NPT; and sup- and development.
porting establishment of the African Nuclear Weapons We seek to spur economic growth and promote trade
Free Zone. We have also worked to counter the prolifer- and investment by examining new ways to improve the
ation of weapons of mass destruction in Africa as else- economic policies of African nations and by sustaining
where. We continue to work for an end to Sudanese sup- critical bilateral and multilateral development assistance.
port for terrorism, to reduce the flow of narcotics through While further integrating Africa into the global economy
Africa, to curtail international criminal activity based in has obvious political and economic benefits, it will also
Africa and to diminish the influence of Libya and Iran in directly serve U.S. interests by continuing to expand anAfrica. drcl ev .. itrssb otnigt xada

already important new market for U.S. exports. The more
Our policy toward Libya is designed to limit its efforts to than 600 million people of sub-Saharan Africa (SSA) rep-
obtain WMD, its support for terrorism, its attempts to resent one of the world's largest remaining untapped
undermine other governments in the region and its markets. The United States exports more to SSA than to
development of military capabilities which threaten its all of the former Soviet Union combined; yet, the U.S.
neighbors. In addition, we seek full Libyan compliance enjoys only seven percent market share in Africa.
with appropriate UN Security Council Resolutions. Increasing both the U.S. market share and the size of the
Pending changes in Libya's behavior, our goal is to African market will bring tangible benefits to U.S. work-
reduce its ability to threaten our interests and those of ers and create wealth in Africa.
our friends and allies. In Africa as elsewhere, democracies have proved more
One of the key impediments to development in Africa peaceful, stable and reliable partners and more likely to
has been the persistence of conflict. Our efforts to pursue sound economic policies. We will continue to
resolve conflict include working to achieve lasting peace work to sustain the important progress achieved to date
in Angola and an end to Liberia's civil war. The area and to broaden the growing circle of African democra-
with the greatest potential for serious conflict remains the cies. In addition, we will work with our allies to find an
Great Lakes region, which could result in the permanent effective formula for promoting stability, democracy and
destabilization of Zaire or a broader regional war. There respect for human rights in Nigeria, and also in central
also remains the risk of another genocide in the Great Africa where widespread unrest and atrocities continue;
Lakes region. The United States continues to be actively to support a sustainable democratic transition in Zaire;
engaged in trying to negotiate a peaceful resolution to and to help South Africa achieve its economic, political
the conflicts in Zaire, Burundi and elsewhere in the and democratic goals by continuing to provide substan-
region. In 1996, the United States launched an innova- tial bilateral assistance, providing support through the
tive proposal-the African Crisis Response Force (ACRF) Binational Commission and by aggressively promoting
initiative-to build African capabilities to conduct effec- U.S. trade with and investment in South Africa.
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IV. Conclusions

Today, closer to the start of the twenty-first century than Our international leadership focuses on six strategic pri-
to the end of the Cold War, we are embarking on a peri- orities. Taken together, these priorities form the roadmap
od of construction to build new frameworks, partnerships to security, peace and prosperity into the next century:
and institutions-and adapt existing ones-that strength- • Foster a peaceful, undivided, democratic Europe
en America's security and prosperity. We are working to
construct new cooperative security arrangements, rid the 9 Forge a strong and stable Asia Pacific community
world of weapons that target whole populations, build a o Build a new, open trading system for the twenty-
truly global economy, and promote democratic values first century-one that benefits America and the
and economic reform. Ours is a moment of historic world
opportunity to create a safer, more prosperous tomor- o Keep America the world's leading force for peace
row-to make a difference in the lives of our citizens.

* Increase cooperation in confronting security threats
This promising state of affairs did not just happen, and that disregard national borders
there is no guarantee that it will endure. The contempo-
rary era was forged by steadfast American leadership * Strengthen the diplomatic and military tools
over the last half century-through efforts such as the required to address these challenges
Marshall Plan, NATO, the United Nations and the World Our engagement abroad requires the active, sustained
Bank. The clear dangers of the past made the need for support of the American people and the bipartisan sup-
national security commitments and expenditures obvious port of the U.S. Congress. This Administration remains
to the American people. Today, the task of mobilizing committed to explaining our security interests, objectives
public support for national security priorities is more and priorities to the nation; to seeking the broadest pos-
complicated. The complex array of unique dangers, sible public and congressional support for our security
opportunities and responsibilities outlined in this strategy programs and investments; and to exerting our leader-
are not always readily apparent as we go about our daily ship in the world in a manner that reflects our best
lives, focused on immediate concerns. Yet, in a more national values and protects the security of this great
integrated andinterdependent world, we must remain nation.
actively engaged in world affairs to successfully advance
our diplomatic, military and economic interests. To be
secure and prosperous, America must continue to lead.
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MI National Military Strategy

CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20318-9999

This document conveys my advice and that of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff on the strategic direction of the Armed Forces in
implementing the guidance in the President's A National
Security Strategy for a New Century and the Secretary's Repor
of the Quadrennial Defense Review.

We have just completed a year-long assessment of the strategic environment that
underscored the continuing importance of robust American military power. While we no
longer face the threat of a rival superpower, there are states and other actors who can
challenge us and our allies conventionally and by asymmetric means such as terrorism and
weapons of mass destruction. The rise of regional powers is leading to a multipolar world that
can be either more secure or more dangerous - hence the importance of the President's
"imperative of engagement" described herein.

The military has an important role in engagement - helping to shape the international
environment in appropriate ways to bring about a more peaceful and stable world. The
purpose of our Armed Forces, however, is to deter and defeat threats of organized violence
to our country and its interests. While fighting and winning two nearly simultaneous wars
remains the foremost task, we must also respond to a wide variety of other potential crises.
As we take on these diverse missions, it is important to emphasize the Armed Forces' core
competence: we fight. That must be the primary consideration in the development and
employment of forces.

The Chiefs and I strongly agree that the force levels recommended by the Secretary
in the QDR are the minimum necessary to carry out this strategy at prudent military risk.
Further, we must begin to transform them now by exploiting technological advances that are
changing warfare. To do this with forces that will remain committed to operational readiness,
contingency operations and engagement activities requires a stabilized investment program
and a fundamental re-engineering of support infrastructure. It also requires that we sustain
the high quality men and women serving in the Armed Forces. They are the indispensable
and decisive element in any strategy.

Our best judgment is that this strategy, Shape, Respond, Prepare Now: A Military
Strategv for a New Era, and the forces for which it calls, will protect the Nation and its interests,
and promote a peace that benefits America and all like-minded nations.

JON M SHALIKASHVILI
Chairman

of the Joint Chiefs of Staff
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Introduction The Strategic Environment

The National Military Strategy provides the advice The United States has entered a period that

of the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff (CJCS) presents both opportunities and challenges. Our

in consultation with the Joint Chiefs of Staff and nation is at peace and much of the world embraces

the Combatant Commanders on the strategic the democratic ideals we cherish. The threat of

direction of the Armed Forces over the next three to nuclear war has diminished and diplomatic efforts

five years. In formulating the 1997 National continue to reap benefits in creating a more stable

Military Strategy. the CJCS derives guidance from and peaceful world. Nonetheless, there remain a

the President's 1997 National Security Strategy and number of uncertainties, including potentially

from the Quadrennial Defense Review (QDR) report serious threats to America's security, Principal

prepared by the Secretary of Defense. among these are regional dangers, asymmetric

challenges, transnational threats, and "wild
In both the 1997 National Security Strategy and the cards." This uncertain environment would be even

QDR report, the President and the Secretary of
more threatening without the American engagement

Defense introduced an integrated strategic and leadership that this strategy supports.

approach embodied by the terms Shape, Respond

and Prepare Now. The 1997 National Military

Strategy is based on these concepts. It builds on

the premise that the United States will remain

globally engaged to Shape the international €AMM,

environment and create conditions favorable to US Aft

interests and global security. It emphasizes that %V

our Armed Forces must Respond to the full

spectrum of crises in order to protect our national

interests. It further states that as we pursue

shaping and responding activities, we must also

take steps to Prepare Now for an uncertain future.

A Aiefr Strtg fo aNe Ir
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The Strategy which are demonstrated

by our ability to bring T
National Military Objectives decisive military power to , _- , * -

bear and by communica-
To defend and protect US national interests, our S i al

tion of US intentions.
national military objectives are to Promote Peace

and Stability and, when necessary, to Defeat

including information naioa
Adversaries. US Armed Forces advance national

security by applying military power as directed to sharing and contacts a
between our military and

help Shape the international environment and
the armed forces of other -

Respond to the full spectrum of crises, while we

also Prepare Now for an uncertain future.
and confidence and

Promote
encourage measures that

increase our security and e 'a

that of our allies, partners, , ,

and friends. By increas- a when
ing understanding and

reducing uncertainty. neesaj - )

engagement builds con- Defeat
structive security relation-

ships, helps to promote

the development of democ-

ratic institutions, and helps keep some countries

from becoming adversaries tomorrow.

Responding to the Full Spectrum of Crises. The US

military will be called upon to respond to crises

across the full range of military operations. from

Elements of Strategy humanitarian assistance to fighting and winning

major theater wars (MTW), and conducting

Shaping the International Environment. US Armed concurrent smaller-scale contingencies. Our

Forces help shape the international environment demonstrated ability to rapidly respond and to

through deterrence. peacetime engagement activi- decisively resolve crises provides the most effective

ties, and active participation and leadership in deterrent and sets the stage for future operations if

alliances. Critical to deterrence are our conven- force must be used. Should deterrence fail, it is

tional warfighting capabilities and our nuclear imperative that the United States be able to defeat

forces. Deterrence rests on a potential adversary's aggression of any kind. Especially important is the

perception of our capabilities and commitment, ability to deter or defeat nearly simultaneous large-
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scale, cross-border aggression in two distant at our own ini-

theaters in overlapping time frames, preferably in tiative. and at

concert with allies. The ability to rapidly defeat a speed and '

initial enemy advances short of their objectives in tempo that our

two theaters in close succession reassures our adversaries

allies and ensures the protection of our worldwide cannot match.

interests. We must also be prepared to conduct It is an impor-

several smaller-scale contingency operations at the tant hedge

same time, as situations may dictate the against the

employment of US military capabilities when rapid uncertainty we

action is required to stabilize a situation. face. It allows

us to conduct
Preparing Now for an Uncertain Future. As we multiple mis-

move into the next century, it is imperative that sions. across the full range of military operations. in

the United States maintain the military superiority geographically separated regions of the world.

essential to our global leadership. Our strategcy Overseas Presence is the visible posture of US

calls for transformation of our doctrine and organi- forces and infrastructure strategically positioned
zations and a stabilized forward, in and near key regions. Forces present
investment program in overseas promote stability, help prevent conflict,
robust modernization and ensure the protection of US interests. Our

i that exploits the Revolu-As we moe- overseas presence demonstrates our determination
tions in Military Affairs to defend US. allied, and friendly interests while

I RMA) and Business ensuring our ability to rapidly concentrate combat

S Affairs (RBA). power in the event of crisis. Power Projection is

i e Strategic Concepts the ability to rapidly and effectively deploy and sus-

ta te tain US military power in and from multiple, dis-

The National Military persed locations until conflict resolution. Power
- W - Strategy describes four projection provides the flexibility to respond swiftly

mai a the strategic concepts that to crises, with force packages that can be adapted

govern the use of our rapidly to the environment in which they must oper-

forces to meet the ate, and if necessary, fight their way into a denied

* 1 demands of the strategic theater. Decisive Force is the commitment of suf-

-e s-en t a environment. Strategic ficient military power to overwhelm an adversary.

-I o globa Agility is the timely con- establish new military conditions, and achieve a

centration, employment political resolution favorable to US national inter-
ledes p and sustainment of US ests. Together, these four strategic concepts

military power anywhere, emphasize that America's military must be able to
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employ the right mix of forces and capabilities to riority. Our modernization

provide the decisive advantage in any operation, effort will focus on those Or

technologies that improve Fore ar
The Joint Force the combat effectiveness of -

our Armed Forces while
Our Armed Forces are the preeminent military force orAmd rcswi

in the world, persuasive in peace and decisive in enhancing the interoper-

war. To successfully implement our strategy of ability and integration of i a
shaping, responding. and preparing. the forces and the Total Force. Modern- I A-

ization is not an end in

capabilities recommended in the QDR report are
itself, but a means to worl -

essential. Equally critical to the success of our
improve the capabilities peruaive.•• •in

strategy are the men and women who comprise our
militaryof our warfighters across

military forces. We must continue to recruit, train, peace an

and maintain a high quality force to ensure our the full range of military

nation's security. Our forces must maintain the operations -- from peace-
time engagement activities [_vwar

high state of readiness that is essential to global

leadership; thus the means by which we achieve, to war.

maintain, and evaluate our readiness demand con- Conclusion

tinued emphasis. Our military must be ready to

fight as a coherent joint force -- fully interoperable The National Military Strategy of Shaping,

and seamlessly integrated. Capitalizing on technol- Responding, and Preparing Now addresses the

ogy will also be central to maintaining military supe- challenges and opportunities that confront us now

as well as those that await

us as we approach the

next century. Working

with our allies, partners.

and friends, we will pro-

mote peace in an increas-

ingly complex and poten-

tially more dangerous

world. This strategy will

ensure that the US mili-

tary will remain capable

of performing whatever

tasks we are called upon

to perform around the

world in the years ahead.
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Americans: maintenance of the sover-

eignty of the United States, with its val-

ues. institutions and territory intact; and

,. \. ' "" provision for the prosperity of the Nation

and its people. It further establishes as a

core objective "to enhance our security

w with effective diplomacy and with military

forces that are ready to fight and win."

The Armed Forces are the Nation's

military instrument for ensuring our

security. Accordingly, the primary

The National Military Strategy (NMS) provides purpose of US Armed Forces is to deter threats of

advice from the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of organized violence against the United States and its

Staff (CJCS), in consultation with the Joint Chiefs interests, and to defeat such threats should

of Staff (JCS) and the Combatant Commanders, to deterrence fail. The military is a complementary

the National Command Authorities (NCA) on the element of national power that stands with the other

strategic direction of the Armed Forces. Based on instruments wielded by our government. The Armed

A National Security Strategy for a New Century, Forces' core competence is the ability to apply

approved by the President in May 1997, and the decisive military power to deter or defeat aggression

report of the Secretary of Defense to Congress of and achieve our national security objectives.

the 1997 QDR, the NMS describes the strategic

environment, develops national military objectives Fighting and Winning Our Nation's Wars

and the strategy to accomplish those objectives. Our Armed Forces' foremost task is to fight and win

and describes the military capabilities required to our Nation's wars. Consequently. America's Armed

execute the strategy. As an unclassified document, Forces are organized, trained, equipped, main-

it makes this advice accessible to the widest range tained, and deployed primarily to ensure that our

of government officials, interested citizens, and Nation is able to defeat aggression against our coun-

foreign leaders. try and to protect our national interests.

Purpose of the Armed Forces Protecting US National Interests

The President's 1997 National Security Strategy US national interests fall into three categories. First

advances the Nation's fundamental and enduring in priority are our vital interests -- those of broad,

security needs: protection of the lives and safety of overriding importance to the survival, security, and
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may exceed the capacity of other agencies and

Integrating the NSS and the NMS require the use of military forces, depending

Document -. • Purpose upon applicable law. the direction of the NCA.

National Provides Grand and the national interest involved. In addition.NationalStrategy and

Security Overarching National
Strategy (NSS) Goals and Objectives military resources will continue to support civil

authorities in executing missions such as civil

works, disaster relief, and domestic crises.

Describes Howthe The Imperative of Engagement
NnatiOna Military capabilities of

ilitarUS Armed Forces areMIliaY Used

Stratewy (NMS) to Support the National The President's National Security Strategy for a
Security Objectives

New Century stresses "the imperative of

territorial integrity of the United States. At the engagementI and enhancing our security
through integrated approaches that allow the

direction of the NCA. the Armed Forces are

prepared to use decisive and overwhelming force, Nation to Shape the international environment,

unilaterally if necessary, to defend America's vital Respond to the full spectrum of crises; and Prepare

interests. Second are important interests - those Now for an uncertain future. Our strategic

that do not affect our national survival but do affect approach uses all appropriate instruments of

our national well-being and the character of the national power to influence the actions of other

states and nonstate actors. exert global leadership,
world in which we live. The use of our Armed

Forces may be appropriate to protect those and remain the preferred security partner for the

interests. Third, armed forces can assist with the community of states that share our interests. The

pursuit of humanitarian interests when conditions Armed Forces play a key role in this effort. The

exist that compel our nation to act because our United States' unparalleled military capabilities

form the foundation of mutually beneficial alliancesvalues demand US involvement. In all cases. the
and security partner-

commitment of US forces must be based on the

importance of the US interests involved, the ships. undergird stabili- * ,a

potential risks to American troops, and the ty in key regions, and enga gemen

appropriateness of the military mission. buttress the current
worldwide climate of con-

Throughout our history. America's Armed Forces fidence that encourages wr safer I
have responded to a variety of national needs other peace. economic growth,

than waging wars. The security environment we and democratization.

face includes threats to our country and to our Our global engagement N t n -ou

interests that are not -war- in the classical sense, makes the world safer for c z our
and yet may call for military forces. Terrorism, our Nation, our citizens, e aJ
weapons of mass destruction (WMD), illegal drug- our interests, and our

trafficking. and other threats at home or abroad values. U U
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A Posture of Global but it is a particularly important task of our forces

Engagement overseas -- those forward stationed and those rota-

tionally or temporarily deployed. Engagement
Because America is

serves to demonstrate our commitment; improve
Pi 1 engaged worldwide, even interoperability: reassure allies, friends and coali-m t in peacetime, significant tion partners: promote transparency: convey demo-

e portions of our Armed cratic ideals: deter aggression: and help relieve
Forces are present over- sources of instability before they can become mili-

U * • seas or readily available
tary crises.

all m r to deploy overseas, where

a it many of our interests are The text that follows describes our strategic ends.

found. This posture of ways. and means. After summarizing the near-

i l global engagement and term strategic environment from a military

* nS " the activities of our forces perspective, it then describes the "ends:" the
other n deployed around the national military objectives that support the

world help shape the President's national security strategy and the

shap th international environ- Secretary's QDR defense strategy. Next. it

sc i ment by promoting sta- outlines the "ways" by which the military pursues

" bility and the peaceful these objectives according to the integrated

resolution of problems, approaches of Shaping, Responding, and

in pe t deterring aggression. Preparing Now, and the supporting military

and helping to prevent strategic concepts. Finally, the NMS describes

conflict. They also pre- the necessary "means:" the joint forces required

serve our access to to carry out the strategy.

important

infrastructure, position our military The NMS
to respond rapidly to emerging

crises, and serve as the basis for

concerted action with others. Ens

Peacetime Military Engagement

Peacetime military engagement

encompasses all military activities

involving other nations intended to

shape the security environment in

peacetime. Engagement is a strate-

gic function of all our Armed Forces, g

L,
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Th Staei Iniomn - Opotnte an Chalenge

Although the United States currently enjoys relative tial for violence. Regional conflict remains possible,

peace and security, the strategic environment proliferation of weapons of mass destruction is a

remains complex and potentially dangerous. The major concern, and we face a number of nontradi-

threat of global war has receded. Former adver- tional. transnational. and unpredictable threats to

saries now cooperate with us across a range of our security.

security issues, and many countries view the

United States as the security partner of choice. Regional Dangers

Our core values of representative democracy and

market economics are embraced in many parts of The potential for conflict among states and groups of

the world, creating new possibilities for enduring states remains our most serious security challenge.

peace. prosperity, and cooperation among nations. Despite the best efforts of engagement, it is likely

We are not confronted by a -peer competitor" -- a that more than one aspiring regional power will have

hostile power of similar strength and capability -- both the desire and means to challenge the United

nor are we likely to be in the near future. Given the States militarily. Iran. Iraq, and North Korea cur-

United States' military potential and ability to rently pose this challenge, with no guarantee that

deploy to any region of conflict, it is also unlikely these threats will diminish significantly soon.

that any regional Numerous other

power or coalition regional powers

could amass suffi- have increasing

cient conventional access to wealth,

strength to defeat technology, and

our Armed Forces. information,

We therefore have potentially giving

an unprecedented them greater mili-

opportunity to tary capability and

shape the future more influence.

security environ- Some may attempt

ment. We are suc- to become domi-

cessfully adapting nant in a region,

our military alliances to new realities and building intimidating US allies and friends, pursuing inter-

security relationships with new coalition partners. ests hostile to our own, and developing asymmetric

There are, nonetheless, significant challenges. capabilities, including nuclear, biological, and chem-

Ethnic, economic, social, and environmental ical weapons of mass destruction (WMD) and the

strains continue to cause instability and the poten- means to deliver them. With instant global commu-
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nications, geographically-separated aggressors

could easily coordinate hostile actions. Failed and

failing states. and conflict that is not directed

against the United States, can also threaten our

interests and the safety of our citizens.

Asymmetric Challenges

Some state or nonstate actors may resort to asym-

metric means to counter the US military. Such such means by themselves or in conjunction with
means include unconventional or inexpensive

conventional military force. Such asymmetric chal-
approaches that circumvent our strengths, exploit

lenges are legitimate military concerns. We mustour vulnerabilities, or

increase our capabilities to counter these threatsconfront us in ways we

*-mand adapt our military doctrine, training, and
Icannot match in kind.

equipment to ensure a rapid and effective joint andE l. Of special concern are
interagency response.

terrorism, the use or

threatened use of WMD, Transnational Dangers
rs ta to and information war-

asymm• tric fare. These three risks The security environment is further complicated by

in particular have the challenges that transcend national borders and

potential to threaten the threaten our national interests. Human

* US homeland and popu- emergencies other than armed conflict: extremism.

or i -nexenive lation directly and to ethnic disputes, and religious rivalries:

, deny us access to criti- international organized crime, including illegal trade

cal overseas infrastruc- in weapons, strategic materials or illicit drugs. as
ture. Other challenges well as piracy; massive refugee flows; and threats to

c -ir include exploiting com- the environment each have the potential to put US

-, a mercial and foreign interests at risk. These challenges can obstruct

space capabilities, economic growth and democratic development and
exp i or threatening our space- lead to conflict. Complicating the situation is the

- a based systems, inter- continued blurring of the distinction between

- rupting the flow of criti- terrorist groups, factions in ethnic conflicts,

cal information, denying insurgent movements, international criminals, and

our access to strategic drug cartels. Failure to deal with such security

cann t resources, and envi- concerns early in their development may require a

ronmental sabotage. more substantial response to a more dangerous

Hostile actors may use problem later.
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"Wild Cards" could respond.

Such an attack -
We can never know with certainty where or when timed to avoid US

the next conflict will occur, who our next adversary forces while they

will be, how an enemy will fight. who will join us in

a coalition, or precisely what demands will be elsewhere, and
elsewhere an co plx

placed on US forces. A number of "wild card" supported by
threats could emerge to put US interests at risk. diplomatic and a
Such threats range from the emergence of new propaganda -. .

technologies that neutralize some of our military efforts - could be

capabilities, to the loss of key allies or alliances directed against

and the unexpected overthrow of friendly regimes an important

by hostile parties. While an individual "wild card" national interest. - - -a

may appear unlikely, the number of possible "wild This could criti-

cards" make it more likely that at least one of them cally undermine

will occur with disproportionately high conse- US will credibili- F
quences. While asymmetric challenges and y access. and a a

transnational dangers are serious in themselves, a influence in the

particularly grave "wild card" is the combination of world.

several such threats. Acting in collusion with other a nd it
hostile entities, for example, an adversary might The strategic envi-

attempt to combine multiple asymmetric means ronment facing us

with the seizure of a strategic objective before we is complex, dy-

namic, and uncertain. If the United States were to

withdraw from international commitments, forsake

its leadership responsibilities, or relinquish military

superiority, the world would become more danger-

ous and the threats to US interests would increase.

It is in this environment that US Armed Forces

must carry out their tasks to protect America and

its interests.

?. M-1
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Our National Military Strategy depends first and reduces the likelihood of widespread conflict and

foremost upon the United States remaining secure allows the pursuit of our interests by other

from external threats. A secure homeland is instruments of national power. Where a potential

fundamental to US global leadership: however, it is regional hegemon threatens our interests and those

not the only prerequisite. To protect and promote of our allies through the buildup or use of armed

US national interests, our national military forces. US military power may be concentrated to

objectives are to Promote Peace and Stability assure allies and friends, redress the imbalance,

and. when necessary, to Defeat

Adversaries that threaten the

United States, our interests, or our

allies. US Armed Forces advance

national security by applying

military power to Shape the

international environment and

Respond to the full spectrum of

crises, while we Prepare Now for an

uncertain future.

National Military

Objectives

Promote Peace and Stability.

Promoting peace and stability means creating and and deter or defeat aggression. Where the risk to

sustaining security conditions globally, and in key peaceful political intercourse stems from other

regions. that allow the peaceful pursuit of our sources. US forces may conduct operations or

interests and the just resolution of international otherwise contribute to efforts that seek to prevent

problems through political means. This does not conflict and reduce threats. Our role as a global

imply a resistance to change: rather, it underscores leader is underscored by US forces performing tasks

a desire for peaceful change. Pursuit of this that encourage other nations to resolve problems

objective supports the President's 1997 National through negotiation and compromise rather than

Security Strategy by ensuring that no critical region by aggression and intimidation.

is dominated by a power hostile to the United

States and that regions of greatest importance to Defeat Adversaries. In the event of armed conflict.

the US are stable and at peace. Such stability US Armed Forces will render an adversary incapable

#
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of armed resistance through destruction of his

capacity to threaten our interests or by breaking Elements of the Strategy
his will to do so. This sets the military conditions

for winning the peace. In conducting combat

operations, the United States will use all means

available, commensurate with the national

interest at stake, the risks involved, and

international law. We will endeavor to commit

decisive force to ensure that we achieve the

objectives established by the NCA and conclude

hostilities in the shortest time possible and on

terms favorable to the United States. as a joint team, harmonizing the unique and com-

plementary strengths and capabilities of each of our
Elements of the Strategy: Shape, Services. Third, while retaining unilateral capabil-

Respond, Prep are Now ity, whenever possible we must seek to operate

alongside alliance or coalition forces, integratingUS Armed Forces pur-

-- sue these national mili- their capabilities and capitalizing on their strengths.

F s h p tary objectives in sup- Finally, we must ensure that the conditions neces-

port of the President's sary for terminating military involvement and with-

Di - integrated approaches drawing military forces are clearly established.

- ' of shaping, responding, Shaping the International Environment. US

e o and preparing now, Armed Forces help shape the international

which synchronize all environment primarily through their inherent

deterrent qualities and through peacetime military

h t r power to achieve our engagement. The shaping element of our strategy

i usecurity objectives. Our helps foster the institutions and international

ue f itrfc relationships that constitute a peaceful strategic

should be guided by environment by promoting stability; preventing and
quliie and several considerations.

reducing conflict and threats; and deterring

th h First, military force aggression and coercion.

should be used judi-

- ciously and decisively. Promoting Stability. Through peacetime

SMilitary missions must engagement activities, US Armed Forces promote

be clearly stated, with regional stability, increase the security of allies
achievable military ob- and friends, build coalitions, and ensure a more

jectives that support national political aims. secure global environment. The commanders-in-

Second, on most occasions, our forces will operate chief of our unified commands, based on guidance
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defense cooperation activities, foreign militaryOn any given day, the Total Force...
On__anygivenday,_theTotalForce.._ sales, the International Military Education and

Training (IMET) program. and other programs
u oropean - establish long-term professional relationships

d between our Armed Forces and the future mili-

Atlantic 1 ,i_
Commad ~' Pacific

Command Command tary leadership of other countries. Military-to-

Soutenra . militarv contacts with countries that are nei-
Command C', ther staunch friends nor confirmed foes build

constructive security relationships, help to
is deployed in support of 10 Joint/Combined promote the appropriate role of armed forces
Operations and participates in 11 exercises
in over 70 countries, in a democratic society. and enhance stability.

from the NCA and CJCS, develop plans and Preventing or Reducing --1 ] ..

employ forces and personnel in peacetime to Conflicts and Threats.

meanflcs theTredutio.protect and promote US interests and regional Conflict prevention

security objectives. means the reduction, acivtis uc

Our international exercise program is one such mitigation, or neutral-

activity. Exercises enhance interoperability and ization of the causes of

readiness and demonstrate our ability to form and conflict. Though the

lead effective coalitions. They demonstrate our military by itself can b our
capabilities and resolve to friends and potential rarely address the root

adversaries alike. They provide realistic conditions causes of conflict -- as

for working with the technologies, systems. and it often stems from - - - -

operational procedures that will be crucial in times political, economic. ,

of crisis. International exercises also provide social Z and legal condi- a a -

geographic familiarity and foster an understanding tions that are beyond
the core competence 1•l!•l_ natios, w

of cultures, values, and habits of other societies.

Exercises encourage burden sharing on the part of of the military to re- pro oa t
friends and allies, and facilitate regional solve -- military forces and coaid
integration, can provide a degree of

fundamental security and ancra-sI

Through other engagement activities, such as and use their unique - - a

information sharing and a wide range of contacts operational and logisti-

between our military and the defense establish- cal capabilities to help

ments of other nations, we promote trust and con- civil initiatives suc- j j j p r-sa
fidence and increase the security of our allies, ceed. Such military

partners, and friends. Partnership for Peace, operations can have
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important strategic materiel are also extremely important to enhancing

D e e rest value when they pro- US security.

mote the overall sta-
... bility the US seeks, Peacetime Deterrence. Deterrence means preventing

a a thus reducing the potential adversaries from taking aggressive actions

need for areater miii- that threaten our interests, allies, partners, or
ability ana

friends. It is the military's most importanttary effort later.

wiligess to contribution to the shaping element of the

defa pThe US effort to pre- President's strategy. Deterrence rests in large part

vent conflict and on our demonstrated ability and willingness to

reduce threats in- defeat potential adversaries and deny them their

Or* aet-• rrne cludes arms control strategic objectives. Our deterrence capability gives
measures as an es- allies and friends the confidence necessary for

capailt gie
sential part. Verifi- normal political discourse and peaceful resolution of

a g- a ] able arms control differences. The critical elements of deterrence are

friend th- agreements, as well our conventional warfighting capabilities: forces

as confidence build- and equipment strategically positioned, our

ing and transparency capability to rapidly project and concentrate
neesay o ou ablt aofr n

measures. help re- military power worldwide: our ability to form and

nra l at al duce tensions and lead effective military coalitions: and our capacity to

di acousea and dangers. Military re- protect our homeland, forces, and critical

sources are an im- infrastructure from the full range of potential

,peaeu portant component of threats. Our strategic nuclear forces complement

reauti O this effort, particular- our conventional capabilities by deterring any

ly in the conduct of hostile foreign leadership with access to nuclear

reciprocal inspection, weapons from acting against our vital interests.

verification, and, in Our nuclear forces may also serve to convince such

some cases, enforcement activities. Bringing

worldwide arsenals into conformity with interna-

tional nonproliferation standards, helps to reduce

uncertainty about potential threats, and allows

countries to direct resources to safer, more pro-

ductive relations. The United States remains

committed to our obligations under bilateral and

international arms control agreements. Expand-

ing arms control efforts to address the use or pos-

session of WMD. the development of WMD tech-

nology. and the control and transfer of fissionable
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leaders that attempting to seek a nuclear advantage not require a greater US response. This generally

would be futile. involves signaling our commitment by enhancing

our warfighting capability in a theater or by making
Responding to the Full Spectrum of Crises. declaratory statements to communicate US

Given the strategic environment, the US military intentions and the potential cost of aggression to an

undoubtedly will be called upon to respond to adversary. We may also choose to emphasize our

crises across the full range of military operations, resolve by responding in a limited manner, for

from humanitarian assistance to fighting and win- example, by enforcing sanctions or conducting

ning MTWs and conducting concurrent smaller- limited strikes. The deterrent posture and activities

scale contingencies. US forces must be able to

respond to crises from a posture of global engage-

ment. In the event of a major theater war the

United States will need to be extremely selective in

undertaking substantial engagement activities and

smaller-scale contingency operations. More than

likely, we would have

to disengage from

activities and opera-E II~ tions not deemed vital
in order to better pos-

p ture our forces to
deter or defeat aggres- of our armed forces ensure we remain prepared for

sion in a second major conflict should deterrence fail.
d ma n , is a theater war. A credi-

Ske s ab ble US force-in-being. Fighting and Winning Major Theater Wars. As a

inlu c idespite multiple de- global power with worldwide interests, it is

mands, is a key stabi- imperative that the United States be able to deter

the world. lizing influence in the and defeat nearly simultaneous. large-scale. cross-

world. Responding to border aggression in two distant theaters in

multiple concurrent overlapping time frames, preferably in concert with

regional allies. For the time being, we face thiscontingencies requires careful consideration to I

ensure our forces are not dissipated and therefore challenge in the Arabian Gulf region and in

either unable, or perceived as unable, to respond to Northeast Asia. However, even should these

more critical threats. challenges diminish, this capability is critical to

maintaining our global leadership role. Lack of

Deterring Agression or Coercion in Crisis. The such a capability would signal to key allies our

first response in any crisis normally consists of inability to help defend mutual interests, thus

steps to deter an adversary so the situation does weakening our alliances and coalitions. Because
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such weakness would not escape the attention of territory much more difficult. lengthy. and costly.

potential adversaries, it might make two Such failure would also weaken coalition support,

simultaneous crises more likely. US commitment undermine US credibility, and increase the risk of

conflict elsewhere.

Conducting Multiple. Concurrent Smaller-Scale

Contingency Operations. Future challenges to our

interests will likely require use of our forces in a

wide range of concurrent operations short of major

theater war. Swift action by military forces may

sometimes be the best way to prevent, contain, or

resolve conflict, thereby precluding greater effort

and increased risk later. Using some of our unsur-

to one crisis would present the opportunity. passed capabilities in the pursuit of common inter-

otherwise unrealized, for another aggressor to act. ests and values demonstrates leadership and

Even more dangerous, it could inhibit the United encourages confidence and greater contributions

by others. reducing the demand on ourselves in the
States from responding to a crisis promptly y-

long run. US military forces provide a full array ofenough. or even at all, for fear of committing our

only forces and thereby making ourselves capabilities that can be tailored to give the NCA
only~~~~ma oce tion ineeb ur-nurele

vulnerable in other regions of the world. The many options in pur-

capability to fight two major theater wars initiated suing our interests.

in rapid succession is of critical importance as it Our capacity to per-

helps deter opportunism, promote stability, and form shows of force.

provide the depth and flexibility to deal with limited strikes, op-

unanticipated challenges. posed interventions. may so ei s
no-fly zone and sanc- *

In this regard, a particularly challenging tions enforcement

requirement associated with fighting and winning operations. interposi-

major theater wars is being able to rapidly defeat tion or observation 'contai nor
initial enemy advances short of their objectives in operations. and other -

two theaters in close succession, one followed missions allows us

almost immediately by another. Maintaining this to deter would-be theeb

capability is absolutely critical to our ability to aggressors and con- pe clu ing

seize the initiative in both theaters and to minimize trol the danger posed grae effor
the amount of territory we and our allies must by rogue states. US

regain from aggressors. Failure to halt an enemy forces can perform

invasion rapidly would make the subsequent peace operations and r l
campaign to evict enemy forces from captured humanitarian assis-
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tance operations. efficiencies necessary to recapitalize the force.

and can evacuate Though difficult to accomplish, such tasks are

noncombatants from essential to reaching new levels of joint warfighting

dangerous situations. effectiveness.

whether opposed or
* *'• unopposed. US Joint Vision 2010 is the conceptual template for

,, forces will act unilat- joint operations and warfighting in the future. It

erally and in concert provides the azimuth for the Services' visions, thus

with security part- ensuring the future interoperability of the joint

n ers. using all means force. Because we will often act in concert with like-

minded nations, as we implement JV 2010, we must[• [IX•]•!•]g~m] authorized by the

also retain interoperability with our allies andPresident and the

oufre Congress, to counter potential coalition partners. This vision of future

international terror- capabilities guides our warfighting requirements

and procurement, and focuses technological•L•J•_]ism at home and

abroad. Unique mili- development. JV201O's key enablers of information

S tary capabilities can Joint Vision 2010
also support domes-

tic authorities in

combating direct and indirect threats to the US MAU

homeland, such as the illegal drug trade, especial-

ly when the potential for violence exceeds the capa- Pe I-

bility of domestic agencies. J:LOG ...

Preparing Now for an Uncertain Future. As we

move into the next century. it is imperative that Advanced New Operadona Organizational

the United States maintain the military superiority Technologies F_ Ceptand Dm

essential to our global leadership. To be able to superiority and technological innovation will

respond effectively in the future, we must transform the current concepts of maneuver, strike,

transform US combat capabilities and support protection, and logistics into the new operational

structures, but while we do so, our forces must concepts of dominant maneuver, precision

remain engaged worldwide and ready to fight and engagement, focused logistics, and full-dimensional

win two nearly simultaneous major theater wars. protection. Turning these concepts into reality will

Success demands a stabilized investment program help us to conduct decisive operations in any

in robust modernization that exploits the RMA. It environment, a characteristic JV 2010 calls -full

also requires fundamental reengineering of our spectrum dominance." JV 2010 rests on the

infrastructure and streamlining of our support foundations of information superiority and

structures through the RBA to realize the cost technological innovation.

If'M
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Information Superiority. Information superiority [

is the capability to collect. process. and dissemi-

nate an uninterrupted flow of precise and reliable w
information, while exploiting or denying an adver-

sary's ability to do the same. While it is dependent

upon superior technology, systems integration.

organization and doctrine, it is not an inherent

quality but, like air superiority, must be achieved in L

the battlespace through offensive and defensive

information operations. Information superiority

yields battlespace

awareness, an inter-

active, shared and

highly accurate pic-

This ture of friendly and women through development of new doctrine, orga-

t nt enemy operations as nizations, materiel, and training. Development and

they occur. Infor- acquisition of new systems and equipment will
of a is

mation superiority improve our ability to conduct decisive operations

nt a chi allows our comman- and achieve full spectrum dominance. However.

[ - * -ders to employ wide- they are not a panacea. We must recognize that

ly dispersed joint each includes inherent vulnerabilities: each must be
and technology, forces in decisive applicable across the range of operations: and each
al bta abo ho operations. engage must enhance the human capability of our forces.

* - a•• [ -and reengage with

the appropriate force. Balanced Evolution. The fundamental challenge
th aprpit foce
protect the force for our Armed Forces is to shape and respond in the

both to give th throughout the bat- current and near-term security environment, while

we concurrently prepare for the future. Becausenation. the bes tlespace, and con-

duct tailored logisti- our forces are engaged worldwide every day, their

s cal support, transformation to achieve the new capabilities

I mi described in JV 2010 is necessarily evolutionary.
Technological Through a rigorous process of experimentation,

Innovation. As we assessment, refinement, and doctrinal development,-reshape our forces we can meet our responsibility to maintain ready

to meet the chal- forces today while taking steps to transform those

lenges of a changing forces to be superior tomorrow. This transformation

world, we will leverage emerging technologies to of our forces is not a choice between people or tech-

enhance the capabilities of our servicemen and nology. but about how to integrate the strengths of

M2, M- I
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both to give the Nation the best possi-

ble military capability. It involves

much more than the acquisition of .

new military systems. It means bar-

nessing new technologies to give US

forces greater military capabilities

through advanced concepts. doctrine.

and organizations so that they can

dominate any future battlespace.

Strategic Concepts

Strategic concepts are key ideas that

govern our use of military force and

forces as we execute the strategy of Shape, multiple missions simultaneously. across the full

Respond, Prepare Now. These ideas are also range of military operations. in geographically sep-

important considerations that guide how our forces arated regions of the world. This versatility, and the

are trained, equipped, and organized. equally important abilities to orchestrate, com-

mand. control, and support dispersed joint forces
Strategic Agility. Strategic agility is the timely permit the decisive application of our strengths

concentration, employment, and sustainment of US against enemy weaknesses. Strategic agility is

military power any- essential if we are to remain globally engaged but

r- where at our own mni- not find ourselves improperly positioned or other-

F tiative. at a speed and wise unable to respond to crises.

tempo that our adver-

and main saries cannot match. Overseas Presence. Overseas presence is the

Our forces must be visible posture of US forces and infrastructure

able to seize and strategically positioned forward. in or near key
of opr at s Imaintain the momen- regions. Permanently stationed and rotationally or

rapid t mee tum of operations temporarily deployed forces promote security and

£ rapidly to meet multi- stability, prevent conflict, give substance to our

ple demands in an security commitments. and ensure our continued
uncertain and com- access. Overseas presence enhances coalition

uncet-i plex strategic environ- operations by promoting joint and combined

cxment. Strategic agility training and encouraging responsibility sharing on

requires our Armed the part of friends and allies. Overseas presenceI I Forces to be versatile, contributes to deterrence by demonstrating our

environmet that is, to conduct determination to defend US. allied, and friendly
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interests in critical regions while enabling the US to meet specific mission

rapidly concentrate military power in the event of requirements, is essential 11 ai a

crisis. The presence of our forces provides to offsetting an adversary's *

commanders with a flexible array of options to advantages in mass or geo-

respond promptly to aggression. Overseas graphic proximity. Global

presence forces embody global military power projection provides na ala
engagement. They serve as role models for our national leaders with ledr ih-:
militaries in emerging democracies; contribute the options they need to

uniquely to the stability, continuity, and flexibility respond to potential crises.

that protects US interests: and are crucial to 'the n to
Decisive Force. Decisive

continued democratic and economic development. Decisiv F D s
force is the commitment of ' a

Power Projection. Power projection is the ability to sufficient military power to aoen . E
rapidly and effectively deploy and sustain US forces overwhelm all armed

in and from multiple, dispersed locations, resistance in order to

Complementing overseas presence, power projec- establish new military

tion strives for unconstrained global reach. Power conditions and achieve political objectives. In cases

projection assets are tailored to regional require- not involving armed resistance, decisive force means

ments and& send a clear signal of US commitment. that US forces will be wholly sufficient to accomplish

Being able to project power means being able to act the full scope of their military tasks. Decisive force

even when we have no permanent presence or infra- in the early stages of a crisis can be critical to

structure in a region. If necessary, it means fighting deterring aggression. The concept does not promise

our way into a denied theater or creating and pro- quick or bloodless solutions to military challenges,

tecting forward operating bases. The ability to but does require that, where the actual commitment

assemble and move to. through. and between a vari- of military power is anticipated, such force will be
ety of environments, often while reconfiguring to clearly superior to that of any potential adversary.

omie ...... .t
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To execute this strategy the United States requires able to transition smoothly from a peacetime pos-

forces of sufficient size, depth. flexibility, and ture to swift execution of multiple missions across

combat power to defend the US homeland: main- the full spectrum of operations. They require the

tain effective overseas presence- conduct a wide correct mix of capabilities between and within the

range of concurrent engagement activities and Services, and among conventional, nuclear, and

smaller-scale contingencies, including peace oper- special operations forces. In addition, our armed

ations: and conduct decisive campaigns against forces must strike an appropriate balance between

adversaries in two distant. the exploitation of advanced

overlapping major theater technology and the recogni-

wars, all in the face of tion that most military mis-

WMD and other asymmet- sions remain manpower

ric threats. This section intensive. The wide range of

describes the "full spec- likely military operations

trum- forces needed to demands that our forces be

meet these core require- able to quickly shift from

ments, including their one type of operation to

three key characteristics: • another. Thev must also

their general size and com- retain their ability to oper-

position: their overseas ate successfully despite an

posture and readiness: and adversary's use of asymmet-

the capabilities and strategic enablers essential ric means. The leadership, discipline, organization,

to the execution of this strategy, and training inherent in maintaining our core

warfighting competencies are the foundation of our

Characteristics of a Full Spectrum ability to adapt readily and efficiently to the chal-

Force lenges peculiar to a wide variety of smaller-scale

contingencies.

US Armed Forces as a whole must be multi-mission
l aJoint. Each Service, including the US Coast Guardcapable; interoperable among all elements of US

when assigned. brings its own set of capabilities
Services and selected foreign militaries; and able to

coordinate operations with other agencies of and strengths to a mission. Some situations

grovernment, and some civil institutions. demand the unique capabilities of only one Service,

but most will call for capabilities from all Services.

Multi-Mission Capable. Our forces must be profi- The skillful and selective combination of Service

cient in their core warfighting competencies and capabilities into Joint Task Forces provides US com-
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doctrinal and technological development with our

key allies and to combined training events and

exercises that contribute to interoperability.

It is imperative that our Joint Forces also enhance

their ability to operate in consonance with other US

gsovernment agencies, and with Non-governmental

Organizations (NGOs). International Organizations

(lOs). and Private Voluntary Organizations (PVOs) in

a variety of settings. The specialized access and

knowledge these organiations possess can facilitate
manders great flexibility in tailoring forces to meet

prompt, efficient action to prevent conflict, resolve a
national objectives given specific circumstances.

crisis, mitigate suffering, and restore civil govern-
As important, it presents an enemy with an over- ment upon conflict termination. Achieving intera-
whelming array of capabilities against which to gency and civil interoperability through the continu-
defend. A fully joint force requires joint operational iD

concepts. doctrine, tactics, techniques, and proce- icipatio ni our train ing
ticipation in our trainingZ~

dures - as well as institutional, organizational, exercises is important to
intellectual, and system interoperability - so that

the unity of effort upon Su-ccess o
all US forces and systems operate coherently at the

which success in many L
strategic, operational, or tactical levels. Joint effec- .-..

missions depends.
tiveness does not mean that individual pieces of ' t le

equipment or systems are identical, but rather that ,ep- I-nd
commanders are not constrained by technical or Today's Force

doctrinal barriers among the components of the a
The Total Force. Thejoint force, and that the joint force's capability is optra tional

dramatically enhanced by the blending of comple- Total Force requires the

mentary Service capabilities, unique contributions of
its Active and Reserve seg of

Interoperable. All elements of US joint forces Components and its civil- ,, , -D

must be able to work together smoothly. Success ian employees. All ele-

on the battlefield will depend on the operational ments of the Total Force

and tactical synergy of integrated, agile Service must be appropriately f aorces

forces. Although we must retain the capability to organized. modernized,

act unilaterally, we prefer to act in concert with trained, and integrated.

our friends and allies. Laying a solid foundation for As described in the QDR report. the Total Force

interoperability with our alliance and potential required to carry out the President's 1997 National

coalition partners is fundamental to effective Security Strategy and this supporting military strat-

combined operations. We remain committed to egy at prudent military risk includes:
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Army - Four active corps Marine Corps - Three active Marine Expeditionary

,All elements I with ten active divisions Forces (MEF) each comprised of a command ele-

of Total (six heavy, two light ment. a division, an aircraft wing, and a service

infantry, one airborne, support group. The active force will continue to be

and one air assault): and augmented and reinforced by one Reserve divi-

'[ ' two active armored cav- sion/wing/service support group.

organ e airy regiments: fifteen
Coast Guard - Approximately 50,000 active and

modernized, c a s aratengad: reserve personnel and 43 medium- and high-ced separate brigades-,

trained - the capability provided endurance cutters.

lintea-aed by appropriately restruc- Civilians - Approximately 640,000 men and women

tured National Guard whose support is essential to the maintenance of

combat divisions: and other appropriate forces. our readiness. From depot workers to senior-level

Nav - Twelve aircraft carriers, eleven air wings, leaders, they work together to perform functions

twelve amphibious ready groups, 116 surface com- ranging from policy direction to maintenance of our

batant ships. 50 attack submarines, and augmen- total force.

tation forces of the Naval Reserve.
Special Operations Command - A joint special

Air Force - A total fleet of 187 bombers. just over 12 operations force consisting of approximately 47,000

active fighter wing equivalents, eight reserve corn- Army, Navy and Air Force active and reserve

ponent fighter wing equivalents, and four National personnel.

Guard dedicated continental air defense squadrons

(other forces will be used to handle the US air sov- Reserve Components. The Reserve Components. in

ereignty mission) together with the currently pro- addition to being essential participants in the full

grammed tanker and airlift fleets. range of military operations. are an important link

between the Armed Forces and the

public. Mobilization of the Reserve

Components has always been an

important indicator of the

commitment of national will.

Guardsmen and reservists are not

only integrated into war plans, but

"also provide critical skills in carrying

out contingency operations, as well

as augmenting and supporting active

units during peacetime. National

Guard and other Reserve Component

elements also provide the NCA with a
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strategic hedge against uncertainty and with an major theater wars. In addition, readiness instills

organized basis to expand our Armed Forces if in our people the confidence needed to succeed in a

necessary. Additionally, they also provide a wide variety of challenging situations. Each Service

rotational base to ease the tempo of unit and has a different approach to readiness, due to unique

individual deployments for the Active Component. force characteristics, contingency plans, response

requirements, peacetime forward deployment levels,
Posture. Most US forces are based in CONUS but the availability of training infrastructure and

are continuously available for deployment. We will perishable skills. The Services will maintain

maintain roughly readiness sufficient to meet the most demanding

100,000 military per- deployment requirements while seeking sensible

sonnel in both the management practices that conserve resources and- European and Pacific mitigate the potential negative effects of high

S regions. Additionally, operational and personnel tempos.
[peoplet we will maintain an

appropriate presence Capabilities. As noted throughout this NMS, the

in the Arabian Gulf US military must have capabilities that give the

neede toU region to deter threats national leadership a range of viable options for pro-

to our interests there. moting and protecting US interests in peacetime,

These forces signal our crisis, and war. The Joint Force must be able to

commitment to peace defeat adversaries in two distant, overlapping major

calni and stability in these theater wars from a posture of global engagement

regions. They affirm and in the face of WMD and other asymmetric

our leadership of threats. It must respond across the full spectrum of

important alliances crises, from major combat to humanitarian assis-

and allow us to help tance operations. It must be ready to conduct and

shape allied defense capabilities. They underscore sustain multiple, concurrent smaller-scale contin-

our commitment to remain engaged as a stabilizing gency operations. In addition to these core require-

influence, reinforce our bilateral relations with key

partners, alleviate the potential for destabilizing

arms races, underwrite deterrence in key regions

and strengthen our voice in international forums.

Readiness. The readiness of US military forces to

meet the full range of missions has never been

more important. Ready forces provide the flexibility

needed to shape the global environment, deter

potential foes and, if required, to rapidly respond to

a broad spectrum of crises and threats, including
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ments. US Armed Forces capability to halt an enemy; immediately initiate

. - provide the NCA with sev- operations that further reduce his capacity to fight:

eral equally important and mount decisive operations to ensure we defeat

capabilities, him and accomplish our objectives. But wresting

to nu military initiative from the enemy is not the end of
Strategic Deterrence.
Srtour commitment. From the onset of a crisis or

Credible standing nuclear conflict until termination, our forces must be able to
oeain and conventional forces conduct and sustain operations that accomplish US

[1•1•€•cause potential adver-caus pobjectives. promote post-conflict stability, and

saries to consider the prevent the recurrence of conflict.
accomplish• consequences of pursu-

US o*e S ing aggression. Although

* * ** most nuclear powers con-

tinue to reduce their

arsenals. our triad of
sta iliy and• strategic forces serves as

- -1 a vital hedge against an

uncertain future, a guar-

antor of our security

cofit commitments to our

allies, and a deterrent to

those who would contem-

plate developing or otherwise acquiring their own

nuclear weapons. Strategic nuclear weapons Special Operations. The range of challenges to our

remain the keystone of US deterrent strategy. A security demands an ability to influence certain

mix of forward deployable non-strategic nuclear events with forces that are smaller and less visible

and conventional weapons adds credibility to our than conventional formations, offering the NCA

commitments. Deterrence is further enhanced by options that do not entail a major military

the ability of US forces to attack targets even when commitment. Special Operations Forces provide

access to regional bases may not be feasible or this capability and offer unique skills, tactics, and

assured. Geography and political constraints on systems for the execution of unconventional.

access will not restrict our ability to conduct long potentially high-payoff missions.

range. stand-off attacks against a full range of

targets in hostile territory. Forcible Entry. The United States must be able to

introduce military forces into foreign territory in a

Decisive Operations. In situations such as an non-permissive environment. While the United

MTW, the Armed Forces must be able to gain the States will pursue the cooperation of other

initiative quickly. Our forces must have the governments to allow US forces access, it must not

M.
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to include terrorism, WMD. information operations.

and theater ballistic and cruise missiles.

Countering Weapons of Mass Destruction "W.D).

The continued proliferation of WMD, particularly

chemical and biological weapons (CBW), has made

their employment by an adversary increasingly like-

ly in both major theater

__ war and smaller-scale con-
, • tingencies. US forces must battleiel

•• -• have a counterproliferation

capability balanced among

assume that such cooperation will always be the requirements to pre-

forthcoming. A forced entry capability ensures that vent the spread of WMD a l Of
the US will always be able to gain access to through engagement activi-

seaports, airfields, and other critical facilities that ties: detect an adversary's

might otherwise be denied. It reassures allies that possession and intention to to

our ability to come to their aid cannot be denied by use WMD: destroy WMD orcestat
an enemy. It also allows future joint force before they can be used: a
commanders to retain operational freedom of action deter or counter WMD: pro-

and gives the United States the ability to go tect the force from the

anywhere that US interests require. effects of WMD through lagait our I
training, detection, equip- Io e

Force Protection. Multiple layers of protection for ment. and immunization:
US forces and facilities at all levels, beginning at and restore areas affected -

home, enable US forces to maintain freedom of by the employment of WMD - - -

action from predeployment through employment through containment. neu-

and redeployment. Fluid battlefields and the tralization, and decontami-

potential ability of adversaries to orchestrate nation. Since many opera-

asymmetric threats against our forces require that tions will be conducted as a a -

we seek every means to protect our forces. part of an alliance or coali-

Comprehensive force protection requires the tion. we must encourage our friends and allies to

employment of a full array of active and passive train and equip their forces for effective operations in

measures. The variety of challenges that we will environments where WMD usage is likely.

face may also require less than lethal technology to

meet demands at the lower end of the range of Focused Logistics. Military operations in today's

military operations. Force protection initiatives environment require the ability to tailor logistics

must thus address all aspects of potential threats, packages to meet operational and tactical

0 ill
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requirements in hours or days. US forces must operations are. however, -

have the ability to link information, logistics, and more than discrete of-

transportation technologies together to permit fensive and defensive most

continuous operations by leaner and more agile actions: they are also the dedicated,
forces in any environment, including those collection and provision of

'wl-traine

contaminated by the effects of NBC agents. Joint that information to the

sustainment initiatives such as Joint Total Asset warfighters. Superiority pesne
Visibility, the Global Transportation Network, and in these areas will enable wihfi s
the Global Combat Support System are deployable, commanders to contend

automated supply and maintenance information with information threats

systems that provide in-transit visibility, eliminate to their forces, including wl succeed.
redundant requisitions and reduce delays in the attacks which may origi- in th
shipment of essential supplies. In-transit visibility, nate from outside their

in particular, is key to realizing the benefits of area of operations. It also

focused logistics. Our efficient use of these limits an adversary's free- f *9 U

systems produces a smaller logistics tail that dom. of action by disabling e in
reduces the burden on transportation systems. his critical information o u
requires fewer resources to defend, is more difficult systems. We are develop-

for an enemy to detect and target, and enhances ing joint doctrine for m t
our own mobility, offensive and defensive oera-tins

information operations

Information Operations. Success in any operation that assigns appropriate responsibilities to all agen-

depends on our ability to quickly and accurately cies and commands for assuring committed forces

integrate critical information and deny the same to gsain and maintain information superiority. This

an adversary. We must attain information superi- emerging joint doctrine must fully integrate intera-

ority through the conduct of both offensive and
gency participation allowing us to leverage all exist-

defensive information operations. Information ing information systems.

Strategic Enzablers. A number of assets -- strategic

enablers -- are critical to the worldwide application

of US military power and our military strategy.

People. Our nation is committed to an All-Volunteer

Force. Its people are the most important enabler of

our strategy. The quality of this force is critical.

Only the most dedicated, well-trained personnel

with first class leaders will succeed in the complex

and fast-paced environment of future military oper-
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ations. While modern technology enables our

forces to perform their missions more effectively, it

cannot substitute for high quality people. To

recruit and retain people who meet high military

standards, the quality of life of our military per-

sonnel must be commensurate with the sacrifices

we ask them to make. We must provide challenging

career options, continual professional development.

adequate compensation, medical care, housing.

and a stable retirement system. To ensure the via-

bility of the Reserve Components. we must work to

safeguard their employment rights and provide

employers with incen- nology is critical. Our Armed Forces require the

tives for continued sup- timely collection, evaluation, and assessment of a

... the qualitport. We must manage full range of geo-political, socio-economic, and mil-

the tempo of opera- itary information throughout the full spectrum of

tions, deployments and conflict. Our intelligence system must be capable of
mla personnel transfers to maintaining its global warning capabilities even

| •p must avoid adverse effects on while focusing on one or more crises. It must over-

our people and their come increasingly varied means of deception and
families. Sustaining protect and secure its information channels. It

core warfighting com- must respond to the warfighters' needs during com-

with the petencies while adopt- pressed decision cycles, and accommodate "smart"

- - ing new technologies and -brilliant" weapons systems that pass targeting

and operational con- information directly to weapons platforms. The

cepts also requires con- technical ability to deliver large quantities of intelli-

a tinuous training and gence to all levels without overwhelming comman-

education. Finally. the ders and leaders has enormous promise. However,

defense of our country quality intelligence remains equally dependent upon

and the lives and welfare of our people should be subjective human judgment, from collection and

entrusted only to military leaders of honorable processing to production and dissemination.

character who prove worthy of their profound

responsibilities. Global Command and Control. Robust intelligence

and assured information systems are also critical to

Robust All-Source Intelligence. A globally vigilant the command and control of our forces. Global

intelligence system that is able to operate in a corn- communications must allow for the timely exchange

plex environment with an increasing number of of information, data, decisions, and orders. The

potential opponents and more sophisticated tech- ability to gather, process, and disseminate an unin-
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terrupted flow of reli- Space Control. As we will continue to do at sea and

able and precise infor- in the skies, we will also endeavor to maintain our

mation under any current technological lead in space as more users-Ulft i conditions is a tre- develop their commercial and military capabilities.

* ,mendous strategic and It is becoming; increasingly important to guarantee
military advantage. A access to and use of space as part of joint opera-

grondsecure C41SR (Corn- tions and to protect US interests. Space control

9 9 9 9 9tion mand, Control, Corn- capabilities will ensure freedom of action in space

* , -u unications, Comput- and, if directed, deny such freedom of action

ers. Intelligence, Sur- to adversaries.

veillance and Recon-

supie and99 aisnc) rcitc Strategic Mobility. Robust strategic sealift, air

, , tur mut bedesined mobility, and ground transportation combined with

and evelped rom prepositioned supplies and equipment ashore and

thehor ousenorrai afloat, are critical to maintaining strategic agility.

* *' ' - eplomentand ith In addition our forces will normally require access to
9fotae joint and multinat- US and overseas support infr-astructure to maintain

ional interoperability our ability to project power in times of crises.

in mind. Enroute infrastructure will assist our forces in

rapidly establishing and positioning themselves to

Air and Sea Control. The successful application of dominate any situation. Keeping pace with evolving

military power is dependent on uninhibited access technology in the transportation industry guarantees

to air and sea. Control of these mediums allows the our mobility forces continued global reach. Strategic

United States to project power across great dis- mobility enhancements like increased airlift

tances. conduct military operations, and protect capability, additional prepositioning of heavy

our interests around the world. Our forces will equipment afloat and ashore, increased sealift surge

seek to gain superiority in. and dominance of, these capacity, and additional material handling

mediums to allow our forces freedom to conduct equipment (MHE) will ensure strategic agility and

operations and to protect both military and corn- facilitate our ability to protect our national interests

mercial assets. and assist our allies when needed.

4jA
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This National Military Strategy, building on the strategic agility we will require to meet the chal-

foundation of previous editions, supports the lenges we are likely to face.

President's A National Securi- As we pursue the President's
ty Strategy for A New Century strategy for enhancing our

and the QDR report. It car- security in this new era, the

ries forward the them e that secu r i is aryw cara bili-

unceraint and demand for military capabili-
US military power is, and will ties and skills is unlikely to

continue to be, fundamental prom se, hisdiminish, both to deter and
to ensuring our national defeat aggression in two dis-

security. National My tant and overlapping MTWs,

The United States will remain and in roles other than tradi-
1 S ra egyan ou ItionaI warfighting. Our

the world's only global power

for the near-term, but will d Armed Forces' core compe-

operate in a strategic envi- tence -- the ability to apply

ronment characterized by !decisive military power to

deter or defeat acts of aggres-rising regional powers,

asymmetric challenges in- N to w it t sion -- must remain the pri-

cluding WMD. transnationa! mary consideration in deter-
me n to protect mining the structure, train-

dangers, and the likelihood
ing and employment of our

of wild cards that cannot be ingtand eoyme n f

specifically predicted. The

dangers we could face can be We cannot know with cer-

mitigated by military activi- tainty who our foes will be

ties that Shape the strategic tha be ef t or where our forces will be

environment and Respond needed in the future. In a

to the full spectrum of crises, Amer i a a time of both uncertainty and

while Preparing our Armed promise, this National Mili-

Forces now for an uncertain 1 tary Strategy and our Armed

future. The force structure Forces provide our Nation

described in this document with the means to protect

and our overseas presence, our interests and promote

combined with our ability to rapidly project com- a peace that benefits America and all like-minded

bat power anywhere in the world, provides the nations.
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NOTES TO ACCOMPANY SLIDES ON
INTEGRATION OF PSYOP AND INTELLIGENCE

Colonel Frank L. Goldstein, Ph.D.

Intelligence is crucial to both information operations and
psychological operations. Certainly it is incumbent on any information or
intelligence organization to view PSYOP as integral to its responsibilities
(Slide 1).

US air forces must be prepared to support joint PSYOP objectives
across the range of military operations. Napoleon's quote (Slide 2) sets the
stage for our overall discussion. The power of the mind is key to
perceptions, attitudes, decisionmaking, and, ultimately, behavior
modification in battlespace operations.

The PSYOP view (Slide 3) of target audience, information,
intelligence and subsequent behavior change is the bedrock of our
understanding of integration. The interrelationship of these elements is
critical to the collection and analysis of needed data on military, religious,
political, economic and cultural contexts. The contextual data, in turn,
sheds light on the controlling beliefs, perceptions, and attitudes that affect
operations. If properly influenced, these factors can lead to dominance in
information battlespace.

Delivering precise, timely, and, ultimately, useful information
regarding the contextual nuances of a target audience to the PSYOP
practitioner is the task of intelligence, which is shot through the entire
PSYOP process (Slide 4). Indeed, intelligence informs the events and
decision points during each phase of that process, placing its stamp on the
analysis and determination of the target audience, the content and delivery
of messages, and the feedback needed to evaluate and, if necessary,
adjust the process. Air Force doctrine states that PSYOP is a joint
enterprise; hence, JFACC and IOD are both prospective customers of and
contributors to any joint-service PSYOP campaign.

PSYOP (Slide 5) is in large measure only as good as the intelligence
that informs its analysis, shapes the content and delivery of its messages,
and eventually provides the feedback needed to evaluate and, if indicated,
adjust its process.

The relationship of intelligence to PSYOP (Slide 6) is that of producer
to consumer. "Interface" in this context refers to the exchange of



meaningful PSYOP-related intelligence, which gives clarity, substance, and
precision to the messages crafted for the target audience.

Additionally, the timely exchange (Slide 7) and usability of PSYOP-
related intelligence are indicators of the cohesion and potential synergy
between two otherwise disparate processes: one producing mission-
critical information in accordance with stated operational requirements, the
other melding data from various sources into coherent themes that will
resonate with a given audience. Enhancing that cohesion are at least six
activities: organizing Air Force PSYOP, training for PSYOP, framing
PSYOP intelligence requirements, marketing PSYOP, planning for PSYOP
missions, and harnessing enabling PSYOP technologies.

Participating in, and in some cases, leading this integration effort
within the Air Force is the recently established Psychological Operations
Office (Slide 8) at HQ Air Intelligence Agency. While any PSYOP role is
unlikely outside a joint PSYOP framework, the integration of PSYOP within
the Air Force is necessarily a mutually supporting endeavor involving Air
Staff, Air Force Special Operations Command, the Air Force information
operations community, Air Intelligence Agency, Air Education and Training
Command, and the service's only PSYOP platform, Commando Solo.

Thus, by "organization" (Slide 9) we visualize a pairing of some
PSYOP management aspects with intelligence collection and production at
AIA, in part as a recognition of their mutuality and necessary synergy in
support of information operations.

Additionally, re training, we support the commingling of intelligence
with PSYOP at the schoolhouse as a positive and important development-
a development that places the needed emphasis on their common
grounding in information operations.

To understand how PSYOP collection requirements (Slide 10) can
lead to integration, we must recognize that the airplane's first battle role
was as a psychological platform. Even in modern times, be it the Doolittle
raid on Tokyo or the air war in Desert Storm, the psychological impact of
air operations is significant. Framing intelligence requirements that
provide joint PSYOP planners for strategic, operational, and tactical
missions the full spectrum of information necessary to conduct both
PSYOP and IOU operations is also critical.

Marketing PSYOP within the military service communities is an
educational as well as informational endeavor. (PSYOP, after all, is not a
"rice bowl" issue.) PSYOP's joint nature and command and control
implications have at times insulated and thus deprived those who most



needed PSYOP understanding from receiving it. Pentagon junior staff's
misdirecting of PSYOP plans for Desert Shield is a prime example of
information and intelligence not getting into the proper channels because
of a lack of understanding of PSYOP relationships.

Planning is viewed in the context of both information and Air Force
planners being aware of PSYOP as a priority objective, including a full
understanding of the psychological effects of air operations (Slide 11).

Information operations and PSYOP technologies represent a rapidly
changing and dynamic environment. Technological spin-offs that may
have value to PSYOP customers, such as USSOCOM, AFSOC, the 4th POG,
and the 193rd PANG, need to be provided in a timely and efficient manner.

Finally, information operations, PSYOP, and intelligence are integrated at
every level. PSYOP is an integral part of information operations, while both
PSYOP and information operations fully depend on intelligence to reach
their respective audiences and prepare their battlespace plans. Our future
success hinges on the synergy of these discrete operations.
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future doctrine and TTP for the
SOAR for full spectrum operations
in support of JOINT VISION 2010
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BAS9 TRUTHS
1. No replacement aircraft through 2010.
2. OMA dollars will remain the same or will

decrease.
3. Simulation will continue to compete with the

Flying Hour Program.
4. Our mission profiles will grow verse decrease

and our ATM tasks will grow accordingly.
5. Black SOF missions today will become white

SOF missions tomorrow.
6. The difference between ARSOA TTPs and

conventional aviation TTPs does not lie in
actions from the PZ to the RP; it lies in the
action from RP to target.

7. SOAR aircrews can not be mass produced
quickly (2-3 years FMQ)
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MISSION

Equip, train, validate, employ
and fight SOA forces worldwide
in support of contingency
missions, the JTF Commander
and the Warfighting CINCs.
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160th

II I

HHC ACO BCO CCO DCO ECO FCO
MH-6 AH-6 MH-60 MH-60 MH-47 AVIM

16 October 1981
160th Aviation Battalion

160th

HHC ACO FCO' 245TH
MH-6 AVIM AVN BN

617TH
H-60AVN DET

D CO
MH-60

E CO
MH-47

160th Special Operations Aviation Group
(Airborne)

16 OCTOBER 1986
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160th Special Operations Aviation Regiment
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160th Special Operations Aviation Regiment
(Airborne)

(Provisional 15 SEP 97)
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IN AN UNCERTAIN FUTURE
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Army
Special Operations
Aviation (ARSOA)

Modernization Program
by

Mr. John L. Shipley

AMCOM Director, Special Programs

A ARSOA Modernization +
Program

The objective of the ARSOA Modernization
Program is to maintain a ready and relevant
SOF aviation force well into the new millenium
through two thrusts -
- Enhancing the capabilities of the existing fleet to perform

evolvoing missions and to counter emerging threats.

- Ensure the safety and sustainability of the existing fleet to
exceed operational readiness requirements until the next
generation of aircraft are developed and fielded.



Modernization Areas '

"* Programs applicable to multiple platforms

- Mission Planning

- Survivability

- Sensors
- Avionics / Navigation
- Simulation

"* Platform specific programs
- A/MH-6 Little Bird
- MH-47 Chinook

- MH-60 Biackhawk

Mission Planning
Portable@ ~~~~F Nfission ••~:,••.•*':••.

R.Planningste .!• ....

POrtabl Nf •:i': ission

light , Planning
Plannin System
Softwar

[Cartridge • iCombat
Loade Air Drop

Planning
•;;•i• iSoftware

k- ----- -iew



Mission Planning
Functions

* Point and drag route planning

"* NIMA Standard worldwide maps, DTED and
imagery

"* Fast, flexible flight planning of complex missions,
analysis and rehearsal

- Threat analysis, radar predictions, perspective
views, and fly-through

"• Full kneeboard card printing and cartridge loading

"* Aircraft specific performance planning

Survivability
FInfrared! JamerJammier

•:.: :: .. . SRFC SIRCM

SNBC Crew Supeso
Protection

-Ballistic O IG
Protection



S~Sensors •

UDs

Pnrmicl
NGs

MMAR
Upgrades

oWx Mode
-°E3 Fixes Nxt F Gen

S• ..... :..L-R

Avionics /Navigation •
Comm/Nav BGAD IIVIV

Upgrade Upgrae

"(MH-47D/MH-60L) (MH-47E H-60K

Multifunction Procssior
•mDisplays ••

Modular PDS S
Avionics

SA2C2S



' Avionics Upgrades

NM-47D/MIFI-60L - NM[-47E/NMi-60K BGAD
Comnm/Nay Upgrade IIJILV Upgrade
- EGI integration - Digital Map integration

- EHSIIEADI relacemnent - EGI integration

- Bus control of ARC-2 10, - ARC-220 integration
ARC-201, ARC-164, - SkyFire installation
PLS, ELT - ASE Engineering Fixes

4"- ARC-220 installation * H1PRT

- SLAB Battery - ITAA

- ALE-47, AAR-47 and - FOV Lenses

AVR-2A installation - MHR-47E E3 Fixes

Simulation
Is'4P

Combat



A/MHL-6 Little BirdT

5 Eng~~ineh Ipoe nare 70l adn

Spaing Tai Stngr Dor penng r Miniatpriaed o

Conforma



S ~ MH-47 Chinook

S ~~~~IR Strobes ••••,,:(

S~Service Life

T5-GA714 xeso

Enginmes ..

Adv Cargo :::: :;•

Handling ... . ....... ,: :,,, o w r

' ~Rescue Hoist
(MH-47D)

• ~MH-60 Blackhawk • ........

Service Life
Extension 20-gallon

Aux Tanks

SAerial
Refuling

(MH-60L) A6Ltiud

(•°I7



4 Constraints on ...
Modernization

"* Improvement in capability per modernization
dollar is diminishing.

"* May be approaching the "knee of the curve"
in modernization.

"* Modification and sustainment of software is
too expensive.

"* Complex system integration has to be
addressed in terms of total life cycle costs.

"* O&S costs will continue to control the
modernization accounts.

ARSOA Contributions ,

to Army Aviation

"* Low Observable Technology
"* Armed OH-58 Helicopter
"• Night Vision Systems Enhancement and New Developments
"* Ballistic Armor Suppression System
"* Fast Rope.Insertion / Extraction System
"* Internal Auxiliary Fuel Tanks
"* External Rescue Hoist
"* Phototelesis
"* Weather Radar and Stormscopes
"* Voice and Altitude Warning System
"* Strao-on GPS
"* Improved Cargo Helicopter Engine
"* Integrated Cockpit



A The ARSOA
Modernization Program, in

concert with outstanding Night Stalker
Aviators, Crew Members and Support

Personnel, will absolutely ensure ready,
responsive and relevant aviation

support to the SOF operator of today
and tomorrow.:,

NSDQ.
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SOF FOR THE 21ST CENTURY

The Nature of Future Violent Conflict

As the millenium approaches, high-level American planning for future military conflict remains rooted in
the conventional model and the experience of the Gulf War. Despite strenuous efforts to anticipate changes, the
US Department of Defense sees future military conflict as conventional warfare, upgraded and improved by
computer-driven information systems. This is reflected in a series of "vision statements" from the various US
military services all tending toward the concept of future combat as rapid, large-scale and high technological. The
idea of a high tech military future is based on the belief that the US will continue to fight Desert Storm-style, more-
or-less conventional wars. If you believe that, the high-tech approach makes a lot of sense.

Unfortunately it contradicts virtually every prediction about both domestic and international security threats
in the near term future. Observers from all fields are nearly unanimous in their belief that U.S. military forces will
be deeply involved in the same morass of near-war or low intensity conflicts that have characterized the past fifty
years. Military forces will be required to cope with a fast-changing political, economic and technological
environment. Many, perhaps most, commentators (including some inside the DOD) believe that significant security
threats will not be confined to big, easily identifiable enemies, but are more likely to arise from smaller, nimbler,
and well-armed enemies who will fight "asymmetrically" - attacking in ways that offset conventional military
superiority.1 The kind of large-scale conventional mechanized combat presented in the various "vision"
statements has happened to America's military forces exactly once in the past fifty years. This was the Iraqi war of
1991 annn
nd it lasted not quite six days.

During that same period, American soldiers have suffered through a mind-boggling variety of ambiguous,
smaller-scale conflicts from Korea to Bosnia with stops along the way for Vietnam, Grenada, Panama, Somalia
and Haiti. This array of lesser but messy, politically charged situations often straddled the gray area between
uneasy peace and something that wasn't quite war - Rwanda, El Salvador and Nicaragua to name a few more.
Generically, these ill defined, constantly shifting forms of conflict can be termed Unconventional Warfare because
they do not follow the conventions of military conflict. Unlike conventional war, they are not usually waged by the
professional armed forces of a state, warring forces do not usually attempt to seize and hold terrain and
sometimes they are not even waged for a specific reason

There is a wide variety of unconventional threats, many lumped together by the U.S. Department of
Defense as MOOTW - Military Operations Other Than War. They include but are not limited to humanitarian
assistance, insurgency and counterinsurgency, noncombatant evacuation, counterdrug operations, shows of force,
nation assistance, ensuring freedom of air and sea navigation, peace operations, disaster assistance, recovery
operations, strikes and raids and more.

Since MOOTW is such a broad, inclusive category, this essay uses the term "unconventional warfare"
(UW) to separate out political-military activities such as peace operations and insurgency from purely military
activities such as strikes, raids and shows of force.2 In this use, unconventional warfare consists of those military
activities conducted within a conflict environment that are not an immediate part of conventional warfare or directly
supporting it. It includes humanitarian operations, complex emergencies, insurgency and counterinsurgency,
some forms of subversion, sabotage and similar activities. It is distinguished from conventional warfare chiefly
by the fact that UW does not primarily seek to defeat or destroy enemy military forces in combat.

Conventional forces can easily conduct many MOOTW tasks, e.g. freedom of navigation missions or
strikes and raids. However, some situations involve complex combinations of missions such as a peace
operation, humanitarian or disaster assistance, nation assistance and perhaps even counterinsurgency, all
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occurring at once in the same area, often in a highly politicized environment. The Haiti intervention of 1994 and
1991's Operation Provide Comfort (N. Iraq) are examples of such missions.

Despite the prevalence of MOOTW and its subcomponent, UW, conventional war remains the focus of
attention for the U.S. Defense Department. The clearest evidence of this attachment to conventional warfare is a
report issued by then- Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff General John M. Shalikashvili, in the fall of 1996. This
took the form of a Joint Staff produced document called "Joint Vision 2010." Despite the title, "Joint Vision" did not
attempt to anticipate the future in any substantial way.3 It did recognize the existence of a "a broad range of
deterrent, conflict prevention and peacetime activities" and the comment is followed throughout the document by
references to "full spectrum dominance".4 But "Vision 2010" presents a vision that has little patience with
ambiguous threats. Instead, it offered a vision of information-enhanced conventional warfighting with
technological superiority emphasized on nearly every page as the decisive element. In the report's Pentagon
techo-jargon, the various cooo
omponents of technological superiority together create something called dominant maneuver, based on "precision
engagement," defined as "..a system of systems" that allows US forces to locate and react to "the objective or
target.. .generate the desired effect" and "re-engage.. .when required" 5

At the same time, the individual armed services quickly produced a series of reports, each promoting itself
as essential to the Chairman's high-tech battlefield. The most notable of these was the Air Force report "Global
Engagement: A Vision for the 21st Century Air Force" published in November 1996.6 The report took an extreme
position that, contrary to long held military doctrine, ground forces were not always essential to win wars.
Allegedly, air forces, using the kind of high technology, precision strike methods seen in the Gulf War, could
eliminate the need for large-scale ground forces. Air Force Chief of Staff General Ronald Fogleman was quoted
as saying "those who assert that only ground forces can be decisive are clearly wrong." 7

The Army Version

The US Army Chief of Staff General Dennis J. Reimer was less convinced that technological solutions
were the final answer On 6 October 1996, General Riemer distributed a memo to the Army, warning against the
"potential infatuation with precision engagement." "Too many people," he wrote, "are looking for the silver bullet,
which makes war nice and clean and surgical. History shows that it doesn't exist..." The Chief later went on to
repeat essentially the same comments in the Joint Forces Quarterly, a journal directed at senior officers of all the
American military services.8
The Army's counterpart to "Joint Vision 2010" was "Army Vision 2010," an attempt to out-tech the other services
with concepts like "battle space dominance" and "precision strike" enabling pin-point attacks with artillery and
missiles. 9 The institutional Army apparently found it hard to come to grips with an ambiguous future and instead
claimed a prominent role in the consensual high-tech future. The chief difference in the Army version was that it
gave the dominant battlefield role to the Army.

Nor was this empty theorizing. The Army has been moving since at least 1992 to implement this vision as
part of its Force XXI program. Most recently (1997) a series of trials were conducted called the Division Advanced
Warfighting Experiment (AWE). This was, however, an "experiment" in name only. Plans are already underway to
field this equipment throughout the Army's combat forces within two years. 10 But, unlike the Joint Chiefs "Vision"
statement, "Army Vision" at least makes more than a bare nod toward the idea that something other than
conventional warfighting is important. For the first time, it clearly identifies an explicit Army responsibility for Military
Operations Other Than War (MOOTW) secondary only to its responsibility to "fight and win the nation's wars." It
is the only service to do so.

"Land force", Army Vision states "is also the force of choice to respond to natural disasters, assist
communities during civil disturbances and perform civic action/ nation-building projects as required." This may
seem a small concession but potentially at least it could be more than that. For the first time, there has been a
clear statement at the highest Army level that MOOTW is not incidental to the real job of war-fighting but an
important responsibility in its own right. Some commentators pointed to this as a revolution in Army thinking and
an embracing of MOOTW. 11 However, having said that MOOTW are important, "Army Vision" fails to follow
through. In fact, it could be argued that the Army is moving away from MOOTW capabilities.

Briefly, the quality that makes conventional military units suitable for MOOTW is usually not their combat
capability. It is their "incidental" and support capabilities (e.g. communications, transportation, aviation and
logistics) and their manpower. AWE envisions smaller, tightly structured units maximized for high-tech "battle
space dominance" and "precision strike" with a minimum of support elements. Such organizations will be
severely handicapped in trying to carry out most forms of MOOTW.

The component of the U.S. military best prepared for these conflicts is the Special Operations Forces
(SOF). These specially trained forces consist principally of Army Special Forces (SF or "Green Berets") and
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Rangers, psychological operations (psyop) units, civil affairs (CA) units, Navy SEALs and Special Boat units, Air
Force Special Operations Squadrons and the various organizations that support all these elements.

This essay argues that, even without AWE, the conventional warfighting forces of the United States are
not the best military forces for such missions. These situations are characterized by lack of a defined enemy, the
need for persuasion, negotiation and even community leadership. This might sound like a strictly civil development
problem, but widespread disorder and the presence of significant violent elements ready and perhaps eager to use
deadly force also characterize these situations. SOF, especially Army Special Forces, civil affairs and
psychological operations units provide the combination of capabilities required for such situations. Where, then,
do these forces fit in the "official" future?

THE ROLE OF SOF IN THE OFFICIAL FUTURE

"Joint Vision 2010" mentions "land, sea and maritime" and even "space forces" but not special operations forces.
It's central theme of "dominant maneuver' used to control "battle space" may have application to something other
than conventional warfighting, but if so, it is not explained. SOF's role in this scheme, by implication, is as an
element of the conventional force.

"Army Vision," on the other hand, makes explicit mention of SOF, at least Army SOF. "Army Vision 2010"
identifies seven mission "categories" including a total of 19 specific missions. Except for five that are identified as
"technical" missions, all include SOF.

According to Army Vision 2010, future missions and capabilities look like this:

Missions and Required Army Capabilities

- Defending or Liberating Territory
M R C ................................................................... HV Y/LT/SO F
LR C ................................................................... HVY/LT/SO F

- Punitive Intrusion
Counter Drug ........................................................ LT/SOF/TECH
Counter Terrorism .................................................... LT/SOF
Counter Proliferation ................................................... SOF

- Conflict Containment
MOOTW .............................................................. HVY/LT/SOF

- Leverage
T M D ....................................................................... T E C H
Space Applications ..................................................... TECH
C41 Systems Integration ............................................... TECH
Battlefield Awareness ................................................... TECH

- Reassurance
Presence .............................................................. HVY/LT/SOF

- Core Security
N M D ......................................................................... T E C H
Counter Drug ......................................................... HVY/LT/SOF
Illegal Immigration ...................... LT/SOF
Crime in the Streets ...................................................... LT/SOF

- Humanitarian
D isaster Relief ........................................................ LT/SO F
Population Evacuation ........................................... HVY/LT/SOF
Refugee Protection ................................................. HVY/LT/SOF
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Cooperation, Exchanges & Trng ............................ HVY/LT/SOF
(Taken from DA, Army Vision 2010, p. 8)

This chart has interesting implications for special ops. First is the lack of SOF exclusive missions. Except for
counter proliferation, there are no missions that belong to SOF. The chart treats them as a part of the
conventional Army along with heavy and light forces. Another implication stems from the number of mission
categories identified for "light" units.

As of 1998 there are ten active duty Army divisions. Of the ten, only four can reasonably be described as
"light" - the 101st Airborne (Air Assault), the 82d Airborne Division, the 25th Infantry and the 10th Infantry
(Mountain). The first is essentially a light infantry division but is tied to the brigade of helicopters that give it the
"Air Assault" capability that is its raison d'etre. The long lead-time to move the helicopters and their heavy support
requirements make the 101st a poor candidate for most "light" missions. Likewise, the 82d Airborne is
considered a "signature" division, used in-contingencies such as Desert Shield to demonstrate American resolve
by quickly placing ground forces in a conflict area. As such it is also not available for most "light" missions. This
leaves the 25th and the 10th Mountain as the only useable, readily deployable light units. Both of these are small,
two brigade divisions. The large number of missions performed by conventional forces (especially the lighhh
ht divisions) in the last decade has resulted in severe stress on these units. This "operational tempo" shows no
sign of decreasing. Both light divisions have been stretched thin, employed whenever contingencies arise
including Somalia, Haiti, natural disasters along the Pacific Rim, etc. Even when heavy forces are the principle
element in an other-than-war mission, as in Bosnia, elements of the 10th are often attached.

The overlap between light and SOF missions can be viewed as offering more opportunities for SOF
employment, which is certainly true. Bu this can also mean that SOF will fill in for the absent or very over-stressed
light forces, i. e. the badly overworked 25th Infantry and the 10th Mountain. If the Army loses a light division, as
seems possible given anticipated force reductions, the situation will only become worse. 12 Since it is unlikely that
Navy SEALs or Air Force combat controllers will be able to help with the abundant large and small-scale light
infantry missions, this leaves the Army's numbered SF groups as the only candidates. Furthermore, because of
their relatively small size and lack of elaborate support structure, SOF is inexpensive in comparison to ordinary
conventional units. In Fiscal 1997, the total SOF budget for all services was less than 1% of the total U.S. defense
budget. 13 This can increase the temptation to use these organizations rather than recreate conventional
structure.

What comes out of this analysis, simply, is that international competition and threats from other actors will
continue to require military responses from the United States. Conventional, "Clausewitzian" war is unlikely to
disappear. It is an incredibly powerful tool. Indeed, it is to a large degree responsible for the nation-state's
triumph as the dominant system of political organization in the world. While it is certainly true that new means of
power are emerging, and that non-state actors have increased importance, none of this necessarily means that
nation-states will become obsolete nor that the direct application of military force will become useless or even
unimportant. High-tech systems and information networks remain susceptible to physical destruction.
Conventional units, capable of "putting steel on target" will be an important component of power for the
foreseeable future.

Although conventional war threats will not disappear, they are likely to be less important. In any case it is
unlikely that an enemy will soon appear who has a military capacity equal to that of the United States. In short,
there is less need for high technology systems, especially weapons systems. There is however, more need for a
force that can be placed in harms way when the nature of that harm is unclear and the source of it may not be
obvious.

Even a brief glance at the daily newspaper suggests that there is a lot of potential work out there for an
unconventional warfare (UW) force. Indeed, only resources and national policy considerations limit the number
and degree of possible involvements. Meeting those challenges will require a capability to conduct those poorly
defined forms of engagement here termed UW or Unconventional Warfare. However, to maintain and improve
this capacity will mean incurring expenses in areas where the Pentagon prefers not to spend its money - training
personnel in non-military skills.

The future anticipated by the "Vision" statements; suggests that the vast array of unconventional, "gray
area" engagements going on are of marginal importance. Other-than-war threats continue to receive the
obligatory mention and nod from conventional planners but there's not much heart in it. They often go on to argue
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that these are tasks that can be done by any well-trained soldier. It is odd to believe that the best choices to
prosecute these conflicts are an 18 year-old high-school graduate with basic combat training and a military
specialist course, commanded by 23 year-old officer who has completed a basic officer course and generalist
training in some military field. There is a better way and that way is with unconventional warfare forces.
Specifically, Army Special Forces, CA and psyop as the core element, supported by other SOF and conventional
units as required.

FROM SOF TO UNCONVENTIONAL OPERATIONS FORCES

The military organizations most capable of conducting UW, and the only organizations with a sustained
record of success in UW are the Special Forces, civil affairs and psyop units that collectively make up the US
Army Special Operations Forces. In order to maximize the ability of the SF/CA/PSYOPS team to act as an
Unconventional Operations Force, it will be necessary to disentangle the current mix of SOF missions and
separate out those which are conventional from those that are unconventional. Special Operations Forces
currently (1998) have nine principal missions and seven collateral activities.

Missions

Direct Action (DA)
Special Reconnaissance (SR)
Foreign Internal Defense (FID)
Unconventional Warfare (UW)14
Combatting Terrorism (CT)
Counterproliferation (CP)
Civil Affairs (CA)
Psychological Operations (PSYOP)
Information Warfare (IW)

Collateral Activities

Coalition Support
Combat Search and Rescue (CSAR)
Counterdrug Activities (CD)
Countermine Activities (CM)
Humanitarian Assistance (HA)
Security Assistance (SA)
Special Activities

(Taken from USSOCOM Fact Sheet, undated, provided courtesy USSOCOM December, 1996)

This list is a hodge-podge of conventional, unconventional and just plain odd missions, some of which are actually
subsets of others. Unconventional warfare, as used in this list, is actually closer to guerrilla warfare. The list
reflects a general willingness within the SOF community to accept almost any mission as one in which SOF can
succeed. Many SOF commanders believe that, by accepting many missions, SOF demonstrates its fitness and
remains competitive with other organizations in the struggle for a share of the diminishing military budget. This
leads to the inclusion of things like demining which clearly is and ought to be a conventional military engineer
mission. SOF, in particular Army SF, became involved because most demining activity in this context means
instructing foreign military personnel in land mine and booby-trap removal.
The problem with things like demining is that they require significant amounts of training time to prepare the
instructors and significant amounts of deployment time to conduct the training in what is essentially a duplication of
an existing engineer capability. Other missions such as counterterrorism and special activities are so specialized
or occur so rarely that they can realistically be accomplished by the small specialized joint service units ( Special
Mission Units) organized for the purpose and really should not concern the greater SOF community at all. Their
inclusion as SOF missions serves only to lengthen the list of missions.
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At least as explained in unclassified publications, counterproliferation is too vague to really allow anyone to
focus resources on it. 15 It's inclusion seems to be intended to make a political policy point that the United States
government opposes proliferation of weapons of mass destruction and will use "military power" to do so, when and
if appropriate.

Still other missions, in which SOF has played a major role are not mentioned at all - for example
Noncombatant Evacuation Operations. These are missions in which threatened US civilians and selected foreign
nationals are removed from harm's way in situations such as the 1996 evacuation of Liberia.

Unscrewing the Inscrutable

Because, as noted earlier, the current mission list is a result of diverse influences (congressional
legislation, bureaucratic fiefdoms, historical accidents, initiatives by the special operations community and so forth)
and because some of those missions are vaguely defined, it is difficult to re-order them in a way that makes
sense. What follows is an attempt to break apart the two chief types of missions that make SOF special and
which result in much mission confusion.

Unconventional warfare missions include "special" activities that are not part of conventional warfighting.
Army Special Operations soldiers supporting the creation of rural civil government in Haiti are carrying out an
obviously "unconventional" mission of which ordinary soldiers would not be capable. This is what makes them
"special" and unconventional.

The other group of missions is those that are more-or-less conventional activities but which are "special"
because they are done at a very high level of proficiency and often in very difficult circumstances. A clear example
of this second class of activity is that of the Air Force Special Operations Squadrons. When USAF special
operations transports drop Army SF troopers, the basic difference between that and an ordinary drop of Army
paratroopers is that the former is likely to occur in places or under conditions that would make an ordinary
paradrop difficult or impossible. This makes them "special," but thoroughly conventional.

In the first case, unconventional warfare, it is the activities that are special. In the second case the
missions are essentially ordinary conventional warfare activities, but it is the units that are "special" because of
their unique equipment and high proficiency. Which missions are really special in the sense of different and which
are those best carried out by a highly-trained conventional military force?

Building Unconventional Operations Forces (UOF)

Following the usage originated by Colonel Mark D. Boyatt, this essay now introduces the term
Unconventional Operations Forces meaning those elements of US SOF most suited to perform unconventional
warfare, chiefly Army SOF. 16 These are Army SF, psyop and civil affairs units supported by appropriate other
elements. The long-standing practice of SF soldiers has been to regard civil affairs and psychological operations
units as outside the "core" group of Special Operations Forces. Perhaps in some sense they are, but they are
very important for most forms of unconventional warfare and therefore are "core" forces for Unconventional
Operations Forces.

As Boyatt points out, the unconventional role consists in large part of assisting indigenous military and
paramilitary forces in the conduct of a large slice of what are now considered SOF missions and collateral
activities - foreign internal defense, guerrilla warfare, humanitarian assistance, nation-building and counter-drug
missions. UOF then, are forces that "accomplish their mission through counterpart relationships. The only SOF
specifically trained, organized and equipped to conduct these missions in this manner are the numbered Army
Special Forces Groups." 17

Additionally, however, three of these roles: nation-building, guerrilla warfare and humanitarian assistance
have a strong requirement for psyop and CA skills. Large-scale foreign internal defense missions would certainly
benefit from CA and PSYOP participation and even counter-drug operations would find these capabilities useful.

Re-ordered Missions and Units*

1. Unconventional Warfare (UW)**- Army SF/CA/PSYOP
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- Peace Operations (PO)
- Support to Insurgency (SI)
- Foreign Internal Defense (FID)
--Security Assistance (SA)
--Counterdrug (CD)
--Humanitarian Assistance (HA)

2. Direct Action (DA) - Rangers, SEALs, SMUs, Conv Forces
- Raids, demonstrations, demonstrations of resolve
- Counter Terrorism (CT)
- Personnel Recovery Missions
- Countermine (CM)

3. Special Reconnaissance(SR)- Rangers, SEALs, SMUs
Conv Forces

Collateral Activities

1. Special Activities including most classified national level missions - Rangers, SEALs, SMUs
2. Combat Search and Rescue - USAF Special Ops
3. Coalition Support - Conventional Forces***

General Support of SOF

1. Civil Affairs
2. Psychological Operations
3. Special Operations Aviation
4. USAF Special Operations
5. Navy Special Boat Units

* Information Warfare falls out as too poorly defined. As defined by USSOCOM, SOF counterproliferation
missions("locate, identify, seize, destroy, render safe or transport WMD") are simply a special case of direct
action. Combat Search and Rescue would become an Air Force Special Ops mission with assistance as
appropriate by other SOF. For example, in areas where Army Special Forces were conducting UW, the SF would
assist with downed-pilot or sensitive equipment recovery.

** Navy and Air Force SOF would provide some specialist training to their counterpart services in foreign nations

as part of UW. Swimmer Delivery Vehicle Teams would remain a dedicated support asset of the Navy SEALs.

***Coalition Support, meaning liaison and confidence building would be accomplished by conventional forces.

SOF, chiefly Army SF, if required, would carry out specialized training, as a form of security assistance.

Training Time

Now there is tendency, especially among those who like to call themselves common-sense thinkers, to
say that all of the flailing about and confusion over definitions and mission categories is wasted energy. SOF, they
might say, will continue to do whatever needs to be done. But, as usual, life is not so easy. Lack of appropriate
training arose as an issue in both Operation Provide Comfort (N. Iraq) and Operation Uphold Democracy (Haiti). It
is one of the reasons for the sense of frustration some SOF members feel about unconventional warfare missions.
Elementary psychology tells us that groups and individuals function better if they have a sense of mastery of their
task(s). That mastery stems from some combination of native ability, training and experience. Since ability is hard
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to select for in this case (because we don't have a good definition of what we are looking for) the variable we can
control to produce mastery with the most certainty is training.

In many respects, the question of what SOF does or ought to do comes down to training time. To expect
a single organization, no matter how talented, to undertake missions as diverse and complex as those assigned to
Army Special Forces is to expect the impossible. Missions like CT, DA and SR are interesting and widely
respected, therefore they receive an undue amount of attention, to the detriment of the time and resources needed
for other missions - especially something as complex and convoluted as "unconventional warfare". Language
training and maintenance alone is time consuming enough.

But, it's hard to decide exactly what that training ought to consist of. Should SOF train in communications,
marketing, knife fighting, psychology or negotiation and light weapons handling? Likewise, area specific training is
very important for UW. But what areas should we anticipate and prepare for? What languages should be
emphasized? This very difficulty probably accounts for a large part the tendency for SOF to gravitate back towards
traditional military tasks and the comfortable, conventional model of warfare.

The current military intelligence system simply is not set up to provide that kind of detailed information,
especially not on short notice. Intelligence officers and special operators both complain about the difficulty in
obtaining even basic information about many countries in the world where sudden contingencies arise. The cure
is to give the numbered SF Groups a real, carefully considered, regional orientation and force them to stick to it in
planning and deployments. But it also means they will not be available for the current, full range of SOF missions
as defined in current doctrine. The difficulty of defining appropriate UW training goes back in turn to the lack of
definition that bedevils the whole area of UW. No wonder it is easier to devote training time to weapons rather
than, for example, negotiation skills.

Developing an Unconventional Warfare Force

Why doesn't SF embrace UW (per the author's definition) as its principal mission? In part for the reasons above,
because it is very hard to define and prepare for. But there are cultural reasons as well. UW missions are too
often dismissed as "social work." Since the Vietnam War, part of the problem is the attractiveness of DA, CT and
SR as missions. Such missions and the resulting image of deadly resourceful fighters is a principal reason
soldiers undergo the extraordinary hardships of special operations training and duty. These commando-like
activities are close to the conventional model of warfighting and have great appeal and thus tend to consume a
disproportionate amount of the unit's attention and training time. In the words of one former SF battalion
commander, "They are high visibility, immediate gratification missions, well within the comfort zone and easily
identified with by most people."

The same missions can be performed by other SOF and some general purpose forces such as Marine
Corps Reconnaissance units. Some special ops units, such as Delta, the Ranger Battalions and SEALs are often
better trained, organized and equipped for these missions than Army SF. This is duplication that is hard to justify
in a shrinking military. Furthermore, UW and its associated missions are sufficiently difficult and complex to
require all the training time and resources available.

Finally, the game of "anything you can do, I can do better" in conventional warfare is too competitive and
results in duplication of capabilities, accompanied by endless fruitless arguments as to which of the similar
capabilities is really superior. The US Marine Corps is a primary competitor with the Army's Ranger Regiment for
a variety of contingency missions. The USMC is already upgrading its demanding initial entry training program
("boot camp") by adding an additional five days called "Crucible Week" making it more similar to Army Ranger
training. 18 Despite success in the "social work" side of the SOF business, it is not always popular with the
operators who do virtually all of this work, Army Special Forces. In November and December, 1994 a series of
interviews were conducted among US fores in Haiti by researchers from the Army's Walter Reed Research
Institute. These psychologists asked soldiers from all specialties and all ranks captain and below, how they felt
about their work in Operation Uppp
phold Democracy. Of the 3,205 soldiers interviewed, 147 were Army SF. Forty percent of the SF interviewed did
not feel the mission was appropriate or important as compared to 22 percent of military police and 23 percent of
intelligence personnel who felt similarly. 19

Not surprisingly, the SF soldiers feelings were most strongly duplicated in the other combat arms (infantry,
artillery and aviation) in Haiti. If nearly half of the SF soldiers involved in a typical UW mission like Haiti did not feel
that it was an appropriate SF mission, clearly there is considerable disagreement among operators as to what
Army SOF, in particular SF, ought to do.
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From SOF to UOF

Unconventional operations forces can allow the US to compete in the arena of not-quite-war that I have
termed "unconventional warfare". In most applications it will have the added advantage in a media-soaked
political environment of being conducted routinely enough, in a sufficiently low-profile manner to attract little press
coverage.

The SOF community in general and SF in particular have a tendency to spread themselves too thin. In an
admirable display of "can do" spirit, SOF units tend to disparage what they call "hand-wringing" and boast they can
do "anything, anywhere, anytime." To some degree this is even true. However, the fact that a unit can manage to
accomplish a task does not mean that it is the best-suited unit or that training for peripheral tasks is the best use
of its time.

The special operation's heritage from Vietnam, with its emphasis on conventional offensive warfare, direct
action and strategic reconnaissance has played the SOF community, especially Army SOF, false. Despite the
appeal of Direct Action, Counter-terrorism and Strategic Reconnaissance, the fact is that these missions seldom
occur and when they do, they are usually the province of SMUs. Historically we have seen that while Army SF can
perform these missions, they are not its forte. In Panama, Somalia and the Gulf War these missions tended to be
given to SMUs, who in turn produced the most successful record of accomplishment.

The same historical record has also shown that Army SOF has a solid, unduplicated record of success at
unconventional warfare functions. In the Gulf, in Northern Iraq, in Somalia, Panama and in Haiti they performed
mission and scored successes that no other type of organization, military or civilian, matched or could match.
Army SOF is the only type of organization, SOF or conventional, with the training, equipment and organization to
conduct most types of UW missions.

However, It will require a real change in thinking, at the national policy level, within the special operations
commands and in the Department of Defense to allow SOF to make the changes required for the warfare of the
21st century. At the highest levels, it will require a change in strategic thinking and policy making to accept UW
and "gray area" conflict as an important arena, not peripheral to national interests but one that can have important,
long reaching effects on the U.S. and its partners and allies. Changes will be needed in the way we acquire,
process and disseminate intelligence so that information
needed for UW decisions is timely and available.

For the Defense Department, it means a serious, long range investment in personal training and
education in a time when technology and hardware solutions are far more popular. Technology can no longer be
allowed to drive strategy as it has in the development of "battlefield dominance" concepts and "precision
engagement." De-emphasis of technology means that any changes will likely be made without the support of the
major industrial suppliers who stand to profit from high-tech approaches.

At the joint and major service command level it means a difficult and time consuming effort to develop
systematic approaches to these conflicts and translate those approaches into useable doctrine that will guide force
development and training. It means a willingness to allocate scarce intelligence resources to the analysis of UW
problems.

For the Army, it will require both re-thinking and reorganizing Army SOF. For example, it is probably
necessary to break out two styles of CA and psyop units. One type would be dedicated to becoming the
commander's interface with the civilian community, the other would be oriented toward more traditional functional
areas. Psychological operations units need to become more effective in leveraging their role as wide-purpose
information sources, developing the capability to quickly and effective act as an information link between military
forces and the increasingly civilian environment in which they operate.21

Each of the five current active duty Special Forces Groups would receive a dedicated civil affairs
company of the first type and a dedicated psychological operations company. Both would be configured for SOF
operations.22 Since these are small organizations, less than forty persons each, they could be manned by re-
designating unfilled Special Forces positions within the existing SF groups. Such dedicated companies would also
be able to maintain a clear geographic focus and develop habitual relationships with the SF groups.

The present 96th CA Battalion and 4th Psychological Operations Group at Fort Bragg, NC would remain
general support assets serving the entire Army. Because these are unique and valuable organizations, they might
eventually joint organizations supporting the entire DOD. To some extent this is already occurring.

Within Special Forces it will mean a willingness to place much less emphasis on the image and skills of

the commando and much more on the ability to apply military, civil and psychological capabilities at the tactical and
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operational levels.
Most importantly, for all of these groups and organizations it means a shift in expectations. For the most

part, UW is devoid of clean solutions and clear victories. Nor is it usually rapid. This means a willingness to
accept lengthy commitments and incremental progress. None of these adjustments will be easy. But all of them
are necessary and important if the United States is to survive and prosper in the complex and dangerous
environment of the 21st century.
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BRIEFING NOTES ON "PROJECTING
REQUIREMENTS FOR CIVIL AFFAIRS MISSIONS"

Presenter: COL (USA, Ret) Church Hutton
DynMeridian [tel: (703)-461-2256]

SLIDE 1. "Projecting Requirements for Civil Affairs Missions"

SLIDE 2. "Where Do Requirements Come From?"

Requirements are the critical start point for all types of force modernization investments: i.e., for
new or changed doctrine, organization, training, leadership, material and soldier systems, not just
hardware. Requirements have historically come from one of four sources, as noted here.

The point of the slide is to show that not all start points are equally robust. Concepts come and
go, driven as they usually are by transient political or budgetary winds. Doctrinal capstones also
change. Doctrine, after all, is only accumulated wisdom on the best way of executing a function.
Operational studies and lessons learned have also been a start point -- and they are even more
situational. By contrast, missions are extremely robust -- some are over 200 years old. Examples:

Durability is critical because requirements lead to investments: money, systems, structure -- and
those outcomes cannot be changed easily. We need to build requirements on rock not sand to get
real value for investments, and insulate them as much as we can from the gusts of personality and
political whim. Enduring missions are the only sensible place to begin the requirements process.

SLIDE 3: "Missions-To-Tasks Architectures"

We have always known intuitively that missions and tasks drove requirements, but it has only
been in the last 10 years that we have gotten serious about trying to model mission-to-tasks logic.
Such fundamental structures of mission knowledge are durable, complete, and over-arching.
while the systems such as doctrine, training and hardware which implement them change often.

Thanks in good part to the efforts of GEN Shalikashvili, who pushed to develop the Universal
Tasks List, all the Services now realize the primacy of missions-to-tasks structures. All are now
building such architectures as the crucial start point for developing requirements.

SLIDE 4: "SOF Mission: Specified and Implied Tasks"

Here is an example of how Special Operations breaks into specified and implied tasks. Notice
that most tasks have been on this list many years. They are generic, not situationally specific.
And new tasks often represent old wine in new bottles. New tasks as CP and PK, for example,
include many sub-tasks which are quite familiar from Direct Action, CA and PSYOP.

SLIDE 5:1"20 Civil Affairs Functional Areas"



And here is the further breakdown of the Civil Affairs task. Most of these areas of function havc
been around at least 25 years. They arc not dependent on any one CA scenario -- they derive
from the aggregatc of all CA scenarios. They offer a reasonable framework from which to think
about framing requirements, and making the huge investments which implementation implies.

DEMONSTRATION OF DYNTASK MISSIONS-TO-TASKS SOFTWARE

We in DynCorp have a rigorous methodology to break missions into tasks starting at any level,
canying them all the way down to the individual if needed. We can then automate that structure
on a relational database, and link tasks directly with implementing imagery or guidance. We call
the ensuing system "DynTask." It is an excellent start point for thinking about requirements.

This demo shows organization of SOP tasks by subject content, and then by operational phase. I
will drill down into the task structure first by subject content -- that is the path of a headquarters
whose role is to support combat, combat service, or combat service support functions. This is the
path of the doctrine developer, training developer and material developer. Some examples:

* Doctrine developer -- can unfold all the tasks to assess where doctrine is needed, to establish
purposes, boundaries, structure and implementation. Examples: fire suDgort, reconnaissance

* Training developer -- can analyze all the tasks within a general function to design training
modules that cross-walk directly from performance task to the training objective. Examples:
dismounted land movement, crossing water obstacles, reading maps and aerial photos. etc.

0 Material developer -- can dis-aggregate functions into all their constituent parts, identify high
risk activities where technology could help, and can review where emerging technologies
may be available. Examples: Protect Individuals from Harm, Use of Selected Eguipment.

* Operations developer -- can see the functions for which orders formats and templates might
be needed, and can attach them directly to the tasks. Example: Plans and Orders.

* Integrated developers -- can design integrated solutions to reduce risk, improve safety and
facilitate dangerous tasks. Example: Exfiltration.

The point is that developers cannot frame durable requirements to implement any of these tasks
until they have a clear view of the tasks themselves. Developing and manipulating an overall
missions-to-tasks structure is fundamental to developing and framing durable requirements.

Understanding the operational phases of a mission is also extraordinarily useful to frame needs.

A quick look at the phases side of the data shows functions phase-linked by time. Examples;

* Actions of the Obiective

9 Infiltration



* Exfiltration

On this side of the database, the requirements community can think through every scenario for
which it might have to design solutions. Developers can think through missions as if they were
themselves mission planners or operators. They can look at every course of action, all internal
risks, and see the METI. for any specific situation. This can only accelerate and enrich thinking.

SLIDE 6: "DynTask Enables People To:"

DynTask is a relatively low-tech low-cost decision support system that produces huge
asymmetric benefits. Here are some of them.

SLIDE 7: "What DynTask Could Do for Civil Affairs"

And here, in conclusion, is what a DynTask organized specifically for Civil Affairs could do.

SLIDEA "Summary"

Thank you.
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Civil Affairs (CA) is one of the most frequently deployed military assets.

This slide shows the more significant and well known recent operations
that CA has contributed to.

CA could adopt the American Express motto: "Don't leave home without
US."

Almost every recent mission, and almost every foreseeable mission in the
future requires the military to interact intensively with the civilian sector, and
CA is the military force that is trained and ready to do that.

In the process of conducting the missions above and many smaller ones as
well. there have been many lessons learned about the environment that we
will continue to be deployed in.

Understanding these lessons learned, and correctly accounting for them in
doctrine, is what will allow the U.S. military to successfuflly continue it's
interaction with the civilian sector in any part of the globe.



it~os Learned

S •JOINT OPERATIONS

0 • * A POLITICAL ENVIRONMENT

I * BROAD MISSION SPECTRUM: HUMANITARIAN

7 RELIEF, DISASTER RESPONSE, REFUGEES

S * NEW AND EMERGING MISSION: CONSEQUENCE

•l MANAGEMENT

:F • INTERAGENCY COORDINATION CRITICAL

First, it is clear that we operate in a joint military environment. Our
deployable structure of first choice is the Joint Task Force.

Second, the missions are planned and conducted with intensive political input
and oversight.

The missions come from within a broad spectrum. Nonetheless, the focal
point for CA is that they all concern the civilian sector: it's people,
institutions, and infrastructure.

The spectrum of missions is actually increasing through the emergence of
new threats. CA will be involved in a~new mission called Consequence
Management, which is the military response to the use of a weapon of mass
destruction

Somewhat new, and very important, is the requirement for the military to
engage in coordination at the interagency level.



Thef~gewy ooperation
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This picture comes from an interagency meeting in Bosnia, but the
requirement for interagency coordination is pervasive.

Around the picture you can see the seals of some of the many agencies that

the military now has to deal with during operations. They include the U.N.,
foreign bodies, and major U.S. agencies.

Included as examples are the seals of the World Bank, The European
Economic Community, The U.S. Departments of Energy, Justice, and others.

It has become a crowded battlescape. There are more civilian factors to
account for than ever before. We do not engage in warrior vs. warrior

missions anymore; in every equation there are now the many facets of the
civilian sector.
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;Mte esonst earned

0 CMOCs NEEDED BUT NOT WELL

3J UNDERSTOOD

* COMMAND & CONTROL OF CIVIL

',N AFFAIRS FORCES CONTENTIOUS
I17 SOMETIMES UNILATERAL -

Ti COMMONLY MULTINATIONAL

1FF

The Civil Military Operation Center is a youngster spawned in the recent
operations that were shown on the first slide. They are the means by which
the military and the voluntary/charitable organizations integrate their efforts.
While important, they are not well understood nor easily employed by
commanders.

And while CA is a recognized requirement in operations, the command and
control of the CA forces assigned to a JTF or other command has been
contentious and uniquely applied in every operation. An effective, acceptable
template is missing.

While a few operations have been unilaterally conducted by the U.S., the
handwriting is on the wall. Most operations will be conducted as part of a
coalition effort with the U.S. as one of several other engaged nations.



Aftz* ati ldCombined Operations
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The slide depicts the multinational flavor of Operation JOINT GUARD in

Bosnia, but there will be a multinational flavor to most operations in the
future.

Multinational operations raise the significant challenge of interoperability.

Different nations have differing doctrine, forces and procedure. U.S. CA

cannot simply proceed on it's own course, we have to accommodate ourselves

to a degree to the practices of our allies.

Our doctrine has to provide information and guidance to help our forces

function successfully in the new shared environment.



that 4bout CA Doctrine?

Did Joint Ca Doctrine Keep tip WitfiLessons Learned?I

JP 3-57 (CIVIL AFFAIRS) Evaluated by JCS Exercises,
0 Germany/El Salvador FY'98

"N
C CIVIL AFFAIRS FOCUS IS TOO LIMITED, MUST be
on CIVIL MILITARY OPERATIONS - THE BROAD

Si MISSION SPECTRUM
T
ýA
Fi • CMOC guidance is insufficient

These lessons learned from operational experience have outpaced the doctrine
which is responsible for guiding the conduct of operations.

The first indication came during the evaluation of the two Joint Staff directed
exercises noted in the slide. Commanders and staffs noted that they needed
more than guidance about civil affairs in publications, they needed guidance
on the overarching concept of dealing with the civilian sector, or in other
words, Civil Military Operations.

At a micro level, they identified a doctrinal insufficiency for the use of a Civil
Military Operations Center, which they saw as a key factor in future ops.



IS
..... ....

For those unfamiliar with the CMOC, it is a military initiated gathering of
many of the civilian sectors that contribute to the resolution of a crisis.

Voluntary/charitable agencies are clearly involved, as are U.N. and host
nation ~institutions. The purpose of it is to integrate all these actors With the
rnilitaiy.

The mnilitary will use their capabilities to leverage the work of the civilian
agencies. The success of the civilian agencies is what eventually will allow
the military to exit.

Having gotten a sense that JP 3-57 needed at least some work, 1-7 asked the

Joint Warfighting Center at Ft. Monroe. VA to undertake a thorough analysis
of how well 3-57 served commanders and staffs.



)Oih Wafigitin &iterAssessment

Join~tPub 3-57 "doe~s not meet ithe needs of't/i
o warfighters. The joint community has sadta hee iV
ii a critical void in doctrine frcivil-militaqy operations
N (CMO,). The publication does not contain sitficient
Xguida~nce to be usqffil at the operatfional level by joint

.s frce commanders and stqfj to pl1an, coordinate, and
T eecute joint CMO or conduct civil afj~irs activities in
Asupport q/Joilit operations.

The Joint Warfighting Center concluded that 3-57 did not meet the needs of
the warfighters. The focus on civil affairs was too narrow to help them deal
with the comprehensive nature of the military interaction with the civilian
sector.



t3-57 Failed to Address

- Interagency Coordination

"" Multinational/combined ops

. *1 CMOCs

'0
1 New mission: Consequence

n Management

* Focus on Civil Military Operations.
S not solely the CA Force and Tasks

A * All Sen-ices Perspective

*Other major players, who they are
and what THEY do: Engineer,
Medical, Militari' Police forces

In addition, the Joint Warfighting Center noted that the current pub did not
provide helpful guidance on most of the concepts that have been learned in
recent operations.

In addition to those lessons learned that I noted earlier, commanders and
staffs expressed a real interest in key mission players other than CA.



The total military force structure is involved in recent operations. Some are
more significant in civil military operations than others however.

Besides Civil Affairs, the three forces illustrated above are consistently and
significantly employed in civil miilitary operations, reflected by the frequency
of their mission deployment.

A revised 3-57 publication would take them into account along with Civil
Affairs, and provide commanders and staffs with useful guidance on their
most effective employment.

:iiiiiiii~iI



~' ' ~KewFocus

The New 3-57 Will Provide Guidance On:

o • The overarching Civil Military Operations concept
. 0 * Integrating with multinationals

Ni Effective Interagency coordination

* Effective CMOC utilization

S ° C2 of Civil Affairs
* Joint ops and joint CA ops

*i ° Roles and importance of other specialties, e.g. MP, Med,
Engr.

* New mission: Consequence Management

Here, in summary form then, is what we want to offer in the revised 3-57.

CA will be highlighted, but these newly identified concepts and issues will be
thoroughly addressed.

The revision is on "Fast Track",. which in doctrinal parlance means that the
new pub is scheduled to be completed in 18 months. The first draft is
requested for May of this year.



j7u ew focus

Doctrine on the

Overarch ing
Mission to

TN 
include Civil

Affairs As A

A Key Player

F

18 months from now, this is what Joint Pub 3-57 will be all about. It will be a
vastly updated publication that will really address commanders requirements
and lessons learned from almost a decade of operations.



Cajrtrd~egCA Doctri T/oficy A ctions for CY 98

ArishC dal

Finally, I want to note that in this calendar year, virtually every CA
publication or document in DOD, along with related NATO doctrine, will
undergo creation or revision.

Myself and the representatives of the other commands shown on this slide are
making a concerted effort to integrate and coordinate our efforts. By the end
of this year, we are looking for almost a clean sweep in terms of having a
vital, current and useful doctrinal base for the conduct of civil affairs.

This concludes my brief and I would be happy to answer any questions in the
follow-on discussion.
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The quest for information superiority is a time honored military objective. Today our
ability to routinely achieve this capability is within reach. In fact, the attainment of
information superiority is absolutely key to the new operational concepts of dominant
maneuver, precision engagement, focused logistics, and full-dimensional protection so
clearly articulated in Joint Vision 2010. But, how do we begin?

We will start with this information superiority strategy. It will guide our efforts into the
new millennium. We will apply it to our planning, exercises, and operations. This
strategy will ensure we all work in concert to harness the full operational potential our
Nation's advanced technology allows.

When first undertaken, such a quest can be daunting. This strategy will provide the
guidance each of you needs to consistently bring your rich background of military
experience into play. Properly embraced, this information superiority strategy is so
designed that it will take us rapidly from the initial learning stage to an advanced
capability.

I challenge each of you to internalize this strategy and to apply it appropriately to your
individual areas of responsibility. Our success as a command hinges on our collective
ability to master the consistent achievement of information superiority and to apply it
successfully to the operational missions we face.

A. C. Zinni
General, USMC
Commander in Chief
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USCENTCOM Information Superiority Strategy for the New Millennium

Synopsis:

The USCENTCOM information superiority strategy for the new millennium is designed
to apply command-wide and is both current and long range. Information superiority is
the enabler for the new operational concepts of dominant maneuver, precision
engagement, focused logistics, and full-dimensional protection. To harness its fullest
potential we must use the foundation and framework provided by this information
superiority strategy to guide our individual and collective efforts over the long term.

There is a threat. It is real and growing. Today, hackers, disgruntled employees, and
incompetence are a very real weakness. In the all-to-near future, the threat will expand
to include terrorist groups, political dissidents, organized crime, and foreign espionage.
To counter the threat, our achievement of information superiority must be grounded in a
solid defensive posture and be an integrated command-wide effort. There is no one shot
solution - - no silver bullet or magic BB.

The desire to achieve information superiority is as old as military conflict itself. What
has changed is the medium and speed by which we do business. Like any new capability
it has both strengths and weaknesses. Solutions for making information superiority work
in our favor need to be based on sound military operational experience and the full
appreciation of the opportunity costs of failing to act or acting in a half-hearted manner.

Offensive and defensive information operations are inter-related. One cannot be fully
considered without the other. It helps to remember we are defending against someone
else's offensive information operations.

To guide our actions, a vision, mission statement, and supporting goals have been
developed. These are given further definition to guide our implementation by the
doctrinal principles, planning considerations, and architectural tenets of the information
superiority strategy.

Several operational terms - - critical intelligence, essential elements of information, and a
basic load of information - - are addressed in this document. These terms are both
familiar and also part of the educational effort needed to get us all actively thinking about
our defensive posture. Finally, so we may provide coordinated emphasis through all
means of influence available, the tools available to the Command are also discussed.

"We owe the men and women who may be in harm's way every edge technology can
provide. Technology will never be a substitute for courage and human toughness in
conflict, but it can increase the likelihood that the tough and courageous will be
successful." Admiral William A. Owens, Vice Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff
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Setting the Stage:

Arguably, the United States is the largest user of information technology in the world
today. Our ability to bring technology to bear in conducting daily commercial and
public business is a great strength. Indeed, our ever-increasing national capability has
given rise to the concept of information superiority as the focusing lens of military
power.

As we all know, the concept of information superiority is not new. In fact, a basic
ambush is made possible by capitalizing on the simple use of information superiority. In
the successful ambush, you know where the enemy is and he does not know where you
are. This allows you to bring the principles of war to bear in your overwhelming favor.
As they say in the infantry, no one walks away from a successful ambush.

What is new today is the concept of being able to routinely rely on the advantages
flowing from information superiority. That means being able to routinely control what
the enemy knows and being able to count on taking decided military advantage of our
own superior information. In its most rudimentary forms, we have even been able to
demonstrate that we can attain increased routine information superiority and can bring it
to bear in military operations.

However, the coincident aspect of deriving great strength from the use of information
technology is that it is also potentially our greatest weakness. It may even be our
Achilles' heel. Some people go so far as to relate our over reliance on information
superiority as a pending crisis.

As a military and as a command, our best outlook toward the concept of achieving
routine information superiority may lie in the written Chinese word for crisis. The word
consists of two characters. One character represents danger and the other represents
opportunity.

The understanding of our seeking to use information technology to achieve routine
superiority as a two edged sword will go a long way towards helping us keep an
appropriate balance in our actions. Indeed there is danger, but failing to use technology
to our advantage is not the answer. In fact, surrendering the initiative represents the
greatest danger of all.

Seizing opportunity is something we in the military know how to do. Yet, even the most
courageous may hesitate in the face of a threat that is so elusive as information
dominance. Knowing the power of what can potentially happen on the offensive side - -
and some of us may even have witnessed convincing demonstrations or been the victim
of sophisticated hacker tools - - may only heighten our concern for the defensive side.
Just because nothing has happened, how do we know for sure that our weapon systems
and information are safe?

5
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As a nation and as a military, we are even having trouble coming to grips with something
as seemingly straight forward as the pending year 2000 problem. If we cannot rely on
the computer to know that the year 1999 is followed by the new millennium, how will we
be able to protect our information against the myriad of viruses, hackers, trap doors,
Trojan Horses, and all sorts of other ethereal phenomenon? For many, this seems to be a
true conundrum.

In the face of this seemingly overwhelming obstacle, it is useful to step back and look at
the challenge from a base we are all comfortable with. Our experience and
understanding of what we need to do will serve us well when provided with a few
guidelines to point the way. Indeed, some of these guidelines are very basic.

The Iraqi bayonet and a piece of polished marble brought back as souvenirs from
Operation PROVIDE COMFORT, the humanitarian effort to save the Kurds in
southeastern Turkey and northern Iraq, serve to highlight the basic nature of the
fundamentals of achieving successful information superiority. The liberated bayonet
from Zakhu serves to remind us that in the midst of all the technology - - the fancy
hardware and geewiz software - - we must remember the very basics of our profession.

Similarly, the polished marble from the airport that was being built in Sirsenk, Iraq - - to
provide easy access to the summer palaces - - serves as a reminder that there are indeed
very real opportunity costs in the world today. It seems quite fitting that both the
bayonet and the marble were liberated from Saddam Hussein, an individual who neither
understood the basics of our profession, or the opportunity costs of military adventurism.

"Four things come not back: the spoken word; the sped arrow; time past; the
neglected opportunity." Omar Ibn
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The Strategy:

In addressing the issue, the USCENTCOM information superiority strategy for the new
millennium must be thought of as command-wide. It must be an integrated command-
wide strategy that remembers the basics of our military profession as well as the
opportunity costs associated with this aspect of warfare.

The strategy is also both current and long range. While the new millennium seems to
still be a couple years in the future, we must remember that for several years now
considerations for the year 2000 have been included in our budgeting process. In fact,
this year the base line for the budget is the starting year for the new millennium. In the
long-range view, this is not a passing fad. Information operations will be with us well
into the next century. Indeed, well into the foreseeable future.

This paper has drawn heavily on current works, such as the November 1996 report by the
Defense Science Board Task Force on Information Warfare - - Defense (IW-D). While
the report itself is a year old, the Chairman's opening letter makes a most pointed
reminder in stating, "this is the third consecutive year a DSB Summer Study or Task
Force has made similar recommendations..."

The USSOCOM C41 Strategy has also been used as a source. Many of the information
operations considerations being looked at today - - and by many of us for the first time - -
have long been fundamental considerations for the successful conduct of unconventional
warfare and special reconnaissance operations. The lessons learned since World War II
by the Office of Strategic Services (OSS) and by today's Special Forces - - such as the
need to encrypt traffic, the need for compartmentalization, and "the need to know" - - are
basic to successful information operations and are readily available for those who choose
to learn from previous experience. Yet, for those who ignore these fundamental
considerations there is also a very real and potentially very large opportunity cost.

The USCENTCOM information superiority strategy provides both a doctrinal foundation
and an architectural framework for accomplishing effective integrated command-wide
information operations. There are a lot of neat capabilities and interesting toys available
on the market today. A doctrinal foundation and architectural framework help us all by
providing a common perspective. It also keeps us from becoming stockholders in the
proverbial toy store of solutions looking for a problem.

* Information Superiority: "The capability to collect, process, and disseminate an
uninterrupted flow of information while exploiting or denying an adversary's ability
to do the same." Joint Vision 2010 and Joint Pub 3-13.

Information superiority by definition must be an integrated and command-wide effort.
In trying to fully understand the concepts associated with information superiority, it helps
to think of information in terms of data flow. Your voice, imagery, e-mail, facsimile,
video teleconference or VTC, and so on, are all data. Some of today's systems and the
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new technology that will be commonplace by the year 2000 will treat all communications
as standard cells of data. Used correctly, this trend will enhance our ability to attain and
maintain information superiority.

The ability to control the flow of information - - to focus the proverbial lens of
information superiority - - is the enabler for the new operational concepts of dominant
maneuver, precision engagement, focused logistics, and full-dimensional protection.
Achieving the desired sharpness of focus requires a continued command-wide effort
across the full spectrum of conflict. That means that information superiority is neither a
war time effort, nor a peacetime effort. Successful information operations are a full time
effort.

The USCENTCOM information superiority strategy also draws heavily on Joint Vision
2010 and USCENTCOM's Strategic Plan. It provides a common command-wide basis
for achieving effective and coordinated efforts both today and in the future.

In searching for solutions to this seemingly illusive concept called information
superiority, we must remember our military experience is a valuable guide for working
through the challenge - - there is no single solution. True effectiveness is achieved and
maintained by continual effort over the long term. To that end, our efforts must focus on
achieving a continuously improving operational capability.

"Make it a point to keep on the lookout for novel and interesting ideas that others
have used successfully. Your idea has to be original only in its adaptation to the
problem you are currently working on." Thomas Edison
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The Vision:

* Lead the evolution of information superiority into the new millennium, serving
as the guardian of excellence and the engine of change.

To properly look at information superiority on a command-wide basis, we first start with
a vision to provide essential guidance over the long term. The three key aspects of this
vision are:

"* It is an evolutionary process.

"* It must be done to a standard.

"* It does require change.

The fast pace of technology says, in practical terms, that we must set ourselves up to
evolve forward in knowledge and capability. This is not a one-time shot. It is a
continuing challenge that calls for leadership well founded in the basics of our profession
and ever mindful of the opportunity costs involved.

One of the essential basics is to be able to perform tasks, under stated conditions, and to a
standard. As the guardians of excellence, we must ensure a level of offensive and
defensive capability consistent with our needs as a command. For many of these tasks,
there is no right or wrong answer, nor is there necessarily an answer that will be
consistently correct from operation to operation. Rapidly developing technology and
techniques - - both offensive and defensive - - require a periodic re-evaluation of the
strengths and weaknesses of systems and networks followed by a conscious operationally
based decision concerning their employment and use.

Change makes many people uncomfortable. Yet, to lead this evolution we must
condition ourselves to continual change. Indeed, we must condition ourselves to be the
creator of change. In the midst of this seemingly sea of change, there is one constant.
The conditions under which we must perform the task to a given standard will always be,
"during daily garrison and deployed operations" (see Appendix B). Successful
information operations are a full time effort and require our full time attention.

"Successful companies of the 2 1st century will be those who do the best job of
capturing, storing, and leveraging what their employees know."

Lewis E. Platt, Chairman, President and CEO, Hewlett-Packard
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The Mission:

" Be a catalyst to promote and implement the vision which ensures the command's
capability to achieve information superiority continuously improves.

" Provide and sustain an information superiority capability for USCENTCOM
forces to allow them to successfully operate in peace, operations other than war,
and war.

From our high school chemistry, we remember that a catalyst precipitates a reaction, but
is not consumed by the process. This effort to achieve and maintain information
superiority must not become an all-consuming raging fire. Rather, it must become an
integral part of everything we do. We must routinely seek to improve our capability.

The reason for the never-ending push to continually improve is evident when we say, in
the second part of the mission statement, that we must not only provide the capability, but
also sustain it. This is a very real challenge given the explosive rate of change in
technology.

The Goals:

"* Serve as the information superiority entrepreneur for USCENTCOM - - and
beyond.

"* Improve information superiority support to customers with systems based on
our doctrine and architectural tenets.

The information superiority goals present another new area that many people are not
comfortable with - - success requires an entrepreneurial spirit. We must be the creators
of initiatives that will apply command-wide and also outside the command. Achieving
information superiority requires us to work both within the command and also beyond the
command. The action - - or inaction - - of other commands has a direct bearing on
USCENTCOM's information superiority capability.

Time and distance do not necessarily provide protection. We need only remember that
during a recent military exercise, access to one Unified Command was achieved through
a terminal in another Unified Command that was many time zones and thousands of
miles away. Information superiority requires constant vigilance.

"We are confronted with insurmountable opportunities." Walt Kelly, "Pogo"
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Information Superiority Principles:

"* Global e Value Added
"* Secure 9 Joint
"* Mission Tailored

There are certain fundamentals in the profession of arms that everyone must know and
understand. The principles of war - - objective, offensive, mass, unity of command,
maneuver, economy of force, security, surprise, and simplicity - - together form such a
fundamental. As we are taught in our schools, as we experience during exercises, and as
we learn in our collective operational experience, the principles of war are just as valid
today as they were in the past. Preserving the principles of war is fundamental to
successful military operations.

Likewise, the information superiority principles are fundamental to success in the
information age. These principles compliment and enhance our ability to achieve the
principles of war on the battlefield. As part of our on-going effort to stay current in the
profession of arms, the information superiority principles must now be added to our kit
bag of tools.

"* Global:

The principle of global applies directly to the U.S. Central Command. We do not
live in our area of responsibility (AOR). Therefore, for even the most routine
operations, we are extremely reliant on a great deal of information flow between the
CONUS and our AOR, some 7,000 miles away.

Our requirements also draw on worldwide support from national level resources.
Supporting CINCs, the Services, and agencies provide intelligence, logistics,
telemedicine assistance, personnel replacements, public affairs information, and so
on, that this command must have to function.

Indeed, the success of our operations depends on global interaction. Quite literally,
we are all in this together.

" Secure:

By secure, we mean National Security Agency (NSA) provided codes and ciphers.
NSA provided security is the best protection we can provide to our people and to our
operations. It is not always easy to protect our data flow, but it is something we must
continually strive to do.

Additionally, maximum use must be made of classified systems, such as, secure voice
and the Global Command and Control System (GCCS). These systems protect the
data flow from end-to-end and ensure the integrity of our transmissions.
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While there may also be systems we rely upon that are not encrypted, we need to
proactively work to get them protected. In the interim, we need to follow the basics
that have applied to radio transmissions for years. All traffic, classified and
unclassified, must be - - as a minimum - - bulk encrypted for transmission.

* Mission Tailored:

Successful information superiority is achieved by tailoring to the mission and task
organizing to support the customer and the operation. This means we must look at
how our component units are organized and equipped. Organizations and equipment
designed for World War III in Europe are not necessarily optimized for war in the
information age.

* Value Added:

Many advantages are achieved by leveraging rapidly advancing technology.
However, we must always ask ourselves up front, "What are the risks and
disadvantages of this capability?" Our challenge is to ensure the technology we
choose is value added to our forces.

Certainly everyone would agree, by the use of our technology we must never
compromise a unit, a team, or an individual operator. And yet, we have.

Two examples serve to illustrate the point. During Operation Desert Storm, we lost
pilots to the Iraqis due to a weakness in our information operations posture. The
pilots were equipped with a PRC-90 survival radio that broadcast on two separate
international distress frequencies. After the pilots were shot down, as instructed,
they turned the radios on and it became a time-distance contest favoring the enemy.

We also lost special operations forces trying to rescue the downed pilots. This was
not value added to either the special operations forces or to the pilots. It would have
been better if the pilots had not turned the radios on than to fire the proverbial red star
cluster that told the Iraqis exactly where they were.

The second example occurred during Operation Desert Shield when the Iraqis
attacked Khafji. As the out numbered U.S. forces pulled back rapidly, a rucksack
was left behind containing everything the individual owned, to include a radio and
three months of the cryptographic key. The matter was made worse by the fact that
the three months worth of key lost was also part of the Inter-Theater COMSEC
Program (ICP). It was the key being used by the entire theater of operation. Again,
by not acting well in advance of the event to plan for alternative keying material after
units arrived in theater, we allowed our forces to be put in an unfavorable position.
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Joint:

As the previous discussion and examples illustrate, the Air Force or Navy pilots may
be rescued by another Service or all forces may be affected by a cryptographic
compromise. Information superiority operations are inherently joint.

Planning Considerations:

0 Information superiority largely depends upon National systems.

e Information superiority must be provided down to the lowest possible tactical
level.

0 Communications systems do not follow the chain-of-command.

We have a vested interest in National systems for intelligence, logistics, communications,
command and control, and information superiority. Our planning must recognize the
strengths and weaknesses of our reliance on these systems.

While the specific information needs may differ, the principles of war and the principles
of information superiority apply to all levels of operation. Even the foot soldier is
dependent on the Global Positioning System (GPS) for navigation.

Today's - - and tomorrow's - - distributed network information systems are a fact of life
and are also different than many of us are used to. We must educate ourselves to make
wise use of their increased potential while simultaneously minimizing their weaknesses.

"We know what we are, but know not what we may be." William Shakespeare
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Architectural Tenets:

"* Seamless * Full Spectrum
"* Robust * Standards Compliant
"• Automated

The architectural tenets compliment the information superiority principles and position us
to make wise use of the increased potential of our networked systems.

* Seamless:

The tenet of seamless says we must allow information to flow freely through
networks as operationally required. This seamless flow of data addresses the
element of time. Much of the data flow is of direct use to forces without the
intervention of intermediate headquarters. The need for information flow is not
the same as the chain-of-command. Rather, it is a function of carrying out the
desires of the chain-of-command so information superiority is gained and
maintained.

Robust

By robust, we mean to provide multiple means of communication to support our
operations. As reliant as we are on the free flow of data, we must make sure our
forces - - and we - - are never single point sensitive. We must ensure we can
never be isolated by a single failure.

An integral part of seeking the affordable robustness we need is to harness the
power of switched systems to provide many alternative routes for
communications to flow. Properly engineered, modem switched networks do
automatic alternate routing around points of congestion and failure. In many
ways, they are self-healing.

One of our greatest challenges is to provide a communications architecture that is
flexible and adaptable to the changing needs of the command. While we cannot
get there overnight, we must ensure a command-wide emphasis is maintained
towards rapidly achieving this tenet. This command-wide attention will, by
necessity, mean using the tools discussed later to influence other commands and
agencies to change the way they currently do business. In large measure, our
ability to ensure information superiority depends on it.

o Automated:

This tenet builds on the two before it. Many of the necessary functions in
information operations are most effective or only effective when they are
automated. The tenet of automated says we need to harness automation for what
it can do best and to free the operators to do what they can do best.
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* Full Spectrum:

The frequency spectrum is a precious resource that must be carefully allocated
and proactively managed. It is through the use of the frequency spectrum that the
communication systems carrying the required data flow are made to work. When
the frequency allocation fills up, we become physically limited in how much data
flow we can handle. However, if we can use other portions of the frequency
spectrum then we can often simply switch to an available portion and continue to
do business. Our emphasis needs to be to increasingly attempt to utilize the full
frequency spectrum.

0 Standards Compliant:

Our operational support is enhanced by being standards compliant. While under
the banner of interoperability we have long sought standards compatibility among
the Services, the information age and the need for information superiority require
different priorities. In fact, at first blush the priorities appear to be just the
reverse from what we would expect.

To harness the power of the distributed networks and switched systems and to
take full advantage of the vast worldwide global network of commercial systems
we seek compliance in the following order. We seek first to use international
commercial standards, then U.S. commercial standards, and then finally, if and
only if there is an overriding operational reason or no other standards exist, to use
military standards.

Like the principles of war they compliment and enhance, the doctrinal principles and
architectural tenets described are easily understood on the surface, but have tremendous
ramifications on the actions we take. A story from a management class, that is reported
to be from a major aircraft manufacturer, may help put these new principles and tenets in
perspective.

According to the story, whenever an engineer had a hot idea for the President, such as the
concept for a new aircraft, it was frequently quite complex. The President's solution was
to offer a business card to the engineer and to ask the engineer to put the essence of his
idea on the back of the card. Inevitably, the response would be that his ideas for the new
aircraft were far too complex to fit on the back of a business card. The President's reply
to the engineer would be, "Then the idea is not ready for me yet."

In all likelihood, more than one person reading this paper will say to themselves that the
engineer was correct. The ideas behind an aircraft as complex as a modern airliner
simply would not fit on the back of a business card. Yet, when properly thought
through, the essence of such complexity can indeed fit neatly in a small space. For
example, the ideas and the thought process behind the equation E=mc2 are very complex,
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but fit neatly on a business card. Likewise, the thought process behind the doctrinal
principles and architectural tenets of information superiority is complex. Yet, these
principles and tenets also fit neatly on the back of a business card.

"A new idea is first condemned as ridiculous, and then dismissed as trivial, until
finally it becomes what everybody knows." William James
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Defensive Information Operations (DIO):

To properly address information superiority, we must understand that the offensive and
defensive operations are interrelated. One cannot be fully considered without the other.

In developing this paper, the threat assessment was taken from the Defense Science
Board Task Force on IW-D, dated November 1996. It says quite clearly that the threat is
out there. The threat is here today and will continue to grow into the new millennium.
By the year 2005, we expect widespread use by organized crime, terrorist group actions,
and foreign espionage. While the rest of this paper will concentrate on defensive
information operations (DIO), the key is that we are defending against someone else's
offensive information operations.

Figure 1: Threat Assessment
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The first rule of defense is to know yourself - - your strengths and your weaknesses. The
rapid advances in technology, the increasingly inter-related nature of global
communications, business, and information systems, as well as, the leading role the
United States plays in world affairs, all add up to the fact that the quest for successful
defensive information operations has no finish line. DIO must be an integral part of
everything we do.

If there is a bottom line to defensive information operations, it is continuing education
and training. While a single lapse in our defensive posture can make us vulnerable to an
attack, keeping all the holes plugged from a defensive point of view requires constant
effort and monetary investment. There are no easy solutions. Effectiveness is achieved
and maintained by continual effort over the long term. As stated earlier, our efforts must
focus on achieving a continuously improving operational capability.

"Nothing is worse than active ignorance." Johann Wolfgang Von Goethe
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Defensive Information Operations: An Instrument of Combat Power.

The pervasiveness of the considerations needed to achieve and maintain information
superiority says we need to view it in a similar way to the other instruments of combat
power.

"* Critical Intelligence: "Intelligence which is critical and requires the immediate
attention of the commander. It is required to enable the commander to make
decisions that will provide a timely and appropriate response to actions by the
potential/actual enemy. . ." Joint Pub 1-02.

"* Essential Elements of Information (EEI): "The critical items of information
regarding the enemy and the environment needed by the commander by a particular
time to relate with other available information and intelligence in order to assist in
reaching a logical decision." Joint Pub 1-02.

On a daily basis, in CONUS, in our AOR, and for a specific country or operation, there
are certain elements of information important enough to wake the commander up, even if
he has just gone to sleep after a prolonged period without rest. These elements would
indeed be critical intelligence. Other information is essential to decision making and
needs to be kept current and visible to the commander and staff alike. These elements
are essential elements of information. From the point of view of information superiority,
an example of both critical intelligence and essential elements of information might be
presented as follows:

Critical Intelligence:
* Basic load of information: specific country or operation.

Essential Elements of Information:
"* Basic load of information: CONUS, AOR.
"* National systems' status: generic capabilities; e.g., secure voice (Red Phone, STU III,

Grey Phone, STO Phone).
"* Command systems' status: CONUS, AOR, specific country or operation.

Based on the doctrinal principles and architectural tenets of information superiority, we
need to watch the National systems' status and the command systems' status. These
views keep the commander informed on the relative ability of the various
communications systems (including intelligence systems) to allow data flow. It also
helps to prioritize restoration efforts.

The basic load of information - - shown above as an example - - is split between the
essential level for CONUS and our AOR and the critical level for a specific country or
operation. The concept of a basic load of information is new and requires amplification.
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Rules for a Basic Load of Information:

"* Have a minimum of 72 hours of data information required to do your job.

"* Have, as a minimum, enough historical data to do your job for 90 days.

"* Carry with you all the non-changing data required to do your job.

Just as a weapons system - - an individual soldier, tank, aircraft, or ship - - would have a
basic load of ammunition and supplies, they must also have an appropriate basic load of
information. For the individual Marine or infantryman, the basic load of information
may be as simple as the commander's intent, the five-paragraph field order, a map, and a
compass azimuth. That basic load of information may also provide enough knowledge
for mission accomplishment for 12, 24, 48, or even 72 hours.

At higher levels, the situation gets more complex. However, we still need to continually
seek the answers to, "What is my basic load of information?" and "How long will that
basic load of information last?" The answers to these questions not only help us
prioritize restoration efforts during the immediacy of a current operation, but also over
the long term allow us to work to reduce vulnerabilities..

"I look for what needs to be done.., that's how the universe designs itself."
R. Buckminster Fuller
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The Tools to Do the Job:

As a direct result of our dependence on the global flow of data, we must use all of the
means of influence at our disposal to ensure a solid defensive posture. There are a
variety of tools to chose from and, in many cases, multiple tools will need to be used to
attain the desired result. The following is a partial list:

"* National Military Strategy
"* CINC's Integrated Priority List (IPL)
"* Joint Warrior Capability Assessment (JWCA)/Joint Requirements Oversight Council

(JROC) Process
"* Joint Military Readiness Report (JMRR)
"* Budget
"* CINC's Strategy
"• Policies, Procedures, and SOPs for HQs, Components, and Individual Directorates
"* OPORDS/OPLANS
"* Joint Doctrine
"* Tasking, e.g., the Defense Information Systems Agency (DISA) and the National

Security Agency (NSA)
"• Training
"* Education
"* Writing for Publication

The list purposely includes writing for publication so those we wish to influence - - both
within the command and beyond - - are given the benefit of the logic behind what we are
doing and can also become educated in defensive information operations.

Through education, by the coordinated use of the many tools at our disposal, and through
a unity of effort, we can achieve and maintain a continually improving operational
capability in defensive information operations.

"Minds are like parachutes, they only function when they are open."
Sir James Dewar
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Summary:

Achieving and maintaining information superiority is similar to the situation depicted in
the African fable that says:

Every morning in Africa, a gazelle wakes up. It knows that it must run faster than the
fastest lion or it will be killed!

Every morning in Africa, a lion wakes up. It knows that it must run faster than the
slowest gazelle or it will starve to death!

It doesn't matter whether you are a lion or a gazelle - - when the sun comes up, you had
better be running!

Indeed, attaining and maintaining information superiority is a race. It is a race we are
already running. It is a race we must continually lead.

Success depends on a team effort. Each of us brings experience to the operation that
others need. Each of us can also learn from what others are doing. Each of us will have
to pass on to our replacement what we have learned. The information superiority
marathon is unique in that the entry is open to anyone, teams can compete, and there is no
finish line. In other words, we are at war.

"Even if you are on the right track, if you stand still you'll get run over by the next
train." Will Rogers
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APPENDIX A:

The 25-Meter Target: A Practical Example.

The USCENTCOM information superiority strategy for the new millennium provides
guidance for the close in fight as well as the deep battle. However, since it is often
difficult to look deep, see deep, and think about the deep battle while the close in targets
keep popping up in profusion, an example of a 25 meter target may help provide
clarification and perspective. In the interests of time and simplicity, this example will
use the staff weather expert and consider the strategic to JTF levels of data flow. Just as
will need to be done in each functional area, to fully complete the picture, the analysis
would be finished down to the lowest tactical level by each directorate and component.

Figure 2: Everyone Predicts the Weather
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The weather folks were chosen for two reasons. First, most people consider themselves
to be knowledgeable of the weather and of what the weather people do. So we can easily
relate to the example (see figure 2). Second, Xena - - the Air Force Weather
Communications Vision - - closely follows this strategy. Xena uses the same doctrinal
principles and architectural tenets outlined in the USCENTCOM information superiority
strategy for the new millennium. Examining the doctrinal principles, planning
considerations, and architectural tenets, as they relate to the way the actual weather
support is provided today, may help the reader of this document to tie the undeniable
presence of the 25-meter target with the longer-range strategy.

In simple terms, on a daily basis raw and model weather data is collected from two major
CONUS sources, combined with local observations, reviewed in respect to historical
data, and the appropriate forecasts prepared. Essentially, this same procedure is
followed both in garrison and while deployed. Viewed in relation to the doctrinal
principles, we find a majority of strengths as well as some weaknesses to work on.

Doctrinal Principles:

Global:

The Fleet Numerical Meteorological and Oceanography Center (FLENUMETOCCEN) in
Monterey, California and the Air Force Global Weather Central (AFGWC) at Offutt
AFB, Nebraska are the sources of raw and model simulation data used by our forces on a
global basis. Local observations provided by the respective national governments are
also important sources of data in preparing the daily forecasts. The Naval
Oceanographic Office and the Air Force Climatology Center issue annual historical
updates giving a preferred minimum of 10 years of data. Less than 10 years of historical
data - - depending on the exact geographic location in the AOR - - is suspect. These
sources are used in support of the full spectrum of conflict.

Analysis: big strength, slight weakness. The centralized capabilities are far more
powerful than widely dispersed forecasters could produce on their own. However, the
products must be distributed to be of value to the commander.

Secure:

One way to access the global sources of information is via the Secure Internet Protocol
Router Network (SIPRNET). These global sources are open to anyone having access to
the SECRET level network. Both the Global Command and Control System (GCCS)
and "INTELink S" are National Security Agency (NSA) approved secret level networks
that use the SIPRNET and allow access to both CONUS weather centers. The Non-
classified Internet Protocol Router Network (NIPRNET) also provides access to the same
information and is password protected, but provides no NSA encryption.
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Commercial phones, with modems, also provide an unclassified dial in capability to
CONUS weather facilities. Like its NIPRNET counterpart, this unclassified access is
password protected. There is no STU III dial in capability.

Analysis: strengths and weaknesses. NSA secure networks provide the single best
protection we can provide our forces. However, they are still vulnerable to the current
threat of disgruntled employees, incompetent users, and internal hackers. Good
defensive information operations would add password protection, such as exists for users
who access the data through the NIPRNET. The password protection for both
NIPRNET and commercial phone users also needs to incorporate the routine use of
common hacker tools by the system administrators at the central depositories. This will
ensure the passwords provide the best degree of protection possible.

A recent check of 1,300 users at a unified command found 300 easily broken passwords
on the first check. This was the initial check run after conversion to a new operating
system. After the first check, the users were notified to change their passwords
following standard practices designed to guard against known hacker procedures. The
second check found no passwords that could be broken.

The significant point is that, while the protection we seek is afforded by a series of
protective measures, all firewalls are not equal. Nor do all passwords provide the same
degree of protection. There is a difference in quality.

While passwords help protect against unauthorized users, they do not protect either the
information request itself or the response. Weather requests about predicted winds aloft
or about predicted sea states could easily provide a tip-off about an impending airborne or
an amphibious operation. Unclassified requests for weather information in support of
operations is a definite weakness.

Mission Tailored:

As military requirements develop, major CONUS centers serve as resources to
forecasters worldwide. For example, in preparation for an airborne operation, the
volumes of available data that are not needed - - such as tide tables and sea states - - is
ignored while the required information - - such as light data and predicted winds aloft - -
for the specific operational area is pulled. Similarly too, local observations and historical
data can be tailored to support the desired end product.

Analysis: big strength. The common practice employed here is known as "user pull"
and makes efficient use of the transmission media to support the required data flow.

Value Added:

The relatively easy access to the large volumes of warehoused raw data and the products
of powerful simulation models provide accuracy and the ability to analyze variables that
would otherwise not be available. Since only the data requested and the products of the
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simulation models are passed, efficient use is made of the transmission media. Most
importantly, the deployed commander has access to tools not otherwise available.

Analysis: big strength. The value added is obvious and the one possible weakness - -
that of an intruder being able to corrupt the data - - is greatly minimized by the computer
models themselves as well as the "man-in-the-loop." It just so happens that the nature of
the weather forecaster's business means that they frequently are provided bad data.
Inaccurate readings or readings improperly entered and transmitted must be screened out
by the individuals using the information. Due to the routine use of historical data, the
forecaster usually knows the normal expected range of the readings.

Joint:

Weather operations draw heavily from joint doctrine. They also capitalize on the various
Service areas of expertise to provide truly joint capabilities and products.

Analysis: big strength. The weather services are making maximum use of joint common
user systems. To do so, they must be standards compliant. The end result is the
effective use of data transmission resources and the ability to exercise maximum
flexibility in the accomplishment of their mission.

Planning Considerations:

The weather capability also follows the information superiority planning considerations
quite closely. The weather forecasters make maximum and wise use of the National
systems and provide parallel capabilities down to the lowest possible tactical level.
Likewise, their effective use of these systems recognizes the strength of distributed
networks that do not follow the chain-of-command.

Architectural Tenets:

When the weather operations are reviewed in relation to the architectural tenets, we again
find a majority of strengths as well as some weaknesses to work on.

Seamless:

The tenet of seamless is fundamental to the accomplishment of Xena, the Air Force
Weather Communications Vision. It is key to their global support of their customers.
By the very nature of the way they do business, they have accomplished this objective.

Analysis: big strength. The only caution here is that technology is evolving rapidly and
there is a constant need to modernize. This translates to ensuring there is adequate
money in the budget to upgrade equipment as the common user systems and the common
user software evolve independently.
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The Defense Information Systems Agency (DISA) is key for staying seamless on a global
basis. The USCENTCOM/J6 is the primary source for internal standards. Working
together, they can ensure the seamless tenet stays a big strength for the command.

Robust:

The routine use of multiple common user systems - - such as the SIPRNET, the
NIPRNET, and the Global Broadcast System (GBS) - - local observations, and historical
data provide a very robust capability. This tenet drives the way the weather business is
assessed. As a result, the weather forecaster is well positioned to work through
adversity.

Analysis: big strength. By being able to use all means available, weather enjoys an
enviable position. Barring a major and prolonged attack on our communications
infrastructure, they will be able to get the information they need. Even if cut off
completely; local observations, historical data, and the ability to run micro-scale models
will permit the production of acceptable forecasts.

Automated:

The weather business has automated extensively and yet maintained the "man-in-the-
loop" to good advantage. The use of computers and easily transportable software and
historical data using CD ROM technology, together with positioning skilled personnel
with the commands they support, is the smart combination called for by this tenet. They
have indeed harnessed automation for what it can do best and freed the operators to do
what they do best.

Analysis: big strength.

Full Spectrum:

Due to the collective actions taken by the weather operations personnel, they make
maximum use of the frequency spectrum available today - - and maybe even better use of
HF than many other functional areas. They are also planning to use other portions of the
frequency spectrum, such as offered by the Global Broadcast System (GBS), as soon as it
is routinely available worldwide.

Analysis: big strength.

Standards Compliant:

In pursuit of this tenet, the weather personnel have gone as far as they can go alone.
Further progress is the domain of DISA and the J6.

Analysis: big strength, significant weakness. The big strength is that at the present, for
what can be done practically by the weather service organizations, they have achieved
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this tenet. The significant weakness is that until commercial standards are set and in
place, this Command can not fully capitalize on the seamless robustness provided by the
rapidly evolving international commercial service providers. Today, the international
standards for the Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) are forecast to be in place by late
1999. Yet, DOD does not yet have a policy in place requiring conversion to ATM by the
year 2000. Since the budget for the fiscal year 2000 has been completed, that means we
may not have money in-place to make the conversion, nor be able to truly capitalize on
the robustness of international commercial networks.

A number of the Command's tools can be brought to bear on this weakness. The near
term, and most readily accomplished, is the JWCA/JROC process. The readiness report
(JMRR) is another effective tool. Once the needed policy is in place and the ATM
conversion is programmed, the CINC's Integrated Priority List (IPL) will help keep the
issue in the spotlight. Other tools - - such as writing for publication - - can also help
educate people to the importance of the issue.

One caution is in order. This is a quick look at a single staff function. The weather
function is likely one of the most healthy in terms of defensive information operations.
In all probability, a review of the remaining staff functions will not only further support
this analysis, but also provide other areas of weakness as well.

Basic Load of Information:

Finally, we turn to the basic load of information for the weather personnel both at home
and in the AOR. Again, from the information superiority perspective, the weather staff
is well prepared. Information superiority is neither a wartime effort, nor a peacetime
effort. Successful information operations are a full-time effort and the weather staff uses
essentially the same tools, sources, historical information, and common user networks in
garrison and when deployed.

Rules for a Basic Load of Information:

"* Have a minimum of 72 hours of data information required to do your job.

"* Have, as a minimum, enough historical data to do your job for 90 days.

"* Carry with you all the non-changing data required to do your job.

The basic load of information for the USCENTCOM JTF stand-alone weather capability
allows a variety of equipment to be used effectively. This equipment includes:

* A small tactical terminal (STT) which is a satellite receiver capable of direct feed
from satellites overhead. It is also Internet Protocol (IP) network capable which
facilitates the seamless exchange of data.
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" Three desktop or laptop computers for accessing CONUS weather facilities via
SIPRNET or NIPRNET. Weather data obtained varies from raw data, to model
output, to large scale "man-in-the-loop" finished product.

" A tactical forecast station (UNIX) to access the grided database via the SIPRNET and
the NIPRNET.

"* Navy tactical environmental support system (TESS) to access oceanographic data via
the SIPRNET and the NIPRNET.

" Commercial phones, with modems, to provide an unclassified dial in capability to
CONUS weather facilities. Weather data obtained is the same as through the
computer, but much slower.

"* The charts and maps used by weather personnel are provided as part of the product
from both CONUS based sources and via the satellite. Other charts and maps are
produced locally from the data on hand.

SOPs and deployment binders contain historical data and written regional climatological
studies by experts.

The basic load of information is updated constantly and is good for 2 tol0 days of
operation without refreshment, depending on the situation - - METT-T (mission, enemy,
terrain, troops, and time) plus seasonal and geographical considerations. However, a
significant shortfall is that the basis of weather prediction relies on cooperation of all the
world's governments. Regional stress can cause drastic change in the availability of host
nation, coalition, and - - naturally - - enemy data. Over time, the quality of the data will
degrade if local observations for individually perceived national security reasons are not
made available.

"Know the ground, know the weather, your victory will then be total." Sun Tzu
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APPENDIX B:

Note: The mission essential tasks in this appendix were originally written for
USCENTCOM Exercise INTERNAL LOOK 98. However, these tasks are universal and
should be routinely applied to operations and exercises. Their routine use will help
provide some of the key metrics necessary to judge the progress of an organization in
providing a continuously improving defensive information operations posture.

Defensive Information Operations (DIO) Mission Essential Tasks For Exercise
INTERNAL LOOK 98

Exercise INTERNAL LOOK 98 provides an opportunity to take a command-wide look at
defensive information operations (DIO) from a systems perspective. Most of the
capabilities we rely upon were developed over the years to satisfy individual or limited
network requirements. While these capabilities may satisfy operational needs, they may
also make us vulnerable to offensive information operations. Following the guidelines
of the Information Superiority Strategy, this review will document our strengths and our
weaknesses. Once documented, we can better capitalize on our strengths and move
quickly to minimize our weaknesses.

DIO mission essential tasks are keyed to the Information Superiority Strategy's doctrinal
principles, planning considerations, and architectural tenets. The general category
applies to everyone. Consistent with the information superiority strategy, individual
components and directorates must develop the tasks, conditions, and standards of the
specific category of mission essential tasks to fit their operational situation.

Note: For many of these tasks, there is no right or wrong answer, nor is there necessarily
an answer that will be consistently correct from operation to operation. Rapidly
developing technology and techniques - - both offensive and defensive - - require a
periodic re-evaluation of the strengths and weaknesses of systems and networks followed
by a conscious operationally based decision concerning their employment and use.

A. General:

1. Doctrinal Principles.

* Global:.

Task: Apply the same DIO measures to all systems used by or supporting the
Command.

Condition: During daily garrison and deployed operations.

Standard: Consistent DIO standards are applied throughout the Command to keep
USCENTCOM above the point of vulnerability.
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* Secure:

Task: Communications systems will be encrypted for transmission.

Condition: During daily garrison and deployed operations.

Standard: 100% of the communications systems used are - - as a minimum - - bulk
encrypted.

Task: Utilize a secure means of communication as the primary way of conducting
business.

Condition: During daily garrison and deployed operations.

Standard: 100% of business is conducted using secure communications means.

* Mission Tailored:

Task: Tailor access to information on a need-to-know basis.

Condition: During daily garrison and deployed operations.

Standard: Access to information is consciously granted on a need-to-know basis.

Task: Use compartmentalization with password protection on data systems, e.g., GCCS
and "home pages."

Condition: During daily garrison and deployed operations.

Standard: Access to information is consciously granted on a need-to-know basis.

e Value Added:

Task: Evaluate systems to determine their "value added" components, i.e., strengths and
weaknesses.

Condition: During daily garrison and deployed operations.

Standard: Considering our own offensive information operation capabilities, categorize
the applicable properties and characteristics of the systems.
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Task: Employ systems to capitalize on their "value added" strengths and to minimize
their weaknesses below the point of vulnerability.

Condition: During daily garrison and deployed operations.

Standard: Employed systems have known strengths and weaknesses and are employed

so they present an operationally acceptable risk.

Task: Properly handle advanced warning of information operation attacks, actual
attacks, and attempts at penetration in accordance with standard operating procedures
(SOP).

Condition: During daily garrison and deployed operations.

Standard: SOP are in place and everyone is trained to handle advanced warning of
information attacks, actual attacks, and attempts at penetration.

0 Joint:

Task: Communications systems present equal ease of access to the Headquarters and to
the Components.

Condition: During daily garrison and deployed operations.

Standard: Electronic voice, data, and VTC systems are directly accessible by those with
a need-to-know.

2. Planning Considerations.

0 Information superiority largely depends upon National systems.

Task: Make maximum use of National systems.

Condition: During daily garrison and deployed operations.

Standard: Effective use is made of National systems in support of operations.
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* Information superiority must be provided down to the lowest possible tactical
level.

Task: Engineer systems to allow need-to-know accessibility from the lowest possible
tactical level.

Condition: During daily garrison and deployed operations.

Standard: Conscious operational decisions are made in determining requirements for
need-to-know accessibility down to the lowest tactical level.

* Communications systems do not follow the chain-of-command.

Task: Engineer systems to provide maximum effective information flow.

Condition: During daily garrison and deployed operations.

Standard: Systems are engineered to capitalize on their technical capabilities to provide
maximum effective information flow, e.g., switched common-user networks.

3. Architectural Tenets.

* Seamless:

Task: Provide communication systems that allow the unimpeded flow of information
throughout the Command on an "as required" basis.

Condition: During daily garrison and deployed operations.

Standard: Communications systems across the Command allow for the unimpeded flow
of required information, i.e., full interoperability.

* Robust:

Task: No capability or organization is vulnerable to isolation by a single failure (single
point sensitive).

Condition: During daily garrison and deployed operations.

Standard: A minimum of two separate means of communication is provided to prevent
single point sensitivity of any capability or organization.
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0 Automated:

Task: Identify operations that can be improved by automation.

Condition: During daily garrison and deployed operations.

Standard: Routine and repetitious procedures are automated to the maximum extent
possible.

Task: Identify automated operations that can be improved by using a manual process.

Condition: During daily garrison and deployed operations.

Standard: Automation is appropriately applied to the operation.

* Full Spectrum:

Task: Determine the portions of the frequency spectrum that can satisfy each operational
requirement.

Condition: During daily garrison and deployed operations.

Standard: Each requirement must be capable of being satisfied by a minimum of two
distinct portions of the frequency spectrum.

* Standards Compliant:

Task: Determine the standards for each capability and rank order by: international
commercial standards, U.S. commercial standards, military standards, and no common
standards (proprietary).

Condition: During daily garrison and deployed operations.

Standard: Standards should follow the priority order of international commercial
standards first, then U.S. commercial standards (if there are no applicable international
commercial standards), and finally - - if and only if there are over-riding operational
requirements or no commercial standards - - use military standards.

B. Specific: To be published by individual staff directorates, sections, and operational
elements.
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C. Essential Elements of Information:

" Status of National systems: Green, yellow, or red in terms of being able to provide
the required data flow for the deployed command to maintain information superiority.

" Status of Command systems: Green, yellow, or red in terms of being able to provide
the required data flow for the deployed command to maintain information superiority.

D. Basic Load of Information:

Task: Determine a basic load of information for the individual staff directorate, section,
or operational element.

Condition: During daily garrison and deployed operations.

Standard: The basic load of information must be sufficient to allow the unit to
adequately accomplish its mission for 72 hours.

Task: Maintain a basic load of information throughout the operation (pre-deployment,
deployment, operation, and recovery).

Condition: During daily garrison and deployed operations.

Standard: Each functional portion of staff and operating entity maintains enough
information to adequately accomplish the mission and commander's intent for a 72-hour
period.

24 October 1997

"Management by objective works if you first think through your objectives. Ninety
percent of the time you haven't." Peter F. Drucker
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"Nothing great was ever achieved without enthusiasm."

Ralph Waldo Emerson
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CEDSS

Domestic Support Operations vs CT Support Operations

Problems:

Medical Assistance: Elderly & Infirm
Triage Centers in coordination with

Hospitals & Treatment Centers
Evacuation & Treatment - Bum Centers

Communications: Re-establish Regional & Inter-Agency Links

Intelligence/Information: Differentiate & Direct

Asset Control
& Management: Mobile Hospital Units - Direct &Control

Logistics - Food, Water, Medicine
Transportation

Law Enforcement: Coordinated and Directed



Center for Emergency Disaster Studies & Strategies

Evaluate Concepts & Principles of Available Domestic Support

Define the Roles and Responsibilities of all available Domestic Agencies
and the limits and parameters of their Assistance

Legal Considerations & Restraints

Evaluate the Availability of Logistics and Limits on Support Operations

Develop Simulation Training Modules that Integrate the Lessons Learned from
prior natural disasters and Integrate Available Agency Capabilities

Prepare Emergency Disaster Directors and Teams with realistic scenarios
resulting from: Lesson Learned

Resources Available (MOAs & MOUs)
Technology Developed

Review and Integrate in a real-time mode, each new natural Disaster in light
of the above considerations, and disseminate the lessons learned and
experiences of participants.

Provide a Forum for the Exchange of Information, Development of Simulation
Training Symposiums, Training of Emergency Personnel, and Stimulate
Technology Development.



C 41: Compounded Crisis Response Operations

Amidst the chaos and ravages that are part and parcel of natural disasters such as a

Hurricane, Flood, Earthquake or Volcanic eruption, in the despair and frustration that

inevitably becomes an integral part of the recovery, search and rescue, damage

assessment and response initiatives that follow these disasters, imagine, if you would,

that a group of people (terrorists) representing a foreign, unfriendly nation or perhaps, a

dissident internal militia-type group were to strike at the very core of such an existing

disaster. The introduction of a chemical or biological agent, by such a group, or even

cataclysmic bombings of POL storage sites located in a disaster area, causing massive,

additional casualties, would introduce a new and almost paralyzing element to events.

Such an attack, during a large-scale natural disaster could not be addressed, identified,

treated or controlled due to the breakdown in normal command (Civil Authority), control

(Law Enforcement) and communications (telephone, power, radio, television,

transportation, etc.) links. No amount of normal disaster planning could predict such an

event, nor prevent massive casualties, nor compensate for the overwhelming disruption to

normal civil authorities recovery operations.

Existing disaster agencies, in addition to medical facilities and National Guard support

assets, would all be overwhelmed by the speed and intensity of such events, and or their

capabilities to deal with.

This type of attack would most probably be followed by an announcement of the group's

responsibility for this terrorist act, with threats of additional further devastating strikes to

follow, further exacerbating the public's helplessness and frustrations. This public

acknowledgement of responsibility and the demands of the responsible individuals or

group would be aimed at inducing public panic, which is the very goal of such a terrorist

act.

Demands for a swift responses to these attacks and threats of further strikes, in the midst

of the chaos that follows natural disasters, would be lost in the cries for assistance, from



all levels of government assistance, and the inevitable inter-agency bickering that arises

between agencies vying for lead authority (To determine whether there exists a Crime

scene or a Disaster site). For example, in the Oklahoma City bombing, the immediate

determination that a crime scene scenario existed requiring isolation of the entire area of

the disaster, hampered rescue operations. The subsequent bickering over legal authority

between agencies such as the FBI, AT&F, State Police or CT Task Forces, wasted

precious rescue tasks. Every agency issued news releases via its PR coordinators,

announcing that it was in charge and should be the only single coordinating agency

addressing the situation.

2



Determining the extent of the threat and damage resulting from such an insidious attack

would be hampered by:

Broken communications links,

Power out - Telephone lines severed - Emergency Crews Overwhelmed

Inaccessibility to the damaged areas,

Road networks inaccessible - trapped civilians require medical

assistance or evacuation -

Overflowing casualty reports,

differentiate victims of natural disaster versus attack - determine

level and type of assistance required - determine support

assistance required - set up triage centers and direct victims to

appropriate treatment centers.

Evaluate which level of government (local, state, national or Joint Task Force)

assistance is required and available:

"* Biological - Chemical

"* Medical supplies required - sources identified - support confirmed

and coordinated

"* Determine a needs assessment for military support -

"* Transportation

"* Medical assistance

"* Surgical teams

"* Medivac

"* Emergency treatment Centers

"* Communications support

* Re-establish commo links to all elements of

Recovery effort

"* Transportation assets

* Vehicle & Aviation support

"* Technical support

• Water purification units

3



"* Engineering equipment and teams

"* Decontamination units

Logistics Support

"* Food - Medical Supplies

"* Portable food kitchens

4



ing. The U.S. Office of Technology Assess-
ment once estimated that a small private
plane, with 220 pounds of anthrax spores,T h eflying over Washington on a ear, wind-
less night, could trail an invisible, odor-

lesmist that would kill between I1ilo
ad3million people.b io lo g ic a lHowever, retired Army Col. Karl Lowe,an arms-control expert, argued in a recentDetecting an attack is just the first problem essay that it would be very hard for terror-

ists to carry off a biological attack. many

Y MACMILLA ........ biologicals can be dissipated by
wind or rain, or must be ingested
in such enormous amounts as to
make their use as a weapon of
inaiss destruction impossible.

Though difficult to execute, a
biological attack would be virtual-
ly impossible to detect in its early
"stages. "Ideally we would like to

deelop a detection system using
something remote, like a laser
beam that could detect and iden-

• M-•i• •tify a biological agent at standoff
-', , •distances," says Assistant De-

., fense Secretary Harold Smith.
* :But that prospect is years away, so

,. •.i. the Pentagon is trying to develop
a "point detector" that could be

-.. mounted on a remote-controlled
"vehicle. It should be able to sniff

air samples and determine within
""15 minutes whether any of 26

.N. dangerous agents are present, ac-
cording to Brig. Gen. John Does-

S i •burg, whose command awarded
the first contract for such a vehi-
"cle last month.

In the BIDS detector system, it can take a half-hour to determine if deadly microbes are present. The best detector now is a
Humvee mounted with what ap-

BYNICHOLAS HORROCK during the 1991 Persian Gulf war, and its pears to be a small Hansel and Gretel
biological weapons program continues, house with three chimneys, named in the

t merica is stepping up preparations according to intelligence experts; a 1995 Army's cumbersome fashion the Biologi-
to cope with biological wrarate. Tokyo attack in which thke e terror- cal Integrated Detection System, or BIDS.
This month, at undisclosed loca- ist group Aum spread nerve gas in the sub- The problem with BIDS is that it takes two
tions in Denver, medical and weap- way system killing 12 people; and a little persons to operate, requires 30 to 45 min-

ons experts will begin to assess the city's publicized conviction in Ohio last month utes to identify biological agents (an eter-
ability to contend with terrorists using of a microbiologist named Larry Wayne nity in combat), and can simultaneously
biological, radiological, or chemical Harris, who pleaded guilty to fraudulently identify only four. Next year, DOD will
weapons of mass destruction. Denver is obtaining bubonic plague cultures. Har- field a temporary improvement, the Air
the first of 120 cities where federal au- ris, who has ties to right-wing groups, was Base/Port Biological Detection system, at
thorities will evaluate emergency capabil- sentenced to 18 months probation and bases in two areas of high tension, like

*oities under a $42.6 million Domestic Pre- community service. The plague cultures South Korea and Saudi Arabia.
paredness Program that is the largest were obtained by Harris with such ease On the civilian side, a law passed last
civil defense initiative since the Cold War. that in 1996 Congress tightened laws on year requires DOD to go beyond troop pro-
This program begins two weeks after the commerce in deadly biological materials tection and assist in civil defense. An inci-
Pentagon granted the first contract in a to make sure they were ordered for legiti- dent in Washington, D.C., last month add-
possible $400 million program to devel- mate medical and scientific purposes. ed urgency to the effort. The headquarters
op a detection system to sniff out deadly Poor man's nukes. The CIAnow says Iraq of the B'nai B'rith, the national Jewish
airborne microbes spread by an enemy. has been joined byNorth Korea, Iran, Lib- service organization, received a package

Three events have created the new ur- ya, Syria, and even China in the quest to with a threatening note andthelaboratory
gency: Iraq deployed missiles bearing an- make biological weapons. Their motive is words for anthraxon it Itturned out to be
thrax germs, botulinum (a toxin that simple: Biologicals are cheaper and easier harmless, but had anthrax been loose in
spreads the deadly disease botulism), and to make than nuclear or chemical weap- Washington's downtown, U.S. readiness
afilatoxin (a poison derived from mold) ons, and they can be equally as devastat- would have faced the supreme test. I
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In a Test, Agencies Brace
For a Terrorist Assault

Officials to Stage Mock Disaster in TriBeCa
By KIT R. ROANE BeCa with the mission of limiting the

With an eye toward reducing the damage done by a hypothetical

)otential danger of a terrorist chemi- chemical attack.
,al attack, the city's Office of Emer- "We regularly do disaster drills to
gency Management started a series keep the system in shape," said one
Af antiterrorism drills yesterday that law enforcement official, who spoke
will culminate today with a full-scale on condition of anonymity. "In this
enactment of a toxic disaster in Tri- case, we know to be prepared, that it
BeCa. is going to happen, but haven't been

The drills, which began yesterday given any particulars. Basically we
morning in 42 city hospitals, are de- will show up and if we step into a bad
signed to test the reaction of emer- spot, we become victims."
gency response agencies to a chemi- Mr. Hauer said that eight weeks
cal gas attack similar to the one that ago his office worked with Nassau

occurred in Tokyo two years ago. In County officials through a mock
that attack, members of the Aum plane crash near -Kennedy interna-
Shinrikyo cult released homemade tional Airport, hoping to improve in-
nerve gas on several subway cars, ter-agency response to disasters like
killing a dozen people and injuring last year's crash of TWA Flight 800.
3,800 more. He also said that $1 million in De-

The drill planned for today is to partment of Defense funds has been
involve hundreds of city, state and used for disaster-preparedness
Federal law enforcement officers, training for more than 3,600 New
Although New York City's public Yorkers, who went back to their vari-
safety departments staged a similar ous agencies and trained others.
mock attack in a subway station one Although city agencies have beenmonth after the disaster in Japan, conducting such training exercises,
mowentftrcmernth diisalst involv in, for years, antiterrorism experts said
law enforcement officials involved n that governments had increasingly
today's test said that the city would been focusing on the complexities -

be concentrating on an above-ground raised by chemical attacks since the
scenario.

"We are dealing with sonme new
issues and want to figure out the best
way to react to them," said Jerome At 42 hospitals, the
Hauer, the director of the Mayor's
Office of Emergency Management, ario of tre
who said the exercise has been nine scen ating
months in the planning. "We are
always trying to improve our emer- exposure to
gency planning and response to vari-
ous situations and this is nothing chemicals.
new. This is not in response to any
real threat."

'During a news conference yester-
day, Mayor Rudolph W. Giuliani said attack in the Tokyo subways.
that while there has been no specific Brian Jenkins, the deputy chair-
threat, concerns were raised in man of the investigative consulting
March when the police responded to firm of Kroll Associates, noted that'
a report that 15 drums labeled Sarin in the last two years several people,
gas - the type used in Tokyo by the have been arrested after brewing
Aum Shinrikyo cult - had been chemicals and labeling them Sarin
found in a house in Douglaston, gas. Others, he said, had taken to
Queens. The drums were later deter-
mined to have contained a harmless sending packages of a gelatinous
gas, but Mr. Giuliani said yesterday substance to politicians they did not
that he, the police and fire commis- like. As opposed to the bombings that
sioners and Mr. Hauer "thought it terrorists have employed in the past,
would be a good idea to go through a Mr. Jenkins, who was also the RAND
formal exercise, just in case." Corporation's research director on

"The purpose of it is to improve terrorism, said that any scenario
our emergency procedures," the where chemicals were used would be
Mayor said. "There is no reason to fraught with uhknown difficulties.
believe that something like that is Among them would be identifying
going to happen." Ah n themic ou ld figur ing -

The exercise began yesterday the chemical used, figuring out
morning with volunteers visiting the whether the vapor was coming from*
42 hospitals with complaints of vari- a liquid or some type of dispersion
ous symptoms of chemical exposure, device- and attempting to help vic-
Mr. Hauer said. The doctors and tims without spreading the contami-
nurses at the hospitals, all of whom nation.
know that the symptoms were being "If you see people gasping, chok-
reported as part of the test, were ing and falling down," he said, "do
charged with figuring out the type of you immediately rush over and try to
chemical exposure that matched the help evacuate people - thereby po-,
symptoms and how best to treat the
victims without becoming a victim tentially becoming a victim yourself
themselves or spreading the con- - or do you wait? This is not like a
tamination. fire or explosion because chemical

This exercise is to continue today weapons require special handling.
with nearly 1,000 law enforcement Ever since the Tokyo incident, a lot
officers and emergency workers de- of people have been grappling with
scending on a two-block area in Tri- difficult issues like these."



National Security

says Lt. Col. Arthur Corbett, commander
of the Marine Corps Chemical/Biological
Incident Response Force (CBIRF), whose
members participated in the demonstra-
tion. As a result, they are more likely to re-
sort to terrorism, using biological and
chemical weapons against U.S. troops and

ly civilians, he says.
Biological and chemical weapons have

long been considered the poor nation's
nuclear weapon, because they are com-
paratively easy and cheap to develop and
use and can kill thousands.

Defense officials estimate that about 30
countries possess mature chemical and
biological weapons programs, at least 12
of which have advanced missile capabili-
ties. In a speech at the University of Geor-
gia in April, Defense Secretary William
Cohen said, "This scenario of a nuclear,
biological or chemical weapon in the
hands of a terrorist cell or rogue nation is
not only plausible, it's really quite real."

FBI Director Louis Freeh is so con-
cerned about terrorism in the United

he scenario was plausible: Congress was States he has tripled the bureau's counter-
preparing to vote on controversial legisla- terrorism force over the last three years,
tion that was sure to incite furor among raising to 2,600 the number of FBI person-
extremist groups hostile to the govern- nel dedicated to the effort. The CIA, too,
ment. Fearing a terrorist attack, Washing- has weighed in with a recently created
ton emergency and security workers were Terrorism Warning Group, "whose sole
on alert. Just in case it was needed, a Ma- mission is to make sure that civilian and
rine Corps counter-terrorism unit was military leaders are alerted to specific ter-

The Pentagon standing by at a naval base in Anacostia, a rorist threats," CIA Director George Tenet
takes aim few miles south of Capitol Hill. told the Senate Appropriations Commit-

So when "terrorists" released the tee in May. At the same hearing, Freeh

against chemical deadly nerve gas sarin into an under- said several Middle East terrorist organi-
a ground parking garage across from the zations have U.S. cells, "which could be

and bi;OlOgCal Rayburn House Office Building on April used to support terrorist activity here."

terrorism 30, the Marines and District of Columbia To beef up defenses against such an at-
emergency personnel responded quickly tack, the Federal Emergency Management
in a portentous demonstration of how the Agency is heading up an interagency Do-

By Katherine Mclntire Peters military can assist local officials facing mestic Preparedness Program to develop
global threats. More than 100 Marines, a coordinated federal response to terror-

A many wearing chemical-protection suits ism and enhance state and local response
L and gas masks, and carrying electronic de- capabilities.tection and monitoring equipment, The case for such a program was well-

swarmed the area around the garage, as- made April 24, just a week prior to the Ma-
sisting "sick" pedestrians. The Marines rine Corps' Capitol Hill demonstration,
quickly set up tents where patients could when mail-room personnel at the Washing-
be sprayed with a bleach solution to de- ton headquarters of the Jewish service or-
contaminate them so medical personnel ganization B'nai B'rith discovered a pack-
could begin treatment. age containing a broken Petri dish with a

Although the demonstration was label suggesting it held the deadly bacterial
staged, the threat is real. Two years ago, agent anthrax. More than 100 workers
"members of a Japanese cult killed 12 peo- were quarantined for over eight hours and
ple and sickened nearly 5,000 others when several city blocks were cordoned off
they released satin gas into the Tokyo sub- while emergency personnel responded to
way. The incident heightened concern the situation. Because Washington fire-
about the vulnerability of U.S. cities to fighters do not have decontamination

Ssimilar acts of terrorism, tents, some employees were forced to strip
"Most of our adversaries now know bet- to their underwear in public while they

ter than to go against us force-on-force," were sprayed with a solution of bleach and
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Marines assist local emergenrqy
response workers in the Wash-
ington drill, rushing stretchers
to "sick" victims.

Emergency teams rush to help victims after a simulated
chemical attack in a Capitol Hill parking garage.

water in case they had been exposed to the some chemical and biological
lethal agent. Only many hours later did sci- agents, secure the area and help •.
entists at the Naval Medical Research Insti- preserve the crime scene for law tz"`
tute in Bethesda, Md., determine the pack- enforcement officials.

age was a hoax. "Everybody wants to catch the
fish but nobody wants to clean them," Members are specially trained to handle

A Growing Arsenal says Corbett, referring to the glamour of a multitude of hazardous materials and
Under the Domestic Preparedness Pro- catching terrorists compared to dealing operate sophisticated detection and
gram, the Defense Department will take with the results of their acts. "We at monitoring equipment.
the lead in evaluating and training officials CBIRF clean fish." "My people do dangerous work,"
in the 120 largest U.S. cities, beginning CBIRF is only one weapon in the Penta- Madere says. "It's not pleasant or pretty."
with 27 cities this year. gon's growing arsenal to combat chemical While most of the calls for assistance

The 1997 Defense authorization bill and biological terrorism. The Pentagon is are for accidents or to rectify the haz-
provides $42.6 million for the program, in- establishing a Chem-Bio Quick Response ardous weapons disposal practices of the
cluding $6.6 million to support Health and Force, which includes CBIRF, several past, terrorism looms large. In March,
Human Services Department metropoli- Army research and tactical units, and the New York City police arrested amateur
tan medical strike teams which could pro- military's chemical depots. chemist Lester Deily for reckless endan-
vide emergency health-care response fol- Lt. Col. Timothy Madere commands the germent following a three-hour standoff
lowing a terrorist attack. The Clinton Army's Technical Escort Unit, based at after they were called to his home after re-
administration requested an additional Aberdeen Proving Ground, Md. The unit is ceiving reports of hazardous material in
$48 million for the Defense Department's expert at handling, dismantling and dis- his front yard. After the arrest, city offi-
support for the Defense Preparedness posing of chemical and biological cials called in members of the Technical
Program in 1998. weapons. At a time when many units are Escort Unit when they discovered a canis-

The Capitol Hill demonstration sent a facing cuts, the 152-member unit will grow ter labeled "Biological Hazard/Sarin Gas"
useful message about the resources the to 180 positions to better handle their bur- in Deily's home, along with 200 gallons of
military can bring to bear in the event of geoning mission list. jet fuel and other explosive material, sci-
an attack on civilians, says Lt. Gen. "We're very busy," Madere says. Last entific equipment and generators. The
Clrles Wilhelm, commander of U.S. Ma- year, technical escort teams responded to Army team removed the canister back to
rine Corps Forces, Atlantic. Wilhelm es- hundreds of calls for assistance. The calls Aberdeen where they tested it for the gas.
tablished CBIRF in April 1996, under or- were for a range of things: A soldier dig- The canister proved empty, but the possi-
ders from Marine Corps Commandant ging a fox hole at Fort Polk, La-, unearths bility that it contained the highly lethal
Gen. Charles Krulak, who believed there a long-buried chemical weapon. Toxic gas nerve agent was real.
was a need for a military unit dedicated to released in a fire at a pesticide plant in
quick response to the growing chemical Arkansas threatens to contaminate the en- Rising Threat
and biological terrorism threat. vironment and harm firefighters. A cache The possibility of biological or chemical

"It's desirable to demonstrate to our own of biological bomblets is discovered attack is a growing a concern at the Penta-
leaders and perhaps to others that we do in buried at Wright Patterson Air Force Base gon. In the Quadrennial Defense Review
fact have this capability," Wilhelm says. in Ohio. Contractors working in Washing- (QDR), the department's major review of

The unit has no direct counter-terror- ton and New Jersey discover buried muni- military strategy and plans released in
ism role, but instead is trained to provide tions in residential areas. May, Defense planners recommended the
an emergency response, decontaminate In each case, members of the Techni- department allocate $1 billion in new
victims and establish a medical triage cal Escort Unit were dispatched to the funding for defense against chemical and
system. The unit also can quickly detect scene within hours, sometimes minutes. biological weapons.
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The request for more funding for chem- Critical Research
ical and biological defense was music to Forty miles north of Washington, scien-
the ears of Army Brig. Gen. John Does- tists at the U.S. Army Medical Research In- DDwl okwt mrec

burg, the Defense Department's joint pro- stitute of Infectious Diseases at Fort Det- p o i 2
gram manager for biological defense. rick, Md., don't need to read about the

"It's an enviable position to be in," he hazards of biological agents to understand

says. Extra money would likely go to- the urgency. They work with the deadly
ward buying more protective suits, stag- agents every day at the institute-the only , A L

ing advanced technology demonstrations place in the United States where research
for protecting ports and airfields, and im- is conducted in countering the use of bio-
proving detection and response capabili- logical agents as weapons.
ties, he says. "We are the only organization, not just C gw

In some respects, biological weapons in DoD, but in this country, that is focused s O

pose a more serious threat than chemical on developing drugs and vaccines for
weapons, Defense officials say. They are these kinds of agents," says Col. David D
cheaper to make, far more deadly and Franz, commander of the institute. The in- D S
harder to detect. Biological agents are stitute conducts research to develop H S
odorless and colorless and symptoms may strategies, products, information, proce-
not develop until hours after an attack, dures and training programs to medically
during which time contamination may defend against biological warfare threats. J . W

continue to spread. Despite the institute's unique capabil-
Federal officials estimate that a small ity and mission, however, Franz expects

plane properly equipped could disperse he will have to further cut his staff of 430,
enough anthrax to kill millions of people in already cut by one-third since 1991 when fectly adequate, but measured response
a large metropolitan area. The invisible, more than 600 civilian and military em- can snatch from the terrorist what he/she
odorless agent would not likely be detected ployees were assigned to the institute, wants most: front page and live coverage,"
until people began dying, hours later. By While the QDR recommended more fund- Franz says.
then, it would probably be too late to save ing for chemical and biological defense, it Battlefield threats are easier to defend

osepople infected but still living, also recommended major cuts to Defense against than terrorism, Franz says. During
"Biological terrorism provides [para- infrastructure. As a research and devel- war, soldiers may be vaccinated against

groups and terrorists] a means to opment function of the medical commu- likely biological agents or, if vaccines are
their point and to do it very dramat- nity, the institute with its $20 million bud- not available, they may at least be trained

i Doesburg says. Under Doesburg, get (down from $30 million in 1991) will and prepared with medical antidotes
the is veloping more sophisti- be a prime target, Franz says. Such cuts should they become infected.
cated gi agent detection equip- could prove critical to efforts to defend "Terrorism is such a tough problem,"

Franz says. "The opportunity to prepare

I terrorism provides [paramilitary groups and for a specific terrorist incident will be
extremely rare-much like preparing for

terrorists a means to make their point very dramatically." an emerging disease outbreak. Unless we
happen to have excellent intelligence,

Army Brig. Gen. John Doesburg we can only be prepared to respond after
the fact."

ment. The military currently uses what's against a biological attack.
known as the Biological Integrated De- While its staff and budget are shrinking, Fear Factor
tection System, a large unit that fits on the institute's mission continues to grow. While the physical danger of biological
the back of a Humvee and is operated by Institute staff routinely provide expert ad- weapons is real, the psychological danger
two people sitting inside-a mechanism vice and assistance in handling biological may be just as debilitating.
far too cumbersome to be useful in a ter- agents to other federal agencies. During a During the Persian Gulf War, Iraq's
rorist attack. Next year, Doesburg says, biological attack, their contribution would chemical and biological weapons capabil-
the Defense Department will field an in- be invaluable. "An expert who under- ity was widely discussed in the press and

terim system to better protect ports and stands physical and biological characteris- assumed to be extensive. Between Janu-
air bases overseas, tics of the agents and dissemination sys- ary 18 and February 28, 1991, Iraq sent 39

Recent incidents have infused the issue tems, even making recommendations via Scud missiles into Israel. While there were
with a sense of urgency. They include the telephone, can make an enormous differ- only two deaths associated with the mis-

satin attack in Tokyo, Iraq's development ence," Franz says. Because institute scien- sile attacks, more than 1,000 people were
of biological weapons discovered follow- tists study and handle biological agents on medically treated. More than half were
ing the Persian Gulf War, and other less a daily basis, they are uniquely qualified to treated for anxiety and 230 were hospital-
publicized incidents of rogue chemists recommend appropriate management and ized for overdosing on atropine, taken as a
tied to right-wing paramilitary groups ob- response to a biological attack. Currently, result of the attacks, Franz wrote in a
taining biological agents. institute employees are preparing training pamphlet titled "Defense Against Toxin

"All of these things heighten the materials to be distributed to emergency Weapons." If even one of the warheads
awareness of the vulnerability we have workers through the Domestic Prepared- contained a biological agent which killed
here in the United States-a very open ness Program. or sickened a few people, the terror effect
society-to someone who wants to use "While, public safety must be No. 1, ex- would have been even greater," he wrote.
this type of weapon," Doesburg says. pert evaluation of the real threat and a per- While Iraq did in fact have a biological
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capability-they had produced anthrax weapons and continuing research only tested [an effective] program," Franz says.
and botulinim (10,000 times more potent into the medical defense against and de- "A lot of that is still classified, but they cer-
than sarin) and were capable of dissemi- tection of biological weapons. tainly did their homework and they
nating them from the air-weather and But in 1979, U.S. intelligence officials worked on a lot of different agents and a
battlefield conditions (the coalition forces grew suspicious of Soviet intentions when lot of different delivery systems and are
Smaintained control of the air) rendered dozens, perhaps hundreds, of people mys- capable of producing large quantities of
the weapons militarily ineffective. teriously died in Sverdiovsk, a city in the biological weapons."

"If everything had worked out just right Ural Mountains. The Soviets attributed While the break up of the Soviet Union
for [the Iraqis] they could have created the deaths to food poisoning, but U.S. offi- eased the threat of conventional warfare,
mass casualties. But much of what they cials suspected an accidental release of a it has only exacerbated the threat of bio-
did could have had enormous psychologi- biological weapon. logical terrorism, Franz says. "We're con-
cal effect," Franz says. "They could have U.S. fears were confirmed in 1992, cerned about what happened to all those
almost shut us down. Maybe not killed when Russian President Boris Yeltsin ac- scientists. They had enormous facilities
thousands, but they could have shut us knowledged the Soviets had continued and thousands of people working on these
down as an effective force by the fear fac- their program on a large scale. Yeltsin issues. And they're broke now."
tor and the panic. Even if they only made a then signed the Trilateral Joint Statement The U.S. government is working with
few people sick it would have been very on Biological Weapons with the United Russia and former Soviet states to chan-
effective," he says. States and Britain to limit proliferation. nel scientific efforts into non-military re-

Franz downplays the Iraqi threat be- The 1979 deaths in Sverdlovsk were in search and development. Nonetheless,
cause he's seen what the Russians are fact caused by the inadvertent release of there is a fear some of those scientists
capable of: "It makes Iraq look like a anthrax from a nearby biological weapons may sell their skills and expertise to
Sunday School picnic. [The Russians] facility. The wind carried the anthrax rogue nations and sponsors of terrorism.
have just enormous capability and they spores 40 kilometers, killing dozens of "I believe in order to make an effective
worked for years and years to develop people and livestock. Officials at the facil- terrorist weapon that will wipe out half of
that capability." ity apparently weren't aware of the acci- a city, you will need state sponsorship,"

At the height of the Cold War, in 1972, dental release until people began to die Franz says. "You're not going to make
the United States and the Soviet Union unexpectedly. [such an agent] in your bathtub in
pledged to end their development of bio- Franz was a member of the first two Rockville."
logical weapons with the signing of the teams to visit Russia and tour some non- "That's the good news. The bad news is,
Biological Weapons Convention. The military biological facilities-military fa- with the break up of the Soviet Union, that
United States then ended its biological cilities remain closed to U.S. inspectors, capability is out there, and there are peo-
weapons program, destroying all "The Russians have developed and ple who are interested in obtaining it." El
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homa City bombing In one form or another, what we call 1960s radical groups viewed bombings
trial. Americans are terrorism today has been a part of life as political statements, armed robberies

still reeling from the shock of realizing in this country since before it was a as appropriations, and assassination as
that we are not immune to its conta- country, from colonial border raids and street theater.
gion, a condition aggravated by a lack Indian Wars to pre-Civil War Bloody In the 1970s, international terrorism
of historical perspective, the still-fresh Kansas and the first and second gener- became a fact of life in Europe and the
images of a bombed-out day care cen- -ations of the Ku Klux Klan. In the Middle East. Here at home there were
ter in the Alfred P. Murrah building, early 1950s, Puerto Rican nationalists isolated bombings, a short-lived wave
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There had been incidents involving
ultra-environmentalists out West and
anti-abortion groups around the coun-

of airliner highjackings and the Letelier and 1989. By and large, America's try, and a white separatist group calling
assassination in Washington DC, but luck held. itself The Order that launched an 18-
by and large Americans enjoyed the Over the last 25 years, while Ameri- month crime wave in the Pacific
illusion of immunity. In the 1980s in can interests were among the most fre- Northwest in 1983-84. But the main
Washington DC, Los Angeles and quently targeted by terrorists abroad, threat for years had been foreigners
Utah, terrorists murdered two Iranian domestic terrorist incidents remained nursing grievances born of war and
opponents of the Ayatollah Khomeini among the lowest in the world. The politics on the other side of the world.
and a pair of Libyan college students FBI reported only four in 1992. But there were people around the
who reportedly had offended the But the reality of our domestic vul- country who watched the news from
Qadaffi regime. A series of planned nerability was brought home for the Oklahoma City and knew the signifi-
bombing campaigns targeting New first time in February 1993, by the cance of the date, April 19. They sus-
York City and Washington DC were bombing of the World Trade Center in pected that Ruby Ridge, Waco and the
aborted by timely arrests between 1987 New York City by Islamic fundamen- Brady Bill had fundamentally altered
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This seems straightforward enough, Another problem the RAND sturdy
but there are problems. For one thing, found was that state and local law
according to a 1995 study by RAND, a enforcement agencies apparently don't
nonprofit think tank for the National subscribe to the FBI's definitions.
Institute of Justice, the FBI doesn't They do consider skinhead thuggery,
seem to follow its own definition in abortion clinic bombings and sabotage
reporting incidents. For example,
according to the report, the FBI does
not classify as terrorist acts "...many

hateful acts and crimes that might, at
the landscape of terrorism in America first glance, appear to meet the
and speculated that the culprits, this bureau's definition... racially or reli-
time, were much closer to home. giously motivated acts of violence, so-

called hate crimes.., attacks on med-
The definition problem ical clinics performing abortions,

Any discussion of terrorism has to attacks on laboratories and clinics per-
address the problem of definitions. It is forming experiments on animals, and
a problem because there is no more the sabotaging of logging operations. .
than the most general agreement on The report goes on to explain, "Gener-
what terrorism is. As terrorism expert ally, in addition to the definition.., the
Brian Jenkins noted several years ago, FBI also seeks a conspiratorial dimen-
terrorism has become a "fad" word, sion when evaluating potential acts of
indiscriminately applied to fit a wide terrorism... [which] might include
range of interests and agendas. For the evidence that more than one crime was
record, the Federal Bureau of Investi- intended to be committed, or that a net-
gation, defines terrorism as "... the work of individuals prepared to carry by radical environmentalists terrorism
unlawful use of force or violence out additional acts stands behind lone and many of these agencies, according
against persons or property to intimi- perpetrators. Thus, the murder of abor- to the RAND report, may not be aware
date or coerce a government, the civil- tionist Dr. Gunn in Pensacola, Florida, that all terrorist incidents are to be
ian population, or any segment thereof was considered an isolated criminal reported to the FBI for investigation.
in furtherance of political or social act, in large part because evidence When local agencies do report inci-
objectives." depicting a conspiracy was lacking." dents to the FBI, the FBI often does

3 n n o J
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-LMRICA
not include them in its annual report because the incidents
don't meet the federal criteria. All of this is complicated by
the fact that there is no such thing as terrorism in our criminal
law. Bombers and assassins are not charged with terrorism,
they are charged with the crimes they commit. So it's not
clear how much value there is in all the semantic
armwrestling to begin with, although federal legislation,
including the new anti-terrorism bill, may provide some
advantage in cases that fit the federal definition.

For the record, two terms that are often used interchange-
ably actually have different and specific meanings. According

to the RAND report and other authoritative sources, "anti-ter-
rorism" refers to activities intended to prevent terrorist acts.
"Counter-terrorism," on other hand, refers to activities that
respond to terrorist acts once they have occurred. In other
words, police intelligence operations and target-hardening
measures are anti-terrorist; SWAT teams are counter-terrorist.

U.S. terrorist organizations
The RAND report identifies five potential types of terrorist

organizations in the United States: ethnic separatist and emi-
gre groups, left-wing radicals, issue-oriented groups, foreign
terrorists and right-wing groups.

Historically, ethnic/emigre groups have been some of the
most violent, although this has not been the case in recent
years. These groups use the U.S. as a battleground for causes
that may have little to do with domestic policies of the Ameri-
can government. They have been responsible for bombings in
major American cities, and their activities often cluster in eth-
nic enclaves where radical attitudes are sometimes handed
down to succeeding generations.

Left-wing radicals were most active during the Vietnam era
and are less of a factor today, although some experts classify
single-issue groups such as ultra-environmentalists and ani-
mal rights radicals as left-wing. In fact, there has been pub-
lished supposition that the alleged "Unabomber" may have
been influenced, at least in target selection, by exposure to



ry concern to date. tors subsequently named two officers
Until the bombing in Oklahoma of the Libyan intelligence service as

City, foreign terrorist groups had been having supervised the actual operation.
responsible for more actual damage Yu Kikumura, identified as a Japan-
than any other groups in recent history. ese terrorist sent to the United States to
Foreign terrorists were behind the launch a campaign of bombing in Man-
World Trade Center bombing and a hattan in 1989, was allegedly acting
laundry list of planned bombing cam- under the orders of Colonel Qadaffi of
paigns targeting New York City and Libya, in retaliation for a U.S. bombing
Washington DC throughout the 1980s mission against Libya two years

materials made available at an Earth and early 1990s, as well as the Pan Am before. The air raid on Libya, in turn,
First conference. Spokespersons for Flight 103 mass murder in Lockerbie, was in retaliation for Qadaffi's suspect-
Earth First have denied that the suspect Scotland. ed involvement in the bombing of a
now in custody was a member of the International terrorism resists analy- German nightclub frequented by off-
group. sis and prediction because any linkages duty U.S. military personnel.

In addition to environmental and of cause and effect that may come into On the international scene, as the
animal rights groups, the most promi- play are often distant in time and place. decades of Israeli-Palestinian violence
nent single-issue radical groups of Experts originally theorized that the suggest, cause and effect often blur in
interest are those responsible for anti- Pan Am 103 bombing was ordered by an endless series of strikes and counter-
abortion violence that has included a Iran in retaliation for the accidental strikes in which all sides accuse their
series of clinic bombings and possi- downing of an Iranian airliner by a enemies of terrorism and claim the
ble involvement in attacks on doc- U.S. Navy ship on patrol in the Arabi- right of self defense.
tors. In many areas of the country an Gulf months before. While there The fifth type of potential terrorist
these have been the groups of prima- may have been a connection, investiga- organization is known by many differ-

April 19 has gained significance among some militia groups as a day of reckoning. The bombing of the Alfred P. Murrah federal

building in Oklahoma City last year is thought to have been carefully planned for that date.
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eat names - radical right, patriot, anti- Organized fringe mittee work designed to organize the
government, white separatist, white Morris Dees is the founder and chief movement and expand its appeal. Two
supremacist, survivalist, tax resisters, trial counsel-for the Southern Poverty main themes were struck there, accord-
etc. It is basically a collage of radical Law Center, home of the Klanwatch ing to Dees. First, attendees were
groups and individuals whose core Project and Militia Task Force. In his admonished to avoid blatantly racist
members trace their genealogy to the book, "Gathering Storm - America's and anti-semitic rhetoric and to focus
Cold War. Since World War II, a Militia Threat," he reports that in Octo- on the federal government as the com-
looseknit family of groups on the far ber 1992, 160 white men, a "true cross- mon enemy. Second, a strategy was
right has evolved across the country. section of the far-right movement" met forged based on 18th and 19th century
From the taproot, the Klan and all its in a hotel conference room in Estes militias and vigilantism, that would
offspring, to the American Nazi Party, Park, Colorado, for a weekend of lead in the months to follow to what we

speeches, strategic planning and corn- now know as the militia movement.

the Birchers, Minutemen and later
Posse Comitatus and others, these
groups never constituted more than a
radical fringe. And they spent more
time and energy squabbling amongst
themselves than pursuing a cogent
agenda.

One of the few things many of them
did share to some extent was Christian
Identity, a racist, anti-semitic pseudo-
religion based on a 19th century inter-
pretation of Scripture that holds that
Anglo-Saxons are the lost tribes of
Israel. According to Christian Identity,
modem Jews are literally descendants
of Satan, and persons of color are non-
human "mud people." Even with this in
common; though, conflict continued
over doctrinal minutiae among the var-
ious factions.
, Right-wing radicals had high hopes

bf recruiting Midwest larmers hit hard
by the farm crisis of the 1980s, but
were largely disappointed. It wasn't
until 1992 and 1993 that events created
an atmosphere in which their message
would find a broad audience.

The Randy Weaver standoff in
August 1992 at Ruby Ridge, Idaho, in
which Weaver's teenaged wife and son
and a U.S. deputy marshal were killed,
was a godsend for radical propagan..
dists who cast the Weavers as martyrs
in a holy war against ZOG, the "Zion-
ist Occupation Government."



any suggestion that they were the results well as government excesses and what
of honest miscalculations or even they believe are their Second Amend-
incompetence. They insisted that it was ment gun ownership rights. Long-time
the evil intent of ZOG to make exam- extremists appear to be encouraging the

ples of the Weavers and the Davidians, militia movement in furtherance of their

and that April 19 was the moral equiva- own radical, and often violent, aims.
lent of Pearl Harbor. As related movements gained atten-

When Congress passed the Brady tion, the factions within began to form
Bill later that year, the militia move- their own courts. They issued arrest
ment caught on like a brushfire. Again warrants for government officials and

Of that conference Dees writes, quoting Morris Dees, "Between 1994 filed bogus liens on anyone who drew
"During that weekend in the Rockies, a and 1996, there were at least 441 mili- their ire. Anti-government sentiment
network of militant anti-government tia units across the country. Every state was fed through newsletters, computer
zealots was created .... The Rocky had at least one.... Some units have bulletin boards and short-wave radio
Mountain Rendezvous.. .was a water- only a few members; others have more programs whose rhetoric grew increas-
shed for the racist right." than a thousand. In addition... 368 ingly heated and paranoid. The groups"

The Branch Davidian stronghold near allied Patriot groups promoted the for- delusions included believing that they
Waco went up in flames on April 19, mation of militias." were targeted for preemptive strikes,
1993, after a 51-day standoff with the In a letter to Janet Reno on October that Russian tanks were hidden on

In addition to environmental and animal rights groups, the most prominent single-issue left-wing radical groups are those responsi-
ble for anti-abortion violence including clinic bombings and attacks on doctors. The murder of a Florida abortion doctor was not
considered a terrorist act by the FBI because evidence of conspiracy was lacking.

FBI. Nine Davidians escaped and more 24, 1994, Dees wrote, "Our office has American military bases and that at any
than 70 died, including as many as two confirmed the active involvement of a moment an order would be sent out to
dozen children. The Patriot movement number of well-known white suprem- round up members and place them in
was not alone in decrying the perfor- acists, Posse Comitatus, Identity concentration camps such as the one
mance of federal agencies at Waco. In Christian and other extremist leaders disguised as a new airport in Denver.
addition to critics in Congress and else- and groups in the growing militia Amid the propaganda of hate, fear
where, the National Rifle Association movement." and paranoia, there were ample indica-
was especially harsh in its comments, According to most observers, there is tions that April 19, 1995, would be a
and public opinion generally was mixed a distinction to be made between rank special day for the movement. The
on the government's conduct. While the and file militia members and long-time bulk of the March 1995 issue of the
outcomes of the two stand-offs were extremists. Average militia members Militia of Montana's newsletter was
unquestionably and tragically unaccept- tend to be lower to middle-income white devoted to the case of Richard Wayne
able, movement sympathizers rejected men worried about economic security as Snell, a movement hero. Snell was
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scheduled to be executed on April 19 come to put their faith into action.
fdr the murders of a black Arkansas But what even the most knowledge- Comn•g Neg . i'',
state trooper and a man Snell allegedly able observers don't know is whether TerrorisM W
misidentified as a Jewish pawnbroker. Oklahoma City was an isolated inci- Part Two:T-
The MOM newsletter linked the date dent or the Fort Sumter of America's Wre io we
of his pending execution to the dates of second Civil War. U Whegredaoer chr7at
the Randy Weaver firefight, the British erterntio eat
burning of Lexington in 1776, and the Richard Abshire is aformer police captain
1993 conflagration at Waco. An asso- and SWAT commander, a graduate of FBI Psi'

ciate had reportedly threatened Snell's and U.S. Secret Service terrorism, hostage ii t lanwhat

negotiations and dignitary protection rorist lawp ?
clemency board with the wrath of God schools. He is a regular contributor to this experts think in'

magazine.

.roe a go
t[or) t

pulatif

if Snell was executed. In other news, a
group described as having "Identity
leanings" announced an event to honor
the Davidians and to protest Snell's
execution at a Confederate memorial
park in Arkansas on April 19. And of
course ceremonies were planned at the
Mount Carnel site near Waco as well.

And that is why a number of people
around the country, Morris Dees and
his associates included, didn't neces-
sarily think first of Middle Eastern ter-
rorists when they heard the news from
Oklahoma City. That is why they sus-
pected that the truth lay closer to home.
After all, they had read "The Turner
Diaries," a novel written in 1978 in
wl~h a fictional group called The
Order begins an ultra-violent civil war
in America with the destruction of FBI
headquarters in Washington by a 5000-
pound ammonium nitrate and fuel oil
(ANFO) truck bomb. And those who
have followed the movement know
that more than 200,000 copies of "The
Turner Diaries" have been sold at gun
shows and movement meetings over
the years. They know that it is a bible
to many in the movement today, and
that there are prophets aplenty crying
out in the wilderness that the time has
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DIRECTIONAL INFRARED COUNTERMEASURES - SYSTEM TRADEOFFS

Paul Lang
Dr. Edward Rippert
Dr. Gerald Griffith

Northrop Grumman Corporation
600 Hicks Road,

Rolling Meadows, IL 60008

1. Introduction
In the last ten years infrared (IR) heat-seeking missiles have accounted for the loss of more aircraft than
any other battlefield weapon. Currently deployed IR countermeasures (IRCM) systems include flares and
active on-board jammers. The deployed active on-board IRCM systems consist of broad-beam jammers.
Second and third generation IR missiles have now been deployed with flare rejection circuitry and are less
susceptible to IR jamming. Jamming these threats requires higher jamming signal levels that must be pro-
jected at all azimuth aspects around the aircraft. Due to these factors, broad-beam IRCM is no longer
practical. These factors are the impetus for the development of directive IRCM (DIRCM). A DIRCM
system uses a narrow, high-intensity jamming beam that is pointed at the incoming threat.

In comparison to the older, broad-beam IRCM systems, a DIRCM system is much more complex. A
DIRCM system must perform the following functions that were not performed in a broad-beam system:
"* Detect a missile engaging the aircraft
"* Handoff to a fine track sensor
"* Track the missile in a clutter background
"* Direct a narrow-beam jamming source at the missile.

At the same time as weapon technology advanced, the political environment changed with the fall of the
Berlin Wall. As a result, defense budgets were cut, and a new set of priorities emerged from the user envi-
ronment. No longer were electronic warfare systems developed solely for one platform, thus commonality
became a high priority. Upgradeabililty also became important as the end users realized that systems were
going to be kept for longer periods of time and threats were going to continue to evolve.

The purpose of this paper is to look at some of the design tradeoffs that are performed when designing a
DIRCM system. These design tradeoffs will be illustrated by examining several different hardware imple-
mentations of a DIRCM system and how effectively each meets the overall system requirements. Recom-
mendations will be made for the selection of certain hardware approaches to maximize the performance of
a DIRCM system.

2. System Design Process
As with any engineered system, the overall system engineering process is crucial to development of a
DIRCM system. The design of a DIRCM system must be an iterative process due to the system complex-
ity. We break the general design process down into four main activities:
"* Requirements Analysis
• Functional Allocation

"* Synthesis/Design
"* Technical Assessment and Control



Figure I graphically illustrates the relationship between these activities. The main thrust of this paper is a
detailed discussion of the synthesis/design of several key DIRCM components. Requirements Analysis,
and Functional Allocation will only be covered in enough detail to support the Synthesis/Design discus-
sions. Technical Assessment and Control, as shown in Figure 1, is an integral part of the other three sys-
tem design components and will not be discussed separately. We begin with an overview of the require-
ments analysis pertinent to the synthesis/design components discussed in this paper.

PROCESS
INPUT

VERIFY SYNTHESIS/

PROCESS
OUTPUT

Figure 1: Iterative System Engineering Process

3. Requirements Analysis

The first step in the system design process is requirements analysis. The analysis is conducted iteratively
with Functional Allocation and Synthesis/Design in order to refine the requirements as the system defini-
tion becomes more detailed. Requirements stated/mandated by the customer are the basis for all other re-
quirements. These requirements can be quite general (for example, a 94% survivability goal for an aircraft
against all IR missile attacks) or fairly specific - such as a requiring a minimum jamming signal to aircraft
signature ratio (J/S) > 10. Specific customer mandated requirements stem from an a priori knowledge of
successful IRCM system requirements.

In order to more clearly assess the system definition, we define five basic types of requirements:
* Functional/Operational requirements
* Perfornance requirements
* Adaptability requirements
* Constraint requirements
* Availability (ARM) requirements

Functional/Operational requirements describe the tasks a system must perform, general system characteris-
tics necessary for this performance and operating conditions such as normal aircraft mission profile. Per-
formance requirements define what the technical capabilities and parameters of the system must be in order
to achieve a specified level of performance (e.g., J/S > X). Adaptability requirements define the systems'
ability to accommodate new or changing requirements such as the incorporation of alternate jamming
sources. Constraint requirements describe mandated factors that limit the design, such as how much power
is available from the aircraft. ARM requirements address the ability of the system to perform its required
tasks over time without failure and the serviceability of the system. For the purposes of this paper we will



discuss some of the basic DIRCM requirements relating to three of these categories: Func-
tional/Operational, Performance and Constraint.

3.1 FunctionallOperational Requirements
An IRCM system of any kind has one overall requirement: defeat an IR missile threat. For a DIRCM sys-
tem in particular we can break this overall requirement into four basic functional requirements:
"* Acquire the missile threat
"* Track the approaching missile
"* Direct countermeasure energy at the missile
"* Defeat the missile threat.

3.2 Performance Requirements
One of the key performance criteria for any system is how well it must work. The customer understands
that it is usually not practical to design a system to be 100% effective and meet the rest of the system con-
straint requirements such as cost, weight and power. Typically the customer defines a level of survivability
or protection that the system must be designed to, such as defeating 94% of the threats. The survivability
requirement has profound impact on the design of the system.

General system performance requirements such as this are usually broken down into more specific allo-
cated requirements to a specific set of hardware subsystems. More specific derived requirements are then
produced for the hardware subsystems based upon the allocated requirements. We will show in section 4
how an overall system performance probability requirement such as this can be broken into a set of allo-
cated, derived requirements. An analysis of these derived requirements in relation to cost and risk of the
final product will reveal whether the overall goal is practical.

3.3 Constraint Requirements
An IRCM system must have a minimal impact on aircraft performance. When this requirement is com-
bined with an emphasis on commonality, such that the system can be installed on more than one aircraft,
several key constraint requirements are derived. Some of these constraint requirements include system
weight, power and size. Less obvious is a requirement for installation orientation. This requirement flows
from that fact that a DIRCM system will typically be installed in an aircraft already designed and in serv-
ice. The system line replaceable units (LRUs) must be capable of being mounted in whatever installation
space is available. When more than one space is available, the guiding principle is to select an installation
that provides the optimum unobscured field of regard (FOR) for the DIRCM subassemblies. If a DIRCM
hardware design had an orientation limitation, it would significantly curtail its commonality to multiple
platforms.

4. Functional Allocation
Once we have identified the functional requirements, we can begin to allocate these requirements among
various subsystems by postulating various point-design approaches. It is important to remember that this is
an iterative process. Functional allocation begins with the four functional requirements outlined in section
3.1. An overall system performance requirement must be allocated to these functional requirements. As an
example, we will use a customer defined survivability requirement of 94% to illustrate an example of
functional allocation and its interrelation with requirements analysis and synthesis/design.

4.1 Number of Components
First of all, our requirements analysis has pointed out four main functions the system must perform when
defeating the threat. We must also take into account the availability of the system when computing the
probability of defeating a threat. Therefore, the system performance requirement must be allocated among



five functions instead of four. Each of the system functions is necessary and independent. Therefore the
overall system performance probability is the product of probability of each function working correctly'.
In the first iteration of synthesis/design we find that it may be necessary - under cost, risk and adaptability
requirements - to allocate the acquisition and tracking functions into a missile warning system (MWS) and
a higher resolution fine-track sensor (FTS), respectively. In the second iteration of requirements analysis,
we note that this new system configuration option requires a new functional/operational requirement: han-
dover of the threat from the MWS to the FTS. Furthermore, we can foresee that other system configuration
options may require even more functions.

We can allocate an individual function performance probability requirement from the system performance
requirement if we assume that all components have an equal probability requirement. During subsequent
iterations of the design process, the performance level of an individual function may be traded off in order
to achieve the overall system performance, but equal performance is a reasonable assumption for the first
few iterations.

The required performance probability of each function (Pomp), under the assumption that all components
have equal performance, will be:

Ncm

Pcomp(Ncomp,Psys)= p P (1)

where Nomp is the number of functions and Py, is the desired system performance (or survivability).

In order to take into account the reliability of the missile without any countermeasures we can introduce the
effective system performance (Psyseff),

P sys eff(P missile)-1 - sys (2)
P missile

where Pmissile is the reliability of the missile.

Using the effective system performance from equation 2 in equation 1, we can calculate the required func-
tion performance for a given number of functions, system survivability and missile reliability. Figure 2
shows plots of the function performance required for different numbers of functions at 100% and 75% mis-
sile reliability and a 94% system survivability.

We note from Figure 2 that each function can have a lower performance when there are fewer functions the
system must perform. As part of the synthesis/design process, the system designer tries to minimize the
number of independent functions the system must perform to keep the functional probability requirements
at a practical level. However, Figure 2 also illustrates that even for the six DIRCM functions, the probabil-
ity requirements for an individual function are 98.6%. If the hardware that performs these functions has
some random performance variables associated with its performance, it must be designed to operate cor-
rectly under 3 sigma variation conditions'.

SOne could argue that these function will not necessarily be independent. For example, a long-range threat

that is difficult for the MWS to detect will also be difficult for the system to track. However, if the system
functions have a high-performance probability requirement, there will be a smaller chance that the system
functions are related.
2 The actual design point is slightly less than 3 sigma and depends upon whether the distribution is one or
two dimensional. For the sake of simplicity, we will use a design goal of 3 sigma in this paper.
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Figure 2: Required function performance versus the number of functions in order to achieve a
94% system survivability.

We note that the 98.6% example component performance is ambitious but achievable. This requirement
will be a primary driver in the functional allocation of subsystem requirements and hardware selection. We
can identify some general requirements of the system, based on the high performance requirements noted,
that will be pertinent in subsystem functional allocation.
"* The system must be able to acquire and track missile threats at their maximum range.
"* The system must be able to track missiles in their post burnout (PBO) stage.
"* The system must be able to acquire and track missiles launched from almost every angle for which the

threat is capable.
"* The system must have a rapid response time to counter short shots.
"* The system must not experience reduced performance under conditions of normal and extreme own

ship motions.
"* The system must be capable of pointing narrow jamming beams/laser sources under normal and ex-

treme vibration environments.

4.2 Subsystem Definition
The basic functional requirements can now be allocated to hardware-specific subsystems. This functional
allocation is illustrated in Table 1. This functional allocation is straightforward but not unique. In this
allocation, missile acquisition and missile tracking have been allocated to two subsystems, an MWS and an
FTS. One could propose to allocate these functions to one hardware subsystem such as a large field of
regard, high angular accuracy MWS. However, a large field of regard and high angular accuracy is diffi-
cult to achieve in one sensor. With this initial allocation process, more specific hardware requirements can
be derived.



Table 1. Hardware Allocation of Key Functional Requirements

FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENT HARDWARE ALLOCATION
Acquire the missile threat MWS
Handoff fr9m the MWS to the FTS MWS/FTS/and Pointing System
Track the missile FTS
Direct countermeasures at the threat Pointing System
Defeat the threat Jamming Source

4.2.1 MWS Requirement Flowdown
The first step in the operation of a DIRCM system, as pointed out in section 3.1, is to acquire any IR mis-
sile threats to the aircraft. This is the primary role of the MWS subsystem. Some of the critical parameters
of an MWS subsystem are:
"* Field of regard (FOR)
"* Angle of Arrival (AOA) accuracy
"* Resolution
"* Update rate
"* Sensitivity
"* Warning Time
"* False Alarm Rate.

During the normal system engineering process, the requirements above are more fully defined based upon
the overall functional requirement of detecting 98.6% of the threats. For the purposes of this paper, we will
discuss only two requirements - the AOA accuracy and the system resolution.

The AOA accuracy defines the accuracy with which a threat can be located in the MWS FOR. The resolu-
tion defines the minimum angular separation between two sources necessary for the system to distinguish
them. Figure 3 gives a graphical definition of AOA accuracy and resolution. Obviously, if an MWS has
better resolution, it will be able to detect threats better in a high clutter environment. A more accurate
MWS will allow other components of the DIRCM system to have more tolerance in their design. We will
not derive a fixed requirement for the MWS AOA accuracy and resolution at this point since a DIRCM
system can be designed to accommodate various MWS AOA accuracies and resolutions. As will be shown
in Section 5, there is a direct relationship between MWS accuracy and resolution and the FTS field of view
through the handoff requirement.
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Figure 3: AOA accuracy and resolution definitions.

4.2.2 FTS Requirement Flowdown
In order to effectively track a missile and apply jamming energy on the threat, a DIRCM system requires
accurate, high resolution information about the threat's position, updated at a high rate. The critical pa-
rameters of an FTS subsystem are the similar to those of the MWS sensor:
"* Field of View
"* Angular track accuracy
"* Resolution
"* Update rate
"* Sensitivity
"* Spectral region of operation

This paper will not derive specific requirements for the FTS but will instead try to show how the require-
ments for the FTS and the MWS interact and must be traded off in the synthesis/design process. However,
some general comments can be made about the FTS requirements. The FOV of the FTS needs to be kept
as small as possible. A smaller FTS FOV will increase the tracking accuracy, resolution and sensitivity.
Each of these features will enhance system performance, improve the tracking probability of long range
threats, and make the system easier to upgrade to point new sources.

In general, the FTS tracking accuracy requirement will be determined by the pointing requirements of the
system. Typical laser beamwidths are on the order of a few milliradians. These laser beams must be
pointed with an accuracy of 1/4 to 1/8 of the beamwidth to maintain a high J/S during the missile engage-
ment. To achieve this pointing accuracy, the track accuracy of the system needs to be approximately 1/5 to
1/10 of the pointing accuracy. Thus the track accuracy will need to be approximately 1/20 to 1/80 of the
laser beamwidth. The update rate of the FTS will also have a strong impact on how well the system points
due to the large line of sight rates and accelerations encountered when tracking a missile.

4.2.3 Pointing Subsystem Flowdown
Fundamental to any DIRCM system is the pointing subsystem. The central premise of directional coun-
termeasures is the ability to provide greater jamming energy on the threat through the use of a directional



beam that is actively pointed at the threat. The capabilities of the pointing subsystem, therefore, are crucial
to the ability of the system as a whole to meet its performance requirements. The critical parameters of a
pointing subsystem are:
"* FOR
"* Slew and Settle Time
"* Pointing Accuracy
"* Stabilization

The overall system FOR requirement may be met with one or more pointing subsystems. From the stand-
point of cost and multiplatform capability, a larger pointing subsystem FOR is preferable. A large sub-
system FOR reduces the need for multiple pointing systems on a platform in order to meet the overall plat-
form's FOR requirements. This is particularly important since the pointing system will be one of the most
costly DIRCM components. Since the pointing system must cope with variations in mounting positions,
platform ownship motion and attitude as well as obscuration by various aircraft parts, it will generally need
an intrinsic (neglecting obscurations from the aircraft) FOR greater than a hemisphere. The pointing accu-
racy and stability requirements must be sufficient over this FOR to point a narrow laser beam with a beam
width of a few milliradians in the presence of platform ownship motion and vibration.



4.2.4 Jamming Source Subsystem Flowdown
The jamming source provides the optical IR energy to the pointing system to jam the threat. This IR en-
ergy is modulated in a waveform designed to defeat one or a variety of threats. Narrow lamp beams pro-
vide all band coverage of the various missile operating bands. Laser jamming sources typically operate at
one threat waveband; however, solid state lasers have been developed to operate over all three major IR
missile bands. The critical performance parameters for the jamming source are:
"* Peak and average radiant intensity
"* Beamwidth
"* Spectral coverage
"* Modulation flexibility
* Depth of modulation
* Sustained jamming time
* Source life.

5. Synthesis/Design
Now that we have discussed the requirements for the key subsystems, we can consider the tradeoffs in-
volved in choosing various hardware approaches to implement these requirements.

5.1 Design Philosophy
First of all, the overall philosophy of the hardware tradeoff decision making process should be decided
upon. There are two basic philosophies that will be appropriate under different circumstances. The first
philosophy is low risk. A low-risk philosophy may be mandated by the customer. This philosophy is ap-
propriate when production hardware is being designed to meet a hard delivery schedule and tight cost con-
tainment is a high priority. Low-risk hardware tradeoff decisions will favor a conservative approach. The
second philosophy is high capability. Although risk reduction should always be an important goal, a sys-
tem with a long delivery schedule and less cost containment constraints may be better served by allowing
some riskier design decisions and technologies to be incorporated. For this paper we will utilize a low-risk
design philosophy that examines tradeoffs using low-risk, proven technology.

5.2 Hardware Tradeoffs
We will now discuss some of the hardware-related tradeoffs that must be addressed in order to achieve the
allocated requirements for the MWS, FTS, pointing and jamming source subsystems.

5.2.1 MWS Hardware Tradeoffs
MWS technologies can be either active or passive. Active systems such as radar are attractive for their
ability to locate and track an incoming missile independent of the missile's emanations. Their primary
disadvantages are that they are radiation emitters themselves and they have poor AOA accuracy. Because
of their emissions and AOA accuracy, active systems are not candidates for the MWS. We propose here
three MWS design approaches and tradeoffs and how each type will impact the FTS FOV requirement.
Each of these systems is low risk and readily deployable and with proper design each can meet the basic
MWS requirements. The three postulated designs are:
0 Low resolution EO
* High resolution, high accuracy EO
0 Scanning IR sensor.



EO sensors have the advantage that they are relatively small, light and do not require cooling. Their main
disadvantage is that EO sensors utilize ultraviolet radiation which is scattered strongly by the atmosphere
limiting AOA accuracy to a fraction of a degree. EO sensor performance can also be reduced by atmos-
pheric ozone effects that do not limit the missile performance. Several EO MWS sensors have been de-
ployed and the technology can now be considered relatively mature. The low resolution EO design ap-
proach utilizes a small detector array and achieves its AOA accuracy by blurring the image spot on the
array and centroiding to find the pixel center. This blurring approach improves AOA accuracy; however,
sensitivity and resolution are reduced. The high resolution EO MWS utilizes a higher resolution detector
array and therefore has a higher acquisition cost and requires more processing than the low resolution EO
sensor.

IR radiation is not scattered as strongly as ultraviolet radiation, and therefore IR sensors can have better
AOA accuracy and relatively good performance in most atmospheric conditions. They operate in the same
wavebands as the missiles so when the IR MWS performance is hindered by weather, the missile perform-
ance will also be hindered. Their primary disadvantage is that they require cooling to achieve high sensi-
tivity. The cooling system must generally be mechanical, which impacts the reliability of the system. In
addition, the cool down time of the sensor adversely impacts the system readiness. There are also greater
clutter problems in the infrared when compared to the EO MWS. The IR sensor proposed here is based
upon a scanning linear detector array similar to many common IR search and track systems (IRST). A
drawback of this system is the low update rate on threat position since the system is scanning.

Nominal characteristics of each type of sensor are listed in Table 2 based upon engineering estimates. As
shown in this table, the primary advantage of the low resolution EO sensor is cost - due to reduced detector
resolution and processing power. The primary advantage of the high resolution EO sensor is obviously its
accuracy and resolution. The advantage of the IR sensor is detection range and insensitivity to many envi-
ronmental conditions as well as excellent resolution and accuracy.

Table 2. Characteristics of Proposed MWS Approaches

DESIGN PERFORMANCE LOW HIGH
CONSIDERATION RESOLUTION EO RESOLUTION EO SCANNING IR

Detection Sensitivity Fair - will require large Good Excellent - Insensi-
optics tive to Environment

Nominal AOA Accuracy Medium Fine Extra Fine
Nominal Resolution Poor Fair Good
Update Rate Medium High Low
Initial Acquisition Cost Low Medium Medium
Life Cycle Cost Low - no moving parts Low - no moving High - Cooling

parts Required

We will now consider how the MWS sensor's parameters effect the FTS FOV. Figure 4 defines the FTS
FOV requirement given the MWS AOA accuracy and resolution in the presence of an unresolved clutter
source. Assuming the clutter source separation from the missile is a uniform random variable from the
coincident location (no separation) to the resolution of the MWS sensor, we see that the average error
magnitude will be A/4 where A is the resolution of the sensor. Thus the FTS FOV requirement will be pro-
portional to: 2*(A/4). Figure 4 also shows that the FTS FOV requirement is proportional to approximately
six times the MWS AOA accuracy. A factor of three occurs since the AOA accuracy is usually reported as
an RMS error and we must design the system to work at the 3 sigma point and a factor of 2 occurs due to
the fact that we do not know the direction of the error.
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cludes an unresolved clutter source.

Other factors must be considered when calculating the FTS FOV to achieve greater than a 98.6% handoff
probability. These other factors include parallax errors caused by the MWS and the FTS being displaced
on the aircraft, latency caused by the MWS update rate and missile motions, and static misalignments.
Table 3 presents the major sources contributors to the FTS FOV handoff error budget and an estimate of
the error type and significance of the error. This table shows that the major random error besides the MWS
AOA accuracy is the error produced from aircraft flexure and vibration. The FTS FOV requirement is de-
termined by the following formula:

FTS FOV = 2 * [(3*RSS of the Random Errors) + Bias Errors]. (3)

The factor of 3 is required to insure that handoff occurs with a greater than 98% probability. Based on
Equation 3 the FTS FOV requirements can be calculated for each of the MWS approaches and the general
magnitude of the FOVs is listed in Table 4.

Table 3. Angular Error Sources Contributing to FTS FOV Requirement

ERROR SOURCE TYPE MAGNITUDE SOURCE

AOA Accuracy Random MWS Dependent Engineering Estimate

Aircraft Flexure Error Random Significant Aircraft Manufacturers

Transmitter Settling Error Random Insignificant Engineering Estimate

Resolution Induced Error Bias MWS Dependent Engineering Estimate



Parallax Correction Error Bias Significant Engineering Estimate -

Installation Dependent

MWS/Transmitter misalignment Bias Significant Aircraft Manufacturers

Missile Motion Errors Bias MWS Dependent Analysis based on missile rates

Table 4. FTS FOV Requirements for Each MWS Approach

MWS DESIGN APPROACH REQUIRED FTS FOV
Low Resolution EO Big
High Resolution EO Medium

Scanning IR Medium

5.2.2 FTS Hardware Tradeoffs
Since the FOV of the FTS was determined by our MWS requirements and since it must be an IR sensor for
PBO missile tracking, the primary hardware tradeoff issues deal with the type of detector array. In this
section we will examine several detector array options for the FTS as shown in Table 5. Each of these ar-
ray choices is readily available and low risk3 .

Table 5. FTS Detector Array Options

PERFORMANCE TE Cooled Cryo Cooled Cryo Cooled Cryo Cooled
CONSIDERATION HeCdTe HeCdTe PtSi InSb

Array Sizes up to 128x128 up to 256x256 up to 512x512 up to 512x512
Sensitivity Low High Medium High
PBO Tracking No Yes No Yes
Cool Down Time Fair Good Poor Poor
Initial Cost Med Med Low Med
Life Cycle Cost Low Med Med High
MTBF Med - requires Med - cryo cooler Low - cryo cooler Low - cryo cooler

fan at >770 K at 770 K at 770 K

One of the first features to be examined is the number of detector elements. Detector arrays are readily
available in square sizes up to 512 by 512 pixels. More elements in the array will increase the instantane-
ous field of view of the FTS and improve its track accuracy, sensitivity and resolution. However, the de-
tector and processing costs increase with array size. The minimum acceptable array size is determined by
the tracking accuracy requirement and the FTS FOV. Tracking accuracy is primarily a function of the in-
stantaneous field of view (IFOV) of the array. If the optical designer slightly blurs the image on the focal
plane array, centroid tracking will achieve an accuracy on the order of 1/10 of the IFOV4 . The track accu-
racy is thus given by:

We have intentionally not listed, due to cost and risk, detector arrays that contain a smaller detector pitch
at the center of the array and a larger detector pitch on the outside. We also do not discuss the possibility
of using costly zoom optics in the FTS design.
' Blurring out the optical image improves the track accuracy at the expense of the FTS sensitivity, which is
another factor that must be considered.



Track Accuracy = FTS FOV/(array linear size)/10. (4)

Equation 4 can be solved for the array size as a function of the FTS FOV.

Array linear size = FTS FOV/Track Accuacy/10 (5)

The FOV of the FTS for each MWS approach was discussed in section 5.2.1. Based upon equation 5 we
can now discuss the array size for each MWS approach (see Table 6). As shown in Table 4, the low reso-
lution MWS requires a large FOV and it will require a large detector array. If the resolution of the low
resolution EO MWS is poor enough, the detector array size requirements get larger than 512x512 making
the low resolution MWS impractical. Now we can see the importance of having an MWS with reasonable
accuracy and resolution. To use a smaller detector array requires an accurate MWS with reasonable reso-
lution.

Table 6. Detector Array Sizes versus MWS Approaches

DETECTOR
MWS APPROACH FTS FOV REQUIREMENT ARRAY REQUIRED

Low Resolution EO Big Large
High Resolution EO Medium Medium
Scanning IR Medium Medium

The other major determination for the FTS is the detector material and cooling. In order to fully address
this issue, an analysis would have to be performed to determine if each array and the associated optics
would be able to accurately track the worst case missile in a clutter environment. The worst case missile
signature would naturally be caused by a long range missile in PBO. During PBO a missile motor has
burned out and the tracker has to track hot parts on the missile body. This requires a very sensitive FTS
since the missile is in proportional navigation and presents a small cross sectional viewing area to the
tracker. This paper will not go into this tracking analysis; however, some general comments will be made
about detector material and cooling.

The detectivity of PtSi is an order of magnitude lower than HeCdTe or InSb, and would typically require
large optical elements to provide enough gain to track long range threats in PBO. HeCdTe has the distinct
advantage of a relatively high operating temperature (1 17'K) compared to InSb (77°K). It can even be
operated at temperatures as high as 175°K, allowing thermoelectric cooling. However, when thermoelec-
trically cooled its detectivity is reduced by 2 orders of magnitude. Thus, a thermoelectrically cooled
HgCdTe array would also probably be impractical due to the large optical elements required for PBO mis-
sile tracking. Based upon the PBO tracking requirement, cryo cooling is probably required. Both InSb and
HgCdTe can be cryo-cooled yielding high sensitivity. HgCdTe has the distinct advantage that the operat-
ing temperature can be raised above 77°K to the point where the minimum FTS sensitivity is achieved.
This will extend the life of the cryo cooler and reduce cool down time.

5.2.3 Pointing Subsystem Hardware Tradeoffs
The pointing subsystem can have a variety of designs in order to achieve the required pointing accuracy,
FOR, slew & settle time, and stabilization. The most fundamental tradeoff for this subsystem is how many
degrees of freedom it should have. The one, two and a three (or four) degree of freedom (DOF) possibili-
ties are shown schematically in Figure 5.
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Figure 5: The one, two and three degree of freedom pointing system options.

The characteristics of each of these systems are summarized in Table 7. We have already stated that we
need to point a narrow jamming beam in order to produce a practical DIRCM system. Thus the one DOF
configuration is rejected. At first glance, it may seem that the two DOF system is ideal as it can point any-
where in the field of regard and is considerably less complex and costly than the three degree of freedom
configuration. The problem with the 2 DOF design is that one cannot stabilize the jamming beam or FTS
image within a 10 - 15 degree angle off nadir. This represents a large area of unprotected coverage. The
only alternative is to limit the mounting of the 2 DOF system such that nadir is always straight up or
straight down where IR missiles typically do not engage. Even this mounting is not effective if the host
platform exercises moderate own ship motions. The two degree mounting constraints prove to be a severe
limitation when trying to mount the system on several different platforms.

In addition to achieving a large FOR, there is a strong engineering reason for the use of a 3 (or 4) DOF
system. Stabilization of the entire pointing system in a 2 DOF scheme will require high torque, high
bandwidth motors to counter vibration, wind torque and own ship motion effects. These motors must not
only move a large mass quickly, but they must move it against the high friction created by the weathertight
seals that will be required on the pointing system housing in order to protect the delicate optics and elec-
tronics inside. A 3 DOF system, in contrast, can be implemented with a two-axis, course outer gimbal with
the full FOR motion capabilities and a small, internal, two-axis inner gimbal with a very small range of
motion (just enough to provide stabilization and correction of the outer gimbals pointing errors). The inner
gimbal is protected from the elements and can have very low friction movement. The inner gimbal need
only move a small mass, perhaps only one mirror, and can have lightweight, low torque motors. This will
greatly simplify the task of stabilization and will actually improve the reliability of the overall pointing
subsystem over the 2 DOF configuration.



Table 7. Characteristics of Pointing Subsystem Approaches

DESIGN
PERFORMANCE One - DOF Two - DOF Three - DOF

CONSIDERATION Single Axis Dual Axis Four Axis

Laser Pointing No Yes -except at nadir Yes
Operation near Nadir No - beam does not No - gimbal lock Yes

cover nadir
Unconstrained Mount No - beam must be No - nadir must be Yes

aligned to AC Signature pointed up or down
Initial Cost Low Med High
Life Cycle Cost Low High - large mass to Med - inner gimbal re-

move and position accu- duces wear on outer
rately gimbal

MTBF High Med - large servos and High - fine control mir-
fine control ror not exposed to ele-

ments

5.2.4 Source Packaging and Beam Delivery
The final tradeoff discussed in this paper concerns delivery of laser jamming energy to the pointing sub-
system. Several design approaches can be considered, and they are dependent upon the laser source tech-
nology. One approach would integrate the laser into or onto the pointing system. The other approach is to
have a separate subassembly for the laser and pipe this energy to the pointing subsystems. The piping can
be performed using fiber optics or a free space coupled link. The characteristics of each of these ap-
proaches is summarized in Table 8.

There are several advantages for having a separate subassembly for the laser. Using this approach, one
laser could be used to supply the jamming energy for several pointing systems. The optical power could
actually be switched from one pointing subsystem to another depending on the engagement angle of the
approaching threat. This is especially true if the laser source is expensive and one source provides suffi-
cient power for multiple pointing systems. This approach also provides more freedom for the laser design
since it can be mounted away from the pointing system in an internal compartment with more room.

There are several disadvantages and technical challenges to the laser piping approach. The primary techni-
cal challenge is the laser piping itself. There are currently no good optical fibers that can handle sufficient
optical power and provide long life and reliability. Typically these fibers utilize fluoride or chalcogenide
glasses, which are brittle and subject to aging. Another approach is hollow waveguides; however, these are
susceptible to vibration and flexure.

An alternate approach to laser piping might be to use a free space coupled link. In this approach mirrors
are used with the beam transported in hollow conduit. Even flexible links can be made using rod lenses in
a similar fashion to endoscopes. This approach may prove feasible over a limited path length and in in-
stallations where there is a well defined path from the laser to the pointing system. However, for most in-
stallations the free space link would have to curve around the skin of the aircraft envelope or around inter-
nal aircraft components. A free space link will not perform well over such a winding path. The free space
link will be distorted by aircraft vibrations and maintenance will be difficult. When a countermeasure sys-



tem needs maintenance, the basic approach is to identify the broken LRU, replace it and continue the mis-
sion. The LRUs are made readily accessible to the aircraft ground crew for quick replacement. If a free
space coupled link needs repair, alignment would have to be performed on the aircraft. This means the
aircraft would not be free to fly its mission until the link is aligned and fixed. Thus the free space optical
link is not a practical solution.

The final approach is mounting the laser source in or on the pointing subsystem. The primary advantage of
this approach is no laser piping is required. This approach significantly reduces the risks involved in
maintaining the alignment of the laser to the pointing system. The disadvantage of this approach is one
laser is required for each pointing system. For most installations this approach also places constraints on
the laser size since the laser must be attached directly to or in the pointing system. Since the pointing sys-
tem must be attached to the aircraft skin there are overall constraints on how far into the aircraft skin it can
be mounted and how much weight the supporting aircraft structure can hold. Any new laser upgrades
would have to meet these constraints. In the last few years solid state lasers have progressed significantly
in the mid IR. In fact there are now multiband, air cooled mid-IR lasers that provide significant jamming

energy in a small laser package5 . Based upon the improvements in laser technology and the limitations in
laser piping technology the most practical approach at this time is directly coupling the laser to the pointing
subsystem.

Table 8. Comparison of Beam Delivery and Source Packaging Approaches

Tnmitter ransmittel i•geier1

DESIGN Lser Laser

PERFORMANCE Fiber or Waveguide Free Space Link

CONSIDERATION Coupled Coupled Direct Coupled

Source Mounting Not Constrained Not Constrained Must be on or near
gimbals

Source Packaging More Flexible More Flexible Size and weight con-
straints

Source Upgradeability Poor Medium Medium
Beam Losses Med Low Low
Beam Distortions Med High Low
MTBF Med Low High
Life Cycle Cost Med High Low
Spectral Bandwidth High High High
Weight Low High None - no intermediate

coupling structure
Installation Difficulty Med High - requires rigid Low

structure
Risk High - immature tech- High - very difficult Low - reliable coupling

nology installation, vibration method
sensitive

Initial Cost Med - only one laser, High - installation and Med - requires one la-
some installation labor alignment labor inten- ser per head

sive

s Northrop Grumman has demonstrated Band IV lasers in 1996 - a small air cooled, military qualified as-
sembly.



6. Conclusions
In this paper we have presented some of the design tradeoffs that must be considered when designing a
DIRCM system. The tradeoffs show that the design process must be iterative since many of the DIRCM
subsystems effect the performance requirements of other subsystems. The design tradeoffs also demon-
strate the impacts of the high performance probability requirements for each subsystem. Based upon this
process several recommendations are made for the design of a DIRCM system including using a high accu-
racy, good resolution MWS, a 256x256 cryo cooled detector array for missile tracking, a 3 (or 4) DOF
pointing system, and coupling the laser source directly to the pointing subsystem. Based upon this hard-
ware configuration, a DIRCM system can be designed to meet the high aircraft survivability requirements.
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The Defense-Industry Team for SOF

Thank you Bill [MGen William Moore].

Secretary Holmes, [other VIPs], and

members of the Special Operations Forces, thank

you all for being here tonight. It's great to see so

many faces here. As an old Marine, I was

anticipating a somewhat hostile crowd, so it's

great to see so many friendly faces.

But just to put you further at ease, let me

assure you that this is one Marine who has no

designs for taking away the work of the Special

Operations Forces!

(Pause for laughter)
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In fact, one of my major goals is to help you

better accomplish your missions, which are

getting more numerous and more complex all the

time. I'll talk more about that in a few minutes.

You know, I normally don't consider seven

years a milestone anniversary, but considering

that this month marks seven years since the

conclusion of Operations Desert Shield and

Desert Storm - and SOF's unique contributions

to that conflict - I'm going to make an exception.

In fact, let's take a quick trip back seven

years and recall some of those significant

contributions.

Recall that four days after President Bush's

announcement that American forces would
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deploy to the Persian Gulf, Special Operations

Forces were already in country in Saudi Arabia.

The first in were the Navy Special Warfare units

with SEALs, special boat units, SEAL delivery

vehicles and desert vehicles.

This unit grew to include 260 men, who were

part of the 7,000 special operators in the coalition

forces, the largest SOF deployment ever made

by United States.

SOF was literally leading the way the

moment the war started. At 0238 hours on 17

January, four MH-53 Pave Low helicopters from

the 20th Special Operations Squadron led two

flights of Apaches to make the first strike of the

offensive. That strike destroyed two key Iraqi

early warning radar sites in western Iraq, opening
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an air corridor that let nearly 900 coalition aircraft

into Iraq on that day alone!

Recall also that during the airwar, special

forces teams were sent into Iraq in search of

Scuds and to conduct reconnaissance in support

of the upcoming ground offensive. In fact, just

prior to G-Day, Special Forces conducted 12

special reconnaissance missions deep into Iraq

to watch for the repositioning of Iraqi forces and

to spot signs of an intended Iraqi counterattack.

A solid testament to the fighting skill of these

soldiers comes from one of those missions. You

may recall the 10-man "A" team that survived

detection in its desert "hide site" by fighting an

Iraqi force that outnumbered them 15 to 1,

eliminating 150 Iraqi soldiers with no causalities
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to themselves, then escaping safely by

helicopter.

Then there were the MC-1 30 Combat Talons

from the 8th Special Operations Squadron, who

used the enormous 15,000-pound bombs to

breach Iraqi minefields, and I'm sure take a

heavy psychological toll on the Iraqis at the same

time.

And tackling the mine problem a much

different way, Navy SEALs destroyed 25 mines in

the Persian Gulf, dropping from helicopters into

the water to attach demolition charges.

SEALs also captured the first POWs of the

war, when they seized an off-shore oil platform.

They captured another 67 POWs - and a large
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cache of weapons - when SEALs assaulted and

recaptured Qarah Island, the first time the Kuwaiti

flag was raised again over invaded territory.

AC-130 Spectre gunships held down Iraqi

forces in Southern Iraq, northeast Kuwait and

near Kuwait City. They also played a key role in

retaking Khafji by the coalition forces. That effort

came at a high price, as we remember the 14

crew members lost on on the morning of 31

January, 1991, when Spirit 03, an AC-1 30, was

downed by enemy fire. I was in the Marine

Expeditionary Forces operations center about 80

miles away that morning, and the trajedy has left

a lasting impression on me.

(pause briefly)
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Recall also the importance of PSYOPs in

Operation Desert Storm. In fact the 4th

Psychological Operation Group's leaflet drops,

coupled with B-52 bombings, take the credit for

the surrender of almost 60,000 Iraqi, many of

whom were waving the leaflets as they turned

themselves in at the coalition front.

The 96th Civil Affairs Battalion, the only

active duty civil affairs unit in US SOCOM, was

deeply involved in the operations from start to

finish, preparing coalition troops for the region's

cultural uniqueness, managing and supporting

the nearly overwhelming surge refugees and

POWs and assisting in the reconstruction of

Kuwait.
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And lastly, SOF was the glue that held

together the Coalition Forces. The liaison officers

SOF provided were key to successful combined

operations.

Those are incredible SOF accomplishments,

and indicative of an incredible group of soldiers,

sailors and airmen!

I salute those of you here tonight!

(Lead applause)

Indeed, the Special Operations Forces have

much to be proud of. When I look back at SOF

over the last almost two decades, I see evolution

and maturation. Since the hard look that was

taken following Desert One in 1980, Special

Operations has undergone an evolution and

maturation - in its mission, operations,
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organization and technologies. The successes

have racked up - Grenada, Panama, Desert

Storm, Somalia and Bosnia - and SOF has

gotten better every time.

Yet there is a challenge for the future of SOF

that needs to be addressed today. Your

OPTEMPO is increasing daily and your

sustainment bills are increasing hourly. And these

bills are all being paid out of your investment

accounts. Simply put, your today is consuming

tomorrow.

You face the challenge of achieving SOF's

Vision 2020 in an era of declining budgets -

everything's better, faster, cheaper - but at the

same time meeting ever-increasing tasking

levels.
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This challenge of a drastically changing

tomorrow became especially clear to me during

my work as a member of the National Defense

Panel. In our report, which we delivered to

Secretary of Defense Cohen last December, we

identified that the force structure of the future

must have the ability to respond to new

challenges, such as:

"* The use of weapons of mass destruction -

especially against civilian and commercial

targets at home and abroad by terrorist

means;

"* Deep inland operations;

"* Information attacks;

"* The absence of access to forward bases,

and
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9 Space operations.

To meet these new threats, it's clear that in

the 2010 to 2020 time frame our military forces,

Special Operations included, will need

capabilities far greater than those they currently

possess.

We will need greater mobility, precision,

speed, stealth and penetration. We need new

information-related technologies to detect,

identify and track far greater numbers of targets

over a larger area, and for a longer time, than

ever before.

We must exploit the opportunities those

technologies present to dissipate the "fog of war"

and gain significant advantages against our foes.
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In addition, we need a smaller logistics

footprint than we've had in the past. Lean

logistics means less of a strain on our own

infrastructures and strategic air and sea lift, while

at the same time providing less of a target to our

enemies.

Our forces must become faster, more lethal,

more expeditionary, lighter and less manpower-

intensive. In other words, the other services need

to model themselves after our Special Operations

Forces.

The good news is that we on the National

Defense Panel identified those major shifts in our

nation's force structure. The bad news is that we

didn't write down the answers on how to do it!
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What I do know is that, especially in the case

of Special Operations, it will take innovative,

breakthrough technologies. And to achieve those,

it will take a new partnership with industry - a

new way of defining needs, developing systems

and acquiring them. I am here to tell you that

industry, especially the corner of it that I come

from, stands ready to support you.

US SOCOM was founded to create jointness

across our special operations forces. You have

achieved that mission magnificently! You have

SEALS flying in Army helicopters. You have Air

Force and Army helicopters operating off Navy

ships. You have Army Rangers inside Air Force

gunships. You truly are a purple fighting force -

DoD's template for joint operations.
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And in that same spirit of jointness, it's my

hope that industry can be a partner in that joint

effort to a greater extent than ever before.

In its history, SOCOM, along with its industry

partners, has done a good job making marginal,

yet significant improvements to existing systems,

and getting those systems into the field. TFTA

radars and fire control system, specialized boats,

ruggedized communication systems, improved

diving equipment, and enhanced sniper rifles,

scopes and night vision goggles are some good

examples.

Let me digress for one moment again to my

work on the National Defense Panel. It became

very clear to me during that time that our military
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has four distinct advantages, advantages that

must be maintained if we are going to transform

our forces for the future.

They are:

(use fingers to numerate each point)

"* Well trained, disciplined troops;

"* Led by superb NCOs and officers;

"• Equipped with an overwhelming technical

advantage; and

"* Possessing an influence projection capability

that no one else has.

Along that thinking, I firmly believe the next

phase of SOF's evolution and maturation - its

transformation to achieve Vision 2020 - will

require not only improved technology, but in a

greater sense breakthrough technology.

Breakthrough technology in mobility, sensing and
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identification, miniaturization, secure

communications, advanced munitions, stealth,

human enhancements and robotics.

This is why a new, reinvigorated partnership

between SOF and industry is so important. You

don't need to hear it from this Marine - funding

new technology, especially the breakthrough

variety, is expensive - darn expensive. We in

industry, however, can do our part to make it

affordable.

How can this partnership work? Let me

share two elements I believe are key to this

success.

First, I encourage SOF to involve its industry

partners as early as possible in the process to
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define and develop requirements. Industry then

can do its part to identify the appropriate

technology - Is it achievable with off-the-shelf or

modification technology? Or does it require a leap

above and beyond technology that currently

exists?

Let us be part of the joint team that makes

these early, critical decisions. If industry

participates early in the requirements definition

process, you can then leverage the industrial

IR&D investment accounts just as you have

successfully done with the services and

laboratories.

Second, to fund technology breakthroughs,

let industry do its part to squeeze the costs out of

your operations. Help us pin-point where the high
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costs are. Allowing contractors to apply

commercial processes to support SOF systems

frees up resources, resources I hope SOF can

earmark for solving future technology needs.

What's our responsibility? We in industry will

do our part to help take the costs out of our

products. By developing and building systems

with increased mean time between failures, less

man-in-the-loop support, among other methods,

we can help turn some operation dollars into

technology development dollars.

Achieving these savings may mean changing

a number of paradigms. For instance, the

traditional concepts of organic maintenance and

support may not be in SOF's best economic

interest.
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Cheaper... better.. .faster. Contractor logistics

support may be the best answer for SOF. CLS

has been proven to be tailor-made to support a

number of the highly specialized systems that

SOF operates. Extending this concept will almost

certainly achieve critical cost savings in the ever

growing O&S accounts and help preserve SOF's

future investments.

I urge US SOCOM to re-examine its current

support posture in partnership with industry, and

not be bound by traditional ways of doing

business. Industry can provide you the weapons

to fight the war against the "cost of ownership."

And of course, we need to look at how

breakthrough technology, when placed in a new

.a
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paradigm of Special Operations force structure,

might result in even greater savings. For

example, can 50 tiltrotors replace 87 aircraft?

Can warfighters trained with next generation

instructional methods result in the requirement for

fewer battalions?

Those are questions yet to be answered, and

no question about it, SOF faces a hefty

challenge. Demands for your capabilities are

going up - increased OPTEMPO, more difficult

tasking, coupled with tighter funding.

I'm confident, however, that as a truly joint

team, SOF and industry, we can develop, build

and support a new realm of technology that will

bring you to 2020.
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I look forward to that challenge, and to the

opportunity to work together to perform the

absolutely critical mission of Special Operations

Forces, and achieve your Vision 2020.

Thank you.
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Thank you General Skibbie, General Moore, Colonel

Henderson and all the participants of this symposium. First, I would

like to recognize the new National Defense Industrial Association for

sponsoring this conference. In the nine years that it has been held,

this symposium has consistently provided an excellent forum for

members of industry and government to meet and discuss issues

important to Special Operations and Low-Intensity Conflict. I look

forward to NDIA's continued support.

I am glad that you had an opportunity to hear from General

Schoomaker yesterday and to participate in a number of workshops

to discuss issues of critical importance to our national security. It is

my privilege to join you this morning to addr: s "SOF Modernization"

and to share with you some of my thoughts from a policy perspective.

As many of you know, last year, the Department was involved in

a number of studies - such as the Quadrennial Defense Review and

the National Defense Panel. These studies took a hard look at our

future defense needs and the direction in which the Department is

likely to be headed into the next century. One of the encouraging



developments that my staff saw during the many panels and review

group sessions, was the prevailing recognition of the importance of

SOF.

Our senior defense leaders - both Secretary Cohen and

General Shelton - are very familiar with the Special Operations

Community and its accomplishments. This is not surprising, as SOF

has played a part in most of the recent military operations that have

received high-level attention - including our ongoing efforts to create

inroads of peace and cooperation in Bosnia; efforts to safeguard

innocent citizens of the US and our allies in Africa; and efforts to

stem the growing threat posed by terrorists and the use of

asymmetric weapons of mass destruction.

Indeed, SOF has come a long way in the last decade, and its

capabilities have been increasingly demanded by CINCs,

Ambassadors, and policymakers. Nevertheless, we cannot permit

ourselves to become complacent. Our challenge is to ensure that we

remain at the leading edge in this world of accelerating change. To

meet this challenge, we need to ask ourselves 3 basic questions:



1) How will the battlefield change?

2) What will SOF's role be in this new environment?

and

3) How can we best accommodate that role?

HOW WILL THE BATTLEFIELD CHANGE?

Approaching the 2 1st century, our country faces a dynamic and

uncertain security environment. We are in a period of strategic

opportunity as the changing global economy and proliferation of

international information systems continue to transfcrm culture,

commerce, and global interaction. We also find ourselves in a period

of uncertainty, surrounded by increasingly complex, dangerous, and

unpredictable threats.

The national security challenges that confront us, do not

respect boundaries and they seldom have a face. Weakened

alliances and emergent regional powers in Southwest Asia, the

Middle East and Northeast Asia will continue to threaten regional

stability. Meanwhile transnational threats such as drug trafficking

and terrorism continue to expand. Furthermore, as we have seen in



Somalia, the former Yugoslavia and Zaire, failed or failing states

create instability, internal conflict, and humanitarian crises. In some

cases, governments lose their ability to maintain public order and

provide for the needs of their people, creating the conditions for civil

unrest, famine, massive flows of migrants across international

borders, and aggressive actions by neighboring states.

Safeguarding a free and stable world will require a range of

action on the part of the international community. While the United

States has no desire to be the world's policeman, we will do what we

can to make our world safer and more prosperous. And the actions

that we take should be considered within the framework of the three-

pronged defense strategy articulated by Secretary Cohen earlier this

year: shape, respond and prepare. Our forces are called upon to

help shape the international environment and respond to the full

spectrum of crises, while preparing now for an uncertain future.
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SOFS ROLE IN THIS NEW ENVIRONMENT

Shaping the International Strategic Environment

John F. Kennedy once said that peace is a daily process which

gradually changes opinions, slowly erodes old barriers, and quietly

builds new structures. And however undramatic the pursuit of peace,

the pursuit must go on. Although they seldom make the newspaper

headlines, SOF's steady-state efforts help foster stability and prevent

local problems from developing into threats to international security.

Our humanitarian demining efforts around the vorld offer a

poignant example of SOF's contribution to shaping the international

security environment. As part of the U.S. Government's

humanitarian detaining program, Special F:---s units have the

primary responsibility for training host nation demainers. Civil Affairs

units help countries to develop indigenous demaining entities. And

PSYOP personnel conduct mine awareness programs which educate

populations in affected areas regarding the dangers of landmines,

what they look like, and what to do if a landmine is located.

5



DoD also continues to pursue a robust research and

development program to develop simple, inexpensive equipment to

enhance a country's ability to detect and clear landmines. Recently,

my office hosted a workshop that brought together scientists,

policymakers and the heads of Mine Action Centers to discuss the

technological needs of deminers in their different operational

environments. The most immediate needs identified were low-tech

equipment, such as protective devices, and reliable tools, like

vegetation cutters, that would help clear areas where mines may lie.

The challenge for this program is that the equipment we design can

be adapted for the deminers laboring in the hot Jordanian desert and

those in the lush Cambodian tropics and those in the cool Bosnian

hills. Congress has appropriated over $16 million this year for these

R&D activities, and a similar amount of funding is projected out to

2003.

Since our humanitarian demining effort began four years ago,

SOF personnel conducted humanitarian demining training in 15

countries throughout Africa, Latin America, Indochina, and Bosnia.

In 1997 alone, over 276 U.S. military trained an estimated 1,200



deminers-more than double the number in 1996. In addition, over

the last two years, DoD has provided more than $900,000 in

equipment and supplies to assist deminers.

The goal of our humanitarian efforts is to help countries build

long-term indigenous infrastructures capable of educating the

population to protect itself from landmines, eliminating the hazards

posed by landmines, and returning mined areas to their previous

condition. Through this steady-state effort, SOF is helping other

countries to transform these fields back to usable, planting fields.

And in doing so, SOF efforts help build confidence in fledgling

governments and allow countries to finally move past the wounds

inflicted by past wars.

e Responding to the Full Spectrum of Crises

While we do our best to promote regional stability and deter

crises through steady-state efforts like humanitarian demining, we

must be ready to respond to those crises that do hit. The U.S.

military can, and has, provided rapid response, logistics,

transportation and global communications support capabilities



required for a humanitarian relief operation. Similarly, we have a lot

to offer in support of complex peacekeeping operations. But the

United States cannot operate alone. Transporting massive amounts

of relief supplies around the world, coordinating the distribution of

supplies, and assisting in the implementation of peace accords all

represent massive challenges that no one country can tackle alone.

The multinational nature of both humanitarian assistance and

peacekeeping operations requires us to prepare to work closely with

other countries. SOF, with their language proficiency, cultural

awareness, and regional orientation, are uniquely suited to serve as

DoD's representatives with local governments as well as non-

governmental and international organizations during such

humanitarian missions. Our military personnel routinely demonstrate

their flexibility and ability to work around almost any interoperability

challenge once an operation has begun.

We recognize that doctrine should not, and cannot, be made

universal: one size will not fit all, given the different practices and

tradition of various armed forces. But we can endeavor to ensure



that the doctrines and techniques of our primary partners are roughly

in harmony. If we are to conduct these operations together, we must

first be familiar with each of our partners in other countries. We must

develop creative ways to meet the overall goals of the mission

despite our differences. And to conduct these operations with

greatest effectiveness and efficiencies, we must seek synergies

among the different participants, capitalizing on our various

strengths.

Because of the experience, adaptability and creativity of our

Special Operators, SOF can and has led the way in finding the best

ways to conduct these operations while also reducing risk.

Meanwhile, industry can also play a role by roognizing the varying

requirements due to environmental, cultural, and operational

parameters in the different regions of the world where SOF personnel

are deployed.

* Preparing Now for the Future

Indeed, SOF has been seen as an attractive force for

peacetime operations like demining, humanitarian assistance, and

9



peacekeeping because of its regional orientation, language skills,

and cultural sensitivity. As the demand for SOF continues to

increase and the types of missions become more diverse, it is

important to remember that Special Operators are warriors - first and

foremost.

From its founding, SOF have always been known - and

respected - for their ability to carry out the most demanding direct

action, special reconnaissance, and unconventional warfare

missions. Special Operators have distinguished themselves in every

major American conflict of the past four decades. We can expect

that these traditional missions will continue to be central to SOF.

Nevertheless, as I indicated in the beginning of these remarks,

those who do seek to challenge us will do so not only with tanks, jet

aircraft, and aircraft carriers. We also must be capable of responding

to aggressors who operate outside of traditional parameters to exploit

our weaknesses - to attack us asymmetrically - challenging our

political, economic, technological, cultural, and other interests, both

overseas and at home.

10



Protection of our infrastructure, private commercial activities, or

of our citizens on U.S. soil do not typically fall within the legal or

political authority of the military. But at the same time, these

challenges may be too complex for any single agency to handle.

Instead, confronting these aggressors will involve swift, decisive

multi-agency and multi-sectoral response.

It is important to note that the U.S. military strictly observes the

Posse Comitatus Act. Our armed forces do not make arrests, seize

evidence, or interrogate people - that is a law enforcement function

that is strictly off limits. However, the ambiguity and complexity of

future threats, whose impacts cross interagency lines of

responsibility, may require military to conduct operations close to "the

seam" between military and other agency functions. The military

forces assigned to these difficult missions, must be mature, with the

necessary political sensitivity, unwavering ethics and, the ability to

quickly discern the line between legal and moral responsibility. In

this operational environment, SOF is well-equipped to lead the way.

11



Already, the U.S. government has been adapting ourselves to

operate in this ambiguous and complex operational environment. In

the last decade, the U.S. Government has developed robust

programs, policies, strategies and capabilities to defend against the

terrorist and drug trafficking threats across the interagency. And

SOF has played an important role in this effort.

HOW CAN WE BEST ACCOMODATE THAT ROLE?

With the ever increasing demand for SOF, the high OPTEMPO

and PERSTEMPO, and constrained defense budget, it is important

that policymakers continuously develop and adapt policies on how far

we are willing for SOF to go.

Meanwhile, SOF leadership needs to ensure that we attract and

retain quality people for these increasingly diverse and difficult

missions. Furthermore, both SOF leadership and the SOF

community must reconcile our training objectives with our strategic

role and the ways in which SOF is being employed. As General

Schoomaker has said, SOF must "train for certainty while educating

12



for uncertainty." No doubt, this is a difficult task - which will require

leadership, vision and creativity at all levels of the command.

But leadership is not the only thing required ... one of the most

important facets for ensuring that we are ready to face the challenges

ahead is to develop a program of "Intelligent Modernization."

"* To maximize the limited Major Force Program-1 1 Research

and Development funds, we must work closely with Services,

their laboratories and development centers, as well as the

National Laboratories, and clearly articulate SOF needs and

requirements to capitalize on their efforts.

"* We must focus the SOF research and development program

on high pay-off technologies - emphasizing equipment that

is the most strategically agile and those items and systems

that give us quantum leaps in capability.

"* We must also closely examine our legacy systems and

determine when we should modify and enhance and when

13



we should replace. We need to continue to look for help

from the services - to develop new strike, mobility,

engagement, support and C41 capabilities.

The critical reality is that the choices we make today will make the

difference between success and failure in tomorrow.

Funding in the future will continue to be tight. As such, industry

must work hand-in-hand with U.S. Special Operations Command and

the Services to find synergies and ensure interoperability.

The years ahead will undoubtedly test our adaptability and our

ability to accept change. I am confident that SOF have the creativity

and professional skills to tackle new, unconventional tasks, while

maintaining their traditional skills. Let us make sure that we provide

SOF with the right tools to help them emerge in the coming decades

stronger than ever.

Thank you.
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Secretary Holmes just outlined for you some of the important

questions that we will have to answer, in order to ensure that SOF

will be prepared to meet the challenges of the future. It is clearly

evident that adapting SOF to support our nation's emerging security

needs will be an incredibly important and difficult challenge that must

be met. So, what do we need to do today to meet these challenges?

I hope to shed some light on some potential answers to this question.

[GRAPH 1 - DoD Budget]

Let's begin with the SOF Budget. For most of you the SOF

Budget is an old story. If we look at its overall relationship with the

DoD budget, we can see that an extremely small portion of the

budget is dedicated to Special Operations. As you can see by this

graph, Major Force Program-11, that is the SOF account, represents

less than 1.4% of the overall DoD budget.



[GRAPH 2 - MFP-1I Budget]

If we look at the SOF funding in more detail we can see that if we

discount inflation, the top line is fairly flat. A little more than $3 Billion

per year. Given that SOF has not experienced major reductions in

manpower, and that there has been no reduction in the demand for

SOF forces from the Theater CINCs, SOF's equipment accounts,

which are made up of procurement and Research & Development,

have had to provide the source for needed funds. In other words, the

fiscal demands of SOF's operational requirements have precluded us

from putting as many resources as we would like in the equipment

accounts. From the industrial perspective this means few new

programs - and taxes stress those equipment programs that do

exist.

Recently, for new and expanding missions, SOF has had to ask

the Department for more funds. Fortunately, we have been able to

do this with some success - particularly with respect to mission

areas in which SOF plays a primary role. However, our history of

success at supporting our unfunded requirements has partially
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blinded us to the fact that this kind of approach cannot support the

development of visionary programs - and visionary programs are

what SOF needs for the future.

One thing that SOF has in its favor is the fact that both the

Quadrennial Defense Review and the Report of the National Defense

Panel acknowledged the fact that special operations forces are

uniquely suited to many of the challenges that our nation is expected

to face in the foreseeable future.

[GRAPH 3: Transforming Defense - NDP Quote on SOF]

However, despite the fact that decision makers recognize the need

for SOF, they must also live within the constraints of a fixed budget

ceiling. Any increase in the SOF budget has to come from

somewhere. The Balanced Budget Agreement means that we can

no longer expect OSD to provide more funds without clearly

identifying who or what the billpayers are, and how we expect those

bills will be paid.



[GRAPH 4 - Defense Reform Initiative]

Secretary Cohen's Defense Reform Initiative proposes a

number of approaches for reducing costs. These include:

"* Streamlining Organizations;

- The Office of the Secretary of Defense is being reduced by

33% from FY 1996 levels.

- The Joint Staff will be reduced by 29% from FY 1996 levels

- Defense Agencies will be reduced by 21% over the next five

years

These reductions and reoganizations are to more effeciently

position the Department to face future challenges and weed-out

unnecessary overlap, complexity, and redundancy.

"* Reengineering Business Practices;

- By January 1, 2000, all aspects of the contracting process for

major weapons systems will be paper free.

- In FY 2000, 90 percent of DoD purchases under $2500 will be

made using the Government IMPAC purchase card.



- By this July, DoD will stop volume printing of all DoD-wide

regulations and instructions and will make them available only

through the internet of CD-ROM.

* Competing to improve and save,

The Department is moving forward to increase outsourcing, for

example:

- The DoD is planning to compete the following functions:

civilian pay, military retiree pay, personnel services, disposal of

surplus property, management of leased property, and drug

testing laboratories.

- DoD will continue to pursue public-private competitions for

depot maintenance work to the full extent allowed by law.

* Eliminating unnecessary infrastructure.

- DoD will seek congressional authority for two additional BRAC

rounds.

- DoD will consolidate, restructure and regionalize many of its

support agencies.



- DoD will seek permanent # legislative authority to privatize

family housing construction

Happily, the SOF community can say that it has already implemented

many of the ideas proposed in the Defense Reform Initiative.

"* As you have heard from the CINC yesterday USSOCOM has

taken a radically new structure to improve the flow of information

in the command and enhance its ability to perform its mission.

"* USSOCOM has worked to reengineer and improve the

command's strategic planning and requirements development

processes.

"* USSOCOM has been at the forefront of outsourcing - which is

exemplified by the continued development of the Special

Operations Forces Support Activity (SOFSA). SOFSA is an

innovative approach for meeting the long-term logistical support

requirements for many SOF unique equipment items.



*USSOCOM has tried to eliminate low-priority infrastructure.

Please note that I didn't state unnecessary infrastructure.

Because of fiscal pressures the SOF community, like the rest of

DoD, has had to make some difficult choices.

Obviously there is room for additional improvement in all of

these areas. However, as one might gather from the improvements I

just listed, most of the easy changes have already been made. For

SOF to make any major gains from here we must consider cutting

into the meat of our operational capability-something which is

clearly unacceptable-or seriously consider other new ways of doing

business.

What things might we consider? Perhaps we should take a

hard look at our traditional missions. Are conventional forces doing

these missions? Where should SOF be willing to accept risk? What

missions does SOF do that no one else can do?

We should also look at how we do these missions. Can we do

these missions differently? Could some of our missions be



I

outsourced? Could we turn to industry to support the production of

PSYOP products for example? Might it be more cost effective for the

private sector to provide critical expertise we find in our Civil Affairs

units for short-term humanitarian and disaster relief missions? Could

we turn to industry to provide overseas logistical support? Ideas like

these could revolutionize the way SOF does business. I

Along similar lines, we need to take a hard look at the tools that

SOF uses to carry out its missions. In the past, the SOF community

could afford to expend its resources to stay on the leading edge of

technology. The SOF community maintained capabilities it no longer

needed and pursued any course to stay at the leading edge of

technology. Today the community needs to carefully select its

choices. We need to eliminate marginal equipment programs,

reduce our overhead costs and decrease the life-cycle costs

associated with maintaining our weapons, mobility and C41 systems.

Let me conclude by saying that decisionmakers within the

Department recognize that SOF are critically important to the national

defense. That said, they also recognize that SOF needs to



modernize if it is to remain a viable national capability. Ultimately this

means that SOF will require additional funding. But before

consideration can be given to providing additional funding for SOF,

the SOF community must develop a better understanding of where

and how additional resources can best be utilized. It must also take

all possible steps to improve the use of its current funds. In this era

of decreasing budgets, we can no longer afford to make decisions

that only provide marginal increases in operational capability.

Let me close with a line I heard Mr. Holmes use of few minutes ago,

"The critical reality is that the choices we make today, will make

the difference between success and failure tomorrow."

[Ask Brig Gen Doug Brown to make remarks]
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